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INTRODUCTION 
Thi s thesis is a translation of the ninth chapter of the 
Samarai ccakana . The Samaraiccakana ( Samaradityakatna) is a religious 
narr ative (dharmakatha) composed in Jaina Maharastri by Haribhadra Suri 
1 
of 8th to 9th century A. D. 
by Her mann Jacobi: 
The complete edition of this was published 
Hermann Jacobi , ed ., Samaraicca kaha : a Jaina Pralqita work~ vol.I, 
text and introduction . Bibliotheca Indica , work no. 169. Calcutta: 
Asiatic Society of Bengal , 1908(Fasc . I == Issue number, n.s . 1143), 
1909 ( II=l210) , 1910(III=l243), 1911(rv=1279) , 1912(V=l332), 
1913(vI=1359) , 1914(VII==1387) , ? (VIII=1451) and 1962(Ix=1485). 
N.B. Vol . II was not published . 
As far as I know , this is the first complete edition of thi·s work. It 
is an excellent edition despite the fact that it contains some obvious 
mispri nts and errors . Bes i des Jacobi ' s edition , I have seen mention of 
the following , but as I have not had access to them, I cannot sive detailed 
information about them here : 
- -Pandit Bhagavan Das, ed ., with a Skt chaya. 2vols. Ahmedabad: 
,; 
Sarada mudra~alaya , 1938-42. 
M. C. Modi, ed., SamaPaiccakahn, Bhavas I & II, Ahmedabad, 1933. 
do . , Bhava VI, with introduction, not es , translation, vocabulary 
and Skt tippanf . Prakrit Grantha- mala, no.7. Ahmedabad, 1936. 
. . 
B. H. Dosi , ed . , Samaraiccakaha, with Gujarati introduction. 2 vols. 
1938-42 . 
B.A . Chau~ule and N.V. Vaidya, eds., with notes and translation. 1936. 
N. V. Vaidya, ed ., Samaraiccakana . 
1 For a detailed discussion of the dates and the life of Haribhadra, 
see Jacobi ' s introduction, pp .i-x . He consider ed the period of Haribhadra's 
literary activity to be in around 750 A.D. or soon after. 
--
y 
Jacobi used six manuscripts which he designated A to F for his 
d · t· 2 e i ion . He also consulted with the Samaraditya-sC1T[lk?epa~ a Sanskrit 
summary of this work written by Pradyumna Suri in 1214 A.D. Jacobi edited 
and published this text also : 
, 
Hermann Jacobi, ed., Sri -Pradyumrzacarya-viracitab Samaraditya-
samk?epaa. Ahmedabad , 1906. 
llowcvcr, I did not have access to this edition either. 
Since Jacobi ' s pioneering work, the Samaraiccakaha has sometimes 
been mentioned in general reference books. 3 However, they are all nothing 
more than references to Jacobi 's intoduction. The only lengthy study since 
2 Besides these six manuscripts, the following manuscripts are 
report ed : 
No .191 of Chandrabhal Tripa~hi, Catalogue of the Jaina, Manuscripts at 
Strasbourg~ Indologia Berolinensis Bd . 4 (Leiden:Brill,1975), 
pp . 247- 8 [= s .4 51 of Ernst Leumann, Ubersicht uber die Avasyaka-
Literatur~ Alt - und neu-indische Studien 4 (Hamburg: Friede- · 
richsen, de Gruyter , 19 34) , S . IVb=No .4 548 of E . Wi~kersheimer , 
Catalogue general des manuscrits des Bibliotheques publiques de 
France~ tome 57 , Strasbourg (Paris, 1923), n .792 (unseen)]. 
No . 212 of Muni PuDyavijaya, Catalogue of Pa~eaf Manuscripts in the 
Santinatha Jain Bhan.dara~ Cambay~ 2 pts , Gaekward ' s Oriental 
Series, nos .135, 149.(Baroda: Oriental Institute, 1961-66),pp. 
358- 362 . 
Kramanka 265 and Pothi 16 mi Kra .124 of Muni Shri Punyavijayaji, New 
Catalogue of Sanskrit an.d Prakrit Manuscripts: Jesalmer Collec-
tion~ L.D. Series 36 (Ahrnedabad: L. D. Institute of Indology, 
1972) . 
For other manuscripts see Hari Damodar Velankar, Jinaratna,kosa: an 
alphabetical register of Jain works and authors~ vol.I works, Government 
Oriental Series , class C no .4 (Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental Research 
Institute , 1949), p.419a . 
3 E. g . M. Winternitz, Geschichte der in.dischen Lite1riatur~ Bd . 2 ,(1920; 
rpt. Stuttgart : Koehler, 1968), S.334; (revised English version) A 
History of Indian Literature~ tr. S . Ketkar and H. Kohn, vol .II (Calcutta, 
1927; rpt . New York : Russell, 1971; New Delhi : Oriental Reprint, 1977), 
pp . 522- 525 ; (Jap .tr.) Jaina,kyo bunken~ tr. G. Nakano (Koyasan, 1976),pp. 
134-138. L. Renou et J . Filliozat L'inde classique (Paris-Hanoi,1953), 
s2418, p .620- 621 (by Renou) . The contents of the Samaraiccakaha are 
summn.rizcd in Jacobi, pp.xxxi - cxix ; ,Tagad:is Cnnrlrn. Jn.in , Praki;t Sahity 
ka Itihas (500 B. C. se 7800 A.D. ta,k) ~ Vidyabhavan Rastrabhasa Granthamala 
~2 (Varanasi: The Chowkhamba Vidya Bhawan, 1961), pp .394-41 2 ; Nemicandra 
Sastri, Haribhadra ke PraJa:ta Katha-sahity ka Alocarzatmak parisilan~ 
Prakrit Jain Institute Research Publication Series, vol . II (Bihar: 
Research Institute of Prakrit , Jainology and Ahimsa, 1965), pp .147-170. 
. 
V1 
Jacobi ' s work is that published by J . Yadav in 1977: 
Jhinaku Yadav , Samaraiccakaha ek samskrtik adhyayan . Varanasi :Bharati 
prakasan, 1977. 
As can be seen from its title, this seems to be a study of the vocabulary 
of the Samaraiccakaha~but in fact it is a list of arbitrary selected 
Sanskrit items o f vocabulary expl ained through their usage in Sanskrit 
literature. Therefore it is neither a study of the samaraiccakaha nor 
a philological study of the Prakrit in which it is writt en . Thus Jacobi's 
introduction is still the most important and in fact the only guide for the 
- . - 4 
study of the Samara~ccakaha . 
Although the importanc e o f the Samaraiccakahii has already been pointed 
out by historians of Indian literature, as far as I know no complete , 
critical translation of it has yet been published . Philosophically this 
work is .linked throughout by the concept of karman which is the most 
important of the Jaina doctorines. Each chapter is called a ' Bhava '~ 
which means rebirth or reincarnation. In each chapter one of nine 
successive reincarnations of both a hero and his opponent is described. 
The souls of the original protagonists of the narrative, Gunasena and 
Agnisarman , are r eborn eight times and each time become rivals because of 
their karman . This conflict is r eso lved in the ninth Bhava when the 
eighth reincarnation of Gill?asena, Samaraditya , attains liberation. I chose 
this l ast chapter for my study because it is the clearest expression of 
the aim of the entire narrative . 
As I have tried to make as accurate a translation as pos s ible , the 
translation is very literal, and so the English may sometimes be awkward. 
In the notes I have dealt with misprints, suggested emendations of 
Jacobi ' s edit ion, desi-words, difficult words or compounds and technical 
t erms. 
4 In the introduction Jacobi gives accounts of the characteristics of 
the Samaraiccakaha; the metre , grammatical points etc ., which includes 
some important suggestions. He adds a detailed summary of contents chapter 
by chapter . 
vii 
I hope that this thesis will serve as stepping- stone towards a 
complete translation and analysis of the Samaraiccakana. Furthermore, 
I hope that it will be useful in further studies of Prakrit narrative 
works. 
The various abbreviations of the works to which I refer are explained 
in the bibliography, where they are classified in alphabetical order 
among the other works . The numerals in the text refer to the pages of 
Jacobi ' s edition , and asterisks to the additional not es, at the end of 
this thesis. 
viii 
REMARKS ON THE LANGUAGE 
1 When the penultimate syllable is long by nature or by pos ition, 
the short final vowel is elided before a word or a member of a compound 
1 
which begins with a vowel: e . g . ajj' eva (759.12); ev ' eyany (763 . 2-3). 
In this case a monosyllabic enclitic word (e.g. ca) is regarded as if it 
were a final syllable of the preceding word. Therefore cintiyam canena . . . 
(760.16) should be analysed cintiya~ c' a~e,:ia and not cintiya~ ca '~e~a . . 
Here we cannot expect a defective pronoun ~e~a. In his introduction 
(p .xxix) Jacobi corrected his earlier statement that supposes a defective 
pronoun-stem ~a (Erz.~S.XL). 2 This important correction made by Jacobi 
is usually passed over, but it should not be disregarded . 
2 When a subject refers to both masculine and feminine nouns, its 
predicate or its pronoun takes neut. pl. ending. F. Edgerton has 
remarked that in BSkt the neut . pl . endings -~ni~ -uni~ -Ini are used 
for masculine nouns and has attribut ed this to the confusion of endings 
(BHSG 6 .4); and Fischel says of Prakrit also that in dialects neut. pl . 
nom.-acc. forms are . often made from masculine nouns ending in -a 
Fischel § 358). However , in our text when the subject refers to both 
masculine and feminine nouns (the only examples in the text are of 
people), the neut . pl . nom. is almost always used. The following is 
1 rl1his was dir;cusscd in dcto.il by IT. ,Jacobi, "Uber c l nc ncue 
Sandhiregel im Pali und iTI Prakrit der Jainas und ub er die Betonung 
in die sen Sprachen ," IF ?-i ( 19i3 )', S. 211-221 == KSch 89-99. 
2 See also op. cit .~ S . 221 = KSch 99. 
ix 
a complete list of ~he examples in which this occurs: 
visujjhmnanaparinamaim gayaim kwnarasamivam~ muniyam kumarena~ 
. . ~ . . . . . 
abbhutthiyai~ saharisan:i~ pa~amiyai~ vi1:ae~a(scilLraya- and devi - ) 
747. 19-748 .1 . 
paqibohiya~i ya tani' (scil . mitta- and bhariya-) 759.9. 
SOY[lkhuddhaYfi hiyae~a 764.4 . 
bha~amaYJ,ai~ niva4iyai~ cala~esu 764 .6-7 . 
bhanamanani uvagayani moham~ samasasiyani devena 764.9-10. 
. . . . . . 
samaraddhaYfi . .. nivari yani 764 .11 . 
. 
aogga~i amhe 764 .17 . 
jogga1:i tumhe 765 . 2. 
dhammamettasaranaim hoha 765 .8. 
. . 
ja~iyapacchayavaim 765 .11 . 
. 
padi buddhani 765 .15 . 
. . 
samviggani savvani~ virattani bhavao (refer to raya-~ devI~ Asoya.I 
. . . . 
(the pr ince ' s friend) ~ Vibbhama:vai ~ Kamalaya~ Kundalaya~ Manini 
. . 
(from p. ?38 ))766 . s- 6. 
viruddhayarini eyani (scil . Dhanayatta and Bandhula) 766.8 . 
. . 
viruddhayari~i 766 .9 . 
viruddhayari~i eya~i 766 .13. 
mi liyailr} ca.kkavayai7T1 ( refer to mal e and female cakravaka-birds) 
768 .8. 
a~uggihiya~i amhe (MuYficanda ~ his queens and his vassals) 802.13. 
dhanna1:i tubbhe 802 .17. 
pavvaiya~i eya~i 803 .10-11. 
X 
3 A Metrical Analysis . 
In the 9th bhava all 76 verses are composed exclusively in the arya 
met r e . 1 This metre used t o c ause trouble to Indologists until it was 
clarified . 2 In his introduction to the Samaraiccakaha, H. Jacobi 
gives a brief account of the metre in the Samaraiccakaha~ This account 
1s based on his earli e r article . 4 His points in summary arc: 
1 the 6th ga~a of the first line is either an Amphibrachys 
(v -V ) or a Proceleusmaticus with a caesura afte r the first 
syllable ( v , u UU ) ; 
2 when there is no diaeresis after the 3rd ga~a, the 4th ga~a 
must be either v - v or v , VV V ; 
3 these two versefeet are excluded in odd ga~as; 
4 a diaeresis is preferable before the 7th gava 1n both lines, 
and before the 5th ga~a in the second line . 
I have examined the above rules by tabulating the vers es of the 9th 
bhava . The symbol , indicates the end of a word and ( , ) indicates the 
end of a member of a compound . Before a monosyllabic enclitic I have 
marked neither , nor ( ,) . 
1 796 . 4- 5 is sloka metre , but it is a quotation. A short line of 
an arya verse is found at 796 .10. I have not taken the se two exceptions 
into account . 
2 E . g . the arya stanzas in the Thera-Therl-gatha were not identified 
fully until L. Alsdorf ' s "Arya stanzas in Thera-theri-gatha" (1966) 
which is appendix II to the 2nd edition of Oldenberg and Fischel, eds., 
The Thera - and Theri - gatha . The first book l ength study of ga~achandas 
was done long ago by C. Cappeller, Die Ganachandas: ein Beitrag zur 
indischen Metrik (Le i pz i g : Hiithel & Legler, 1872 ), but this work was 
not sufficient for studies of the arya . For a criticism of Cappeller's 
work see L. Alsdorf , Les etudes jaina: etat present et taches futures 
(Paris : College de France, 1965), pp.54-5 . 
3 H. Jacobi , Samaraicca kaha, pp .xxiii-xxv . 
4 H. Jacobi , "zur Kenntniss der Arya ," ZDMG 4o (1886), S.336-342 - KSch 
198- 204 . 
ga7:a 
'-" '\.../ -
'--' - '-../ 
- '--' '-' 
Table 1 the 1st, 2nd , 3rd , 5th and 7th gar:as of the first line. 
1 
7~2.7;714 . 5,7,11;770 . 15 
771 . 1;773.1,11;778.4; 
779.18;795.4;796.14; 
797.6;801 .1 4 
2 
702.5;733 . 15;758.l,7; 
773 . 1,13;779 . 14;795 . 4; 
796 .1 2;797.8;801.12; 
805 .1 2 
702.11,15,17;704 . 7,9, 
11;714.3,5,11;733.13, 
17;757 . 16;770.13;771 . 
1,3,7,9,11;773.3,5,7; 
778.4;779.12,18;793.l; 
795.10;796.14;797 . 2,6j 
801 . 6,14;805.6,8,10 
3 
702 .13 ,17; 704.9,15; 773.13; 
758 .1, 5; 770 .13,19; 773-9; 
779 .16; 795.4,8,10; 797.8; 
801.12; 805.4,12 
702.9,ll,15,17;704.7,ll,702.13;714.9;758.5;761.702.5,9,ll,15;704.7,ll, 
15,17;714.3,9;733.13,15,18;773.9;779,20;780.2; 17;714.3,5;733.15,17; 
17;757.16;758.l,5,7;770.793.3;795.6,801.4,16; 757.16;758.7;761.18;770 
13,19;771.5,11;773.5,7, 805.4 15;771.7,9,11;773.l,3,5 
13;779.14;780.2;793.3; 7;778.4;779.12,14,18,20; 
795.6,8,10,12;796.12; 793.3;795.6,12;796.12 
797,4,8;801.6,8,10,12; 
805 .4,1 2 
702 . 5,13;704 . 9;705 .l; 
76·1.18;771.3,9;773.3,9; 
779.12,16,20;793.1;801. 
4;805 .1 0 
702.9;705.1;714.2;733. 
19;758.3;773.11.795.8, 
12;801.8 
702.7;704.13;714.2,9; 
733.19;758.3;770.17;771. 
l,5;773,11,13;780.2;793. 
1;801.6,10;805.8 
>< 
I-'• 
704.13;733.19;758.3;770 702.7;704.13,15;770.15, 705.1;771.3 
'-J '-' '-' '-.J 17;771.7; 805 . 6 , 8 17,19 ;771.5; 779 .1 6 
gar: a 5 7 
. 
702.ll,17;704.7,9;714.7;733.13,15,17; 702.11,13;714.7,9;733.19;758.7;770. 
'-' '-' -
758.3;770.15,17;771.3,7;773.ll,13; 17.19;771.3,9;773.13;779.18;793.l; 
780.2;795.12;797.6;801.6,8,16;805. 795.12;796.12;801.8;805.12 
6 , 8 
1 D2 . 5 ,1 3 , 15 ;7 04.13 , 17 ;7 05 .1;71 4 . 3, 702.7,9,15,17;704.7,9,11,13,15,17; 
5,9 , 11;733.19;758 . l,7 ; 761.18;77 0 .1 3; 714 .3, 5 ,11; 733 .1 3,15,17;757 .1 6;758. 
771.l,5,11;773.5,7,9;778.4;779.12,14 l , 3;761 .1 8;770 .1 3 ; 771 .1, 5 ,7,11; 773 
- - 18,20;793.l,3;795.5,10;796.12;797.4, l,3,5,7,9,11;778.4;779.12,16;780.2 
8;8 01 . 4 , 12 ; 8 05.12 795.4,6,8,10;796.14;797.4,6,8;801. 
6 ,1 0 ,1 2 ,1 4 ; 805 .4, 8 , 10 
7 02.7;7 0 4 . 11;757 .1 6 ; 758 . 5 ; 77 0 . 19; 705 .1;758.5;77 0 .1 5;779.14 , 20 ; 793. 
- '-/ '-' 771.9;773 . 3;779 .1 6;795 . 6;796 . 14; 3;8 01.4;8 0 5 . 6 
801.14;8 0 5 . 4,1 0 
'-/ '\.J '-' '-" 70 2.9;7 04.15;77 3 . 1;795.8 7 0 2 . 5 
>< f--J• 
f--J • 
ga1:a 
'-..I '-..I -
. 
\.J - \.J 
--
- ~ '-.J 
Table 2 the 1st, 2nd , 3rd 5th and 7th ga~as of the second line. 
1 2 3 
702.8,12,16;714.6,10,12; 702 .1 8;714 .4;77 3 . 2 , 4 ; 702 .1 0 ,1 4 ;7 05 . 2 ;71 4 . 3; 
733.14;758. 6 , 8;773 . 8 ; 793.4;797.5,9;805 .5,7 758.4,6,8;773.14;795.7; 
779.15;793.2;795.13;797 796.13;797.9;801.5,7,ll; 
7;8 01.13;8 05 . 9 805.7,11 
702.1 0 ,16; 704 . 8 ,1 0 ,1 2 
14,16;705.2;714.6,8, 
10 ,1 2;733 .1 6 ,1 8 , 20 ; 
757.17;758.2,4,6,8; 
770.2 0 ;771.2,8;778.5; 
779.13,15;7 B0 .1; 793 . 2 
795 . 5 , 9 ,11, 13 ; 796 .13; 
801 . 7 
702.6,10 , 16;704.8 , 10; 702 . 14 ; 733 . 14 ; 780 . 3;795 702 . 8 , 12 ,1 6 ,1 8;704 .1 6 ; 
,733.16;757.17 ; 758.2 ; 770. 7 ; 796 . 15;801 . 5,11 ,1 5 714 . 6 , 10 , 12;733.14,16 , 
18 ; 771.2,6;773.4 , 10 , 12; 18;733.2 0 ; 757 . 17 ;7 58.2 
779 . 17,19;780 . l,3;793 . 4 761 . 19;770.14,18;771 . 10 
796 . 13 , 15;797.5,9;801. 12;773.2,4,6,1 0 ;7 78 . 5; 
7 ,11,15 ; 805 . 5 ,13 I 119.13,1s ,1 1 , 19;793 . 3 ; 
795 . 5,9,13;796 . 15 ; 797 . 
5, 7 ; 801. 9 , 13, 15; 80 5 . 5, 
13 
714.3,8;733.18;761 . 19; 702.6,8;761.19;770.14, 702.6;704.8,12,14,18; 
770.14,16;771.8,12;773 . 18;771 . 6,10,12;173.6,8 714 . 8;773.8,12;780 . l , 3; 
2,6;778.5;795.9,11;801. 10,12,14;779.17,19;801. 793.2;795.11;805 . 9 
5,9;805.11 9,13;805.9,11 
~ 
I-'• 
I-'· 
I-'· 
"-./ '-J '-../ '-/ 
' gal)a 
'-J '-" -
--
- '-.J '-..,I 
....._, "'-../ '-J ....._, 
102.14,18~704.12,14,18; 702.12;704.18;770.16; 704.10;77 0. 16,20;771.2 
705.2;733.20;758.4;770. 771.4;797.7;805.13 4, 6 , 8 
20 ;771.4,1 0 ;7 73 .14; 779 . 
13;79 5 . 5. 7; 805 .7 
5 7 
704.12 ,1 6 ;7 05 . 2 ; 714 . 6 , 8 ; 733.14 ,18; 702 . 6 ; 704 .14, 16;705 . 2 ;714. 6 ,12;7 73. 
758.6,8;770.20;771.2;773.8,12;780. 6 ; 778 .5;779.1 5 ;78 0 . 3 ;79 6 .15;797. 5 ; 
1;795.5,11;801.7;805.7,9 801 . 5 ,1 5 ;8 05 . 9 
702.6,8,10,16,18;704.8,18;714.4,10, 702.10 ,1 2 ,14, 18;704.10 ,1 8;714 .4, 8 ; 
12;733.16,2 0 ;757.17;758.2,4;7~1.19; 733 . 14,16,18,20;757.17;758.2,8; 
7 71 . 12 ; 7 7 3 . 2 , 4 , 6 , 1 O , 14 ; 7 7 8 . 5 ; 7 7 9 .1 3, 761 .19 ;77 0.14,16 ,18,20 ;771. 2 ,4, 6 , 
15,17,19;780.3;793.2,4;795.7,9,13; 10,12;773.2,4,8,10,12,14;779.13,17 
796.13,15;797.5,7,9;801.5,9,ll,15; 19 ; 7 8 O • 1 ; 7 9 3 . 2 ; 7 9 5 . 5 , 7 , 9 , 11 , 13 ; 7 9 6. 
805 . 5 , 13 13;797 . 7 ,9; 801 .7, 9 , 11,13 ; 805 . 5,7 . 
11 
702.14;770 . 14;771 . 8,10;801 .1 3;805 . 
11 702.8;704 .1 2;714 .1 0 ;758.4,6;771.8 
793 . 4;805.13 
702 . 12;704.10,14;770 . 16,18;771.4,6 702 . 16;704.8 ~ 
I-'· 
~ 
xv 
Table 3 totals for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th and 7th ga~as. 
ga9a 1 2 3 5 7 
\...../ '-..,I - 30 21 35 43 31 
\.J - \.....,I 69 
.... 
-- 68 20 79 79 102 
- '-' '-..-I 31 28 29 19 16 
-
\......) \.J \ _..,/ \.J 23 14 9 11 3 
totals 152 152 152 152 152 
XVl 
Table 4 4th and 6th ga~as of the first line. 
773.5;779.14;801.6,8, 
' \..../ \...../ - 10;805.4 
,\..../\...../-, 733.17;770.13;793.3 
., '-.,I '-../ ' - 714 . 11 
773.7 
' '--' '\,_.I (' ) -
' \....I - '-../ 75·8.5;795.4;803.10 801 .1 0 
,\....,1-\J' 702.11 714.3,7;773.9 
- --- ---
-' '---' - \,.J(,) 702.5;758.l 733.19 
.,'--',-,\.../ 714.9 
C,l \J - V 704.11;795.6 
C,)V-'-../, 773.11 702.11;757.16 
704.9;714.9;770.17; 704.15 
<,) V - '-.J (,) 771.3 
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Table 5 4th ga~a of the second line. 
'\JV - 702 . 12;758 . 2;770.18 
,'-Iv - , l 733.20 -
' V V -
773.14 
- -- ·-·-------
' '-' v<,> - 733.16 
C,) V V - · 771 . 2;773 . 8;795 . 11 
c,> '-"--' -<,:1 
---- - --
771.4 
-·-···- .. -... --
771.6 (,) VV ('))-
---·· - -- _ ..
'\J - V 714.10,12;771.10;773.4;779.17;795.9;801.9 
, V - V, 702 . 6;795 . 5,13;801.ll 
.,v,-\J 801 .1 3 
( ,)\J-V 714.7 
-- ·-- ·-
v,- v c,) 733 .1 4 
--
'-J ( , ) - V 758 . 4 
-
vc,)-vc,> 704.14,18 
V 
- 'J' 702.16 
-
V - \J ( ,) 704 . 16 
702.14,18;705 . 2;714 . 6 ;733.18;7 58 . 6;761 .19;77 0 . 
- - 16;773.6,12;780.l,3;793.4;79 6.13,15;801 .1 5; 
' 805.7,9 
' 
- -
' 
702 .1 0;758 . 8;797.5,7;805.5 
-
' - - c,) 778.5;801 . 5 
<,) - - 701.~.12 
' - V V 704.8;770 . 14;779.1 5 ;797.9 
- -
' - '-' '-./ ' 795.7 
-
' - '-" V <,> 801.7 
' - v, V 757 . 17;773.2;805.ll 
' - '--' ( -,) '-..J 773 . 10;779.19;805.13 
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., - 'vv, 714 . 4 
,- <,>v vc, , 779.13 
( ,)-I.JV ( ,J 770 . 20 
(,) - \J (,)V 793 . 2 
' V\J\J\J (,) 702 . 8 
,v\JV r,)v 771 . 12 
---· -· - -·--- ··---- -- -··-·--
( ,) V V V V ( ,) 771 . 8 
\J' V V V ( ,) 70!.~ . 10 
Table 6 6th ga~a of the second line . 
702 . 6 ;7 05 . 2 ;71 4 . 6 ; 733 .14;7 73 . 2,6,14;779 . 
,v 13 ; 780 . 1;795.13;796.15;801.15 
( ,J \J 733.16 ;11 0 . 16,18 ; 773.8,12 
702 .1 0 ;7 04.1 6 ;714.4, 8;733 . 18;757.17;758.4, 
\J 6 ; 770.20;771 . 2 , 6 ,1 2 ; 773 . 4,10;793 . 2;795 . 5 , 
11 ;7 91 . 9;801 . 9,11 ; 805 . 7 
'V' 796 .1 3 
702.8 , 16,18;714 . 10 ,1 2 ; 733 . 20;779 . 17 ,1 9;793 . 
V' 4 ; 795 . 7,9 ; 797 . 5 ; 801 . 5 ,1 3 ; 805 . 5,9 ,1 3 
702 . 12 , 14;704 . 8 , 10 ,1 2 , 14,18;758 . 2 ,8;7 61 .l9; 
V C,) 770 .14; 771 . 4,8,10;778.5;779.15;780 . 3;797.7; 801 .7; 805 . 11 
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From the above tables we can notice the following points : 
1 assuming that (,) can make a caesura, rule 1 is confirmed; 
2 on the same assumption, rule 2 is kept; 
3 rule 3 is strictly kept; 
4 rule 4 is somewhat dubious, because of the occurrence of cases 
where: 
a. there is a diaeresis before the 7th gana in the first 
. 
line: in 68% (52 out of 76) of cases, 
b. there is a diaeresis before the 7th ga~a in the second 
line: in 51% (39 out of 76) of cases, 
c. there is a diaeresis before the 5th ga~a in the second 
line: in 33% (25 out of 76) of cases. 
If we do not regard the end of a word of a compound as a pause , the number 
becomes much less. 
1 
TRANSLATION 
§ 1 (702) Once in this world , on a continent [called] Jambudvipa, in 
Bharatavar~a , there was a capital city named Ujjayini, where the track of 
the Sun ' s chariot was concealed with lofty palaces, the crowded broad 1 
market - street of which was full of rubies , pearls and gold, and which was 
adorned with well - constructed junctions of three ways, quadrangular places, 
cross - ways , temples , monasteries and gardens . 
There were shadows cast by tiZaka- trees 2 and lotus-like lovely faces 
3 of knowing courtesans , and [the city] was surrounded strongly by a 
rampart as if a beloved woman who was endowed with beauty by a mark 
2 3 
on the forehead were firmly embraced by a lover; 
[The c i ty] which was possessed of the wealth of the three worlds was 
l i ke the goddess of prosperity4 of the three worlds who , having somehow 
come down to earth , had been tied down with a network (literally , "rope") 
of canals 5 by the creator , 6 angry at the sight of her fickleness; 
Where all the people were beautiful , always adorned with jewels of 
good qualities, possessing very abundant wealth and upright in dhaI'771a; 
The boundaries of which were lent charm7 by lakes, the lakes by a 
multitude of lotus- ponds , the lotus - ponds by ·kamaZa-lotuses and the 
8 kamaZa- lotuses by a swarm of bees. 
There was a king of that city , Puru~asiJ!lha by name, whose entire might 
was cciualled by the host of his conquered enemies but whose p;lory alone9 
was unequalled . 
He had a wife , who was like his fame , born in an impeccable family, free 
from blemish, all of whose limbs . were beautiful (sundara- ), Sundari by 
name , whose face was like the full - moon . 
(703) 
2 
While he was enjoying with her the happiness which was of good fortune 
based on dharma and the pleasure produced by friendly company, some 
10 time passed . 
Now the god who had been abiding in the great celestial abode 
called Mahasiddhi ,11 having waited the period of life incurred by his ayu?- · 
12 [karmanJ, fell and was reborn in Sundari 's womb. At the dawn of that night 
she saw in a dream the sun, banishing darkness, adorning the beauty of the sky, 
awakening the clumps of lotuses, giving light to living b e ings, being praised 
by people, lauded by groups of sages, served by kinnaras, respectfully 
received13 by Lak~mi, having an exceedingly serene disc, the cause of all 
activities, the principal jewel of the Udaya mountain and the mass of the 
most surpassing splendour, entering her belly through her mouth. Having 
seen it~ she woke up in happiness . And she duly reported this to her husband. 
He, whose hairs of the body bristled out of delight, said to her: "Queen, 
your son will be renowned in the three worlds." Then she said, "Yes", . and 
having approved her husband ' s words she rejoiced in her mind. As she was 
particularly gratified in accomplishing the three duties of human life (i.e. 
artha, ka:ma and dharma), all her .desires were fulfilled and she was enjoying 
the fruit of virtuous works whose growth was not checked, the time of delivery 
was reached. Then at the auspicious junction of~ lunar day, a half-day and 
a muhurta, she had a painless childbirth. A male child was born to her. 
Sundari's maid, Siddhimatr by name, filled with deli ght reported it to king 
Purusasimha. He was greatly satisfied. He gave SiddhimatI a gratuity and 
. . 
said to a portress: "Command porters near at hand in my name: (704) 'Let 
all fetters in my kingdom be unfastened by means of beating the time-telling 
gong ;14 let an exceptional but suitable great gift15 be given preceded by an 
official announcement . Send the tidings about my son to King Padma and other 
kings; proclaim the celebration of the birth of the Queen's son to the citizens 
and hold a great festiva116 in the city even though it is an unseasonable 
3 
occasion ' : 11 She told the porters as she was told. The porters performed 
the king ' s command. 
They organized the birthday ceremony which was accompanied by sound 
produced by various kinds of excellent musical instruments, and by 
young girls dancing playfully, coquettishly and gracefully in front; 
Bracelets waved on [the girls '] tender17 creeper-like arms makinG a 
jingling sound; and the stainless elegant tips [of their fingersJ18 
were supported by sportively jerked up lotus-arms; 
The circumference of the sky filled with unguent rich19 in camphor and 
20 21 
saffron; townsmen sank and fell in the mire as they were very drunk; . 
Golden horns held in the hands produced squirting noises from their jets 
22 
of water; the tempo of singing which was unrestrained due to 
intoxication, caused people to laugh; 
Anklets on charming feet jingled to the playful, lazy or frisky gait; 
and small bells made a soft chattering sound on the bundles of shaking 
girdles; 
The expanse of their breasts was seen as they flicked up one another's 
bodices, and their progress was obstructed by city folk gathered in 
. ·t 23 ClirlOSl y; 
(705) Very valuable ornaments of the musicians incessantly charmed 
2 1, 
hearts: [all o rJ which exceeded ·the splendour of the world of the 
gods, and was delightful. 
The citizens rejoiced. The ceremony of cutting the umbilical cord and other 
proper things were carried out . In this way, as he was enjoying great joy and 
happiness every day, the first month passed . 25 The son was named Samaraditya 
4 
after the dream, [and after a name] coming from his grandfather26 as they 
thought this [name] was suitable to him . 
On the other hand, Vanamamtara's soul which was in hell, then left the 
. . 
hell ; and having wandered in various births as animals, and having 
experienced much distress on account of the fruition of such karman, he died 
jackal.; 27 · and in a slum of out-castes 28 the city he was as a in same re-
incarnated as 29 an out-caste, Granthika by name, in the womb of his a son of 
wife Yaksadeva . He was born in the due course of time. He was named Girisena . 
. 
As he was ugly, stupid- minded, unhappy and needy, he passed his time in misery. 
On the contrary, Samaraditya, enjoying the distinguished fruits of his 
virtuous works [in former births], behaved unlike a child even in his 
childhood on account of his good inclination cultivated in his former life, 
and reached boyhood beautiful because of his mastery of all the sciences and 
arts . He was fond of scientific texts on account of the habit of his previous 
births; he thought attentively, reflected on the states of mind, perceived 
rightly, exerted himself in reasoning on truth, meditated with equable mind, 
and· took delight (706) in faith . He was well restrained in the objects of 
the senses and he reached eagerness for salvation. And in this manner , being 
we11 · acquainted with the scriptures, he attained recollection of former births 
by virtue of meditating and ruminating on reality. But people did not know it. 
Then because of the fact that the good state [of his soul] was well-cultivated, 
30 karman was diminished, his knowledge was purified; he avoided objects of the 
senses , he accepted tranquillity, evil action was not found [in him], the 
31 
energy of the soul was strenethened , and the attainment of perfection was 
near; he did not esteem the royal prosperity, he was not engaged in taking 
care of his body , nor did he play with various amusements, nor did he devote 
himself to vulgar behaviour; but he spent time only with the practice of pure 
meditation because his mid was indifferent to existence. 
5 
§ 2 Having seen him in this state, an anxious thought occurred to Purusasirnha: 
"How extraordinary! This prince, even though his mind is unequalled, he is 
lovely in figure, has reached early youth and has acquired arts; even though 
he has royal maidens before his eyes, he is sound in body, he is endowed with 
sensuous beauty, and even though he is kept serH1.rate from the presence of 
1 
sages, he is not touched by the affairs of youth, he never casts a sidelong 
glance, nor speaks stuttering words, nor devotes himself to singing and other 
accomplishments, nor values ornaments; he is neither swayed by lust, nor is 
bereft of straightness, nor desires sensual pleasure. Now what does this mean? 
He is endowed with lots of merit, for the queen saw an auspicious dream when 
she conceived him, and when he was in the womb, there was nothing that was not 
2 brought to her. (707) Hence he must acquire great celebrity and we may get 
an advantage in another world through our relationship with him. Now here is 
a plan; I shall provide him with special friends who belong to the society of 
loose-livers , are skilled in accomplishments (literally, 'made 3 of parts '), 
clever in love affairs, conciliators of others' hearts, preoccupied by the . 
love-god, and who come from noble families. Then the highest pleasure will be 
brought to me through their company." Having pondered thus, he provided the 
prince with special friends, Asoka, Kamankura, Lalitangada and others; they 
were principals ("crest-jewels") in the society of loose-livers and they were 
like incarnations of wine., love , a Dogunduga god4 etc. The king said: "You 
should make efforts so that the prince also may set out on the path of worldly 
people." They said: 111\.s Your Majesty orders. " 
Several days passed. They gained [the prince's] trust. And they began to 
practise a sweet trick on the prince. They sang attractively, recited verses, 
raised questions about the playing of the vi~a, praised dramas, discussed the 
text-book of love, exhibited paintings, described couples of cranes, deplored 
[the nightly separation of] the cakra-birds; they talked about women, took [the 
prince] to see beautiful lakes, organized water-sports, took him into gardens, 
6 
decked themselves out 5 beautifully, played with swings, arranged flower-beds, 
and praised the love-god. But the prince [thought] in increasing desire for 
salvation: "How foolish they are! But how should they be awakened?" He did 
6 
not say anything adverse as he was obliging by nature, but he was always 
thinking of the means [with which he could awaken them]. (708) In this way 
some time passed. However, the prince agreed to something, to go to see 
plays, in the hope that he might awaken them. Their affection was augmented 
and they came to have perfect confidence [in the prince]. 
One day, by their mutual agreement that this was an effective means for 
their aim, Asoka took an opportunity to mention the Kamasastra. He said: 
"Ho! What is the Kamasastra concerned with?" Kamankura said: "Hey! There 
is no need to ask. It is concerned with the attainment of all the three 
objects of human life. A man who knows the practice explained in the 
Kamasastra [attains] great dharma by conciliation of his wives' hearts and by 
custody, by begetting virtuous sons and by accomplishing duties such as pure 
offering. Through begetting virtuous sons from beloved wives, artha and kama 
which consist in fruits connected with them7 are attained. But in the opposite 
case he would lose the three. Because if he does not conciliate his wives' 
hearts, there would be no custody in the true sense. And if custody is 
lacking, he would attain great sin (adharma) through the begetting of 
. 8 
virtueless sons, through their being bound to have no future, and through the 
neglect of duties such as pure offering. Through begetting virtueless sons 
from unbelovcd wives , artha and karna would he ruined. And one who is noL 
pos sessed of the thorough knowledge or the prnctic expounded in the 
Kamasastra would infallibly not conciliate the heart of his own wives . For 
this reason the Kamasastra is concerned with ·attainment of t he three objects 
of human life." Lalitangada said: "It is a good [reason]. There is no fault 
in it. But an even better [reason] is that it is concerned with teaching the 
fruitfulness of dharma and artha. (709) Because if kama is lacking, there 
7 
would not be any fruit of dharma and artha, and if they are fruitless, they 
cannot be the objects of human life. Nor they are fruitful as the cause of 
the fruit of emancipation , because emancipation is a supra-mundane thing 
and is the reward of superiority in concentration, contemplation and 
meditation. Therefore it is concerned with teachine; the fruitfulness of 
dharma and artha . This is the better Creason]." Asoka said: "The prince 
should be the authority in this matter." Karnarikura said: "He is fitly the 
authority." Lalitarigada said: "If so, then you Prince should do us a favour 
and tell which is better in this matter. " The prince said: "Well, you 
should not get angry. I shall tell you the ultimate answer about this." 
They all said: "Why should we get angry when you remove our ignorance. 
Therefore you Prince should do this; should tell the ultimate answer." The 
prince said: "Well, listen: the Kamascistra is, indeed, ultimately 
concerned with revealing the ignorance of those who are practising or 
listening to it, because kama is disagreeable by nature, degrading for people, 
comparable with poison when enjoyed (because both bring terrible results 
afterwards), and dear to a man of bad conduct. Those who are overcome by 
kama do not discern9 the ultimate truth, do not know what is beneficial or 
disadvantageous, do not perform their duty nor think of the future. Because 
amorous men are always excessivelylO intent on women's limbs which are 
11 impure, produce impurity and are full of mud and filth, out of excessive 
desire believing them to be even more lovely than the moon, jasmine-flowers 
or blue lotuses, like pigs in ditches desiring dirty things; therefore they 
do. not discern (710) the ultimate truth. Because, in the human life which 
is difficult to attain, is attained as the fruition of [good] karman, is a 
cause of [attaining] the pure dharma but which i s transitory by nature , they 
are attached to kama which multiplies transmigrating lives, is the obstruction 
to the final emancipation, is esteemed by fools but condemned by prudent men; 
therefore they do not know what is beneficial or disadvantageous. Because, 
8 
even though it (kama) is unreal, they make a mental effort which is fruitless 
in both the worlds in order to satisfy kam~ , endure impatience, suffer 
without doing penance thereby, praise those which are not praiseworthy and 
reflect upon what is not to be reflected upon; therefore they do not perform 
their duty. And because they laugh the truth off, indulge themselves in 
love- making, despise their elders, desert the virtuous way, become a 
laughing- stock, go mad, are despised by people and end up in the hells; 
therefore they do not think of the future. Moreover, in this world kama is 
the cause of death and bonds, the house of jealousy, the abode of restlessness 
and the field of despair and fear; therefore they are despised in the text-
books of dharma . This being the case, you should think it over with impartial 
mind how the Kamasastra can be concerned with the attainment of all the three 
objects of human life. And even what you said, namely, that 'a man who knows 
the practice expounded in the Kamasastra [attains] great dharma by 
conciliating his own wives' heart and custody, by there being virtuo~s sons 
and by accomplishment of duties such as pure offering', it also does not stand 
to reason . Because even a man who knows the practice expounded in the 
Kamasastra would not infallibly conciliate the heart of his own wives. In 
fact even such men are known to have (711) unchaste wives. Neither is it 
reasonable to suspect that unchastity is caused by the wrong practice, since 
there is not proof enough for decision. It is not unknown that even a man 
who knows the practice of it and devotes himself to conciliating the heart of 
one wife does not conciliate that of another [wife ]; an<l that ev en a man who 
docs not know the practice do c s conciliate [ t he heart s o r a11 his wive s ] . 
Therefore it is something trifling. As to the fact that they speak of the 
reason of birth by Quoting learned men, the wise do not pay regard to this, 
considering that it is eQual to the reason for the order of cutting the head 
of a man who is desirous of life with a sword, on the ground that the nature 
of amorous men is virtueless. In the same way, it can also be seen that the 
9 
begetting of virtuous sons and the performance of duties such as pure 
offering [exist simultaneously with] an unchaste wife; that even sons of 
those who devote themselves to the Komasastra are because of their low birth 
just like serpents in conduct by nature; · and that even beloved wives are 
regardless of duties such as offering, mean by nature and take a very defiant 
attitude. Therefore what you have said, namely that 'begetting virtuous 
sons from beloved wives, artha and kama which consist in fruits connected with 
them are attained ', is also unsound. And such being the case, what you have 
said, namely that 'in the opposite case he would lose the three ', and so 
forth, is also to be rejected, because [the loss] is due to unchastity. On 
this point it is not impossible that the loss should be brought to even one 
. d d. x- ~- t 12 who knows the practice expoun e in the amasas ra. Therefore [the loss] 
is not caused by the opposite case, but caused by realization of karman which 
is connected with evil, and the contrary is caused by realization of karman 
which is connected with good; (712) [for this reason] the Komasastra is 
useless. In the same manner what you have said, namely that a even better 
[reason] is that the Kmnasastra is concerned with teaching the fruitfulness 
of dharma and artha , because if kama is lacking, there would not be any fruit 
of dharma and artha; and if they are fruitless, they cannot be the objects of 
human life; nor they are fruitful as the cause of the fruit of emancipation, 
because emancipation is a supermundane thing and is the reward of superiority 
in concentration, contemplation and meditation; that is an even worse [reason]. 
'111.is is bL'cn.usc ktvna iD lik nn itch of one who suffers fro m a ras h, lrn. r, 
unpleasant effects in the end, is the cause of darkness in the mind and is 
the result of impure karman. How can it be the fruit of dharma and artha? 
How can such dharma and artha be the objects of human life? For they produce 
[another] kama, destroy calmness , make people meet rivals, reduce the striving 
for good , bring about hopelessness, fill13 with sorrow, introduce levity, 
establish distrust, take careful perception away and make people do what is 
10 
unacceptable. And people of poor intelligence say because of the delusion 
that kama is in substance the same as food, because they are the cause of 
14 
maintenance of body, and the faults in [the maintenance of body] are to 
be avoided: but it is not agreeable to wise people. For we know that, even 
without it, sages who know the truth, see· destiny, are detached from bodies 
and practise pure meditation on the -body maintain their bodies; and that 
those who pursue CkamaJ, being excessively devoted to their pursuit because 
f th . ful . ft t· th d. f d. h · 1 1 · l5 o e sin in a ua ion ey cause, ie o iseases sue as veneria esions. 
·Therefore how can they be the cause of the maintenance of the body? Or, how 
can they be the same as food? (713) And the faults which are part of it (i.e. 
kama) , if they are not shunned, cannot be avoided, because those faults are 
inseparably bound up with it. You should never think in mind that there is 
any other ground for kama, such as restlessnes_s, than infatuation. Such being 
the case, the words of the Kamasastra like 'there being antelopes, they do not 
· d. ,16 d 1 t .d. ul give up seeing an so on are a mos ri ic ous. Therefore dha.rma and artha 
which bring kama as~ fruit cannot be the objects of human life, but those 
which bring mok~a as a fruit [should be the objects of human life]. Moreover, 
mokqa is not a supramundane thing, because it does belong to the world, namely 
the world of excellent sages, it is free from [troubles] which as birth and 
free from molestation; it is the completion of all duties and the summit of 
pleasure . Concentration, contemplation, meditation and so forth are certainly 
the true character of dharma, and besides they are the dharrna of mind. This 
[type of dha.rmaJ also brings mok?a as its fruit to a man who is free from 
attachment. Otherwise, the words of the text-book, namely that meritorious 
works stored up [in heaven] are contemptible, would be affirmed. Nor is the 
action of kcima irreprochable. For, it is instinctively practised among 
animals [without being taught], and is undesirable17 by itself. So, what need 
of a text-book that teaches it? Furthermore, what is said in the Kcimasastra, 
namely that 'sexual intercourse with young women is subject to another's consent, 
11 
so that it requires means; and the knowledge of the means is [acquired] from 
the Kamasastra: among animals, on the other hand, females are not kept, and 
copulation is limited to the mating season and is not intentional[, so that they 
do not need any meansJ '; 18 that is also deceptive . Because, as I have already 
shown, kama is not acceptable, is disagreeable by nature, is the laughing-stock 
for people, and is comparable with poison when enjoyed and dear to a man of bad 
conduct. (714) Therefore [the KamasastraJ is almost a text-book which teaches 
takin8 or rcceivinc what is not Biven. The Kamasactra completely displays the 
ignorance of those who practise it or listen to it. Pure-minded people say: 
A r eal science is one which teaches beneficial things to people. It 
is, on the other hand, a disreputable science, that always teaches 
disadvantageous things. 
Because it is disadvantageous for slow-witted people to exert themselves 
in evil action, every effort should be made to abandon [the science 
which] consists of vicious teachings. 
Otherwise, though the fire of passion blazes in people's hearts, how much 
more [furious would the fire become] if the teachers of evil things were 
to throw on an oblation of abominable flesh (or "wicked poem")?19 
Therefore wise people , even. in a dream , should not speak or praise the 
evil speech which is only able to stir up amorous passion. 
The clever should speak and praise the very pure speech which is 
absolutely beneficial and causes states of mind such as calmness in 
all livinG beincs . . 
This being the case, stop thinking about the Kamasastra which is related to 
evil speech. " 
Having heard this, Asoka and others were surprised. They thought: "What 
discretion the prince has, what meditation, what indifference to existence and 
what gratitude ! By no means do even sages have such a disposition. But he 
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upsets us by his plain speaking." Having pondered thus, Asoka said: "You 
are right, Prince. However, all that the prince said is far removed from 
the way of the world. So you need not worry about such an utterly unworldly 
thing. It is not relevant because the way of the world is not followed. 
(715) Therefore the prince should tell us a8ain accordins to the way of the 
world what the Kcimasastra is concerned with." Ka.mankura said: · 11Asoka has 
spol5-en beautifully." Lalitarigada said : "Asoka has never spoken badly." The 
prince said: "My good sir, worldly people are mostly indifferent to the 
highest truth and they have different likes . So , I cannot reach any 
excellence through their worldly way. [The KamasastraJ is almost like the 
diversions [born] of boredom of ignorant, lustful people. Because even 
sexual pleasure·s are connected with the fruition of the karman of souls, and 
since this [karman-fruitionJ is not desirable, there is no use of [the 
KcimasastraJ in reality." Asoka and the others admitted that the prince was 
right, as they were unable to bring forth a counterargument. 
§ 3 Some days passed. They pondered : · "The prince is like an ascetic. How 
can the likes of us convert [him] to sensual objects? But still there is a 
1 
means. He is indeed regardful for others by nature, and we are appreciated 
as friends by him. Therefore we shall petition2 him with regard to his 
taking a wife. [By this] our effort will be rewarded some time or other." 
Having made this conclusion, when the opportunity arose Asoka said [to the 
prince]: "I say, Prince, I want to ask you; In this world of living beings, 
should a good man be) nrr ctionaLc townrcls Cr:LC'nc1!1 or not?" 11h c pri.n ce s n:Ld: 
"Oh , you have asked a good q_uestion . I shall answer you. There are indeed 
three kinds of friend, namely the worst, the middle and the best. One who 
seems to have been approached by yourself, whom you treat really with more 
care than yourself, (716) who is attended to every day, is amused through effort, 
breaks his word3 when you fall in adversity , does not respect righteous deeds, 
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nor restrains himself from censure and abandons you in an instant; one like 
this who disregards your constant services to him is the worst friend. One 
who seems to have· been met by accident, whom you treat with the thought 'he 
is as myself', who is attended to without special effort when he is in the 
limelight, and amused on festive occasions o.nd the like, does not break his 
4 5 
word at the moment you fall into adversity [but he does so later], respects 
righteous deeds a little, restrains himself slightly from censure and leaves 
you gradually , preceded by lamentation; one like this who disregards your 
services on festive occasions is the middle friend. On the contrary, one 
whose mere sight makes you thrill with joy, without any effort, who respects 
righteous deeds, promotes friendship, engages himself in helping you, relieves 
you from suffering, makes you feel important, augments your honour, brings 
prosperity, bestows happiness on you and does not abandon you in misfortune; 
one like this who, by doing only good, does not disregard your services to 
him is the best friend. This being the case, a good man should in his own 
judgement discern and be altogether affectionate towards the best friend." 
Kamankura said: "Ho ! What significance does it have? It goes without saying 
that the worst or the middle [friends] should be avoided but the best [friend] 
should be served." The prince said: "Surely there is significance in this 
point that the worst or the middle [friend] should be avoided and the best 
[friend] should be served." Lalitangada said: "Hey! It is not simple; 
indeed it is profound; (717) above all it is not understood straightforwardly. 
Therefore now you should explain who are these three fri ends. 11 rrhe prince 
so.id: "All ri~ht, if you do not unc1erstand, now li s t en: In this connection, 
with regard to the friends in the true sense, I meant that it is deserving of 
question and answer. For the worldly [meaning] is well known; who with 
intellect does not know this meaning? Then, these friends [in the true sense] 
are the body, a relative and dharma. That is, the worst friend is the body, 
the middle friend is a relative, and the best is dharma. For despite being 
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constantly taken care of in such and such manner, the body shows changes, is 
subject to old age which is unfavourable in aspect, and at the last stage of 
life leaves you friendless ; this is the worst friend. Then, a relative does 
what suits him, is bored by what does against his inclinations, is unwilling6 
to do his duty , abandons you when you are all but dead, and remembers and 
holds a funeral (literally "sends off"); this is the middle friend. Dharma, 
·7 however, is [a f-riendJ whom you have come across accidentally and who alone 
is affectionate, never becomes dejected in fear, and accomplishes friendship; 
this is the best [friend]. Thus, having known that the sensual pleasures are 
unsteady, . futile by nature, are distraction from the highest truth, cruel in 
their consequences and are repudiated by prudent people; when you have 
received life as a human being which is the best of existences, difficult to 
be acquired in the wilderness of births, and which is a soil productive of 
treasures of virtues and a cause of emancipation, you should quit delusion, 
think of the future and be affectionate to the best friend who is served by 
good men, that is, dharma, which resembles an inconceivable desire-yielding 
gem , is brought about by the passion-free and to be accepted by all means." 
(718) While Asoka and the others were listening to this, because they were 
destined to be liberated8 , were free from the result of [bad] karman, because 
of the merit they accrued by being in the presence of the prince, and because 
the activities [of their soulsJ9 were purified, and their spiritual energy 
was strengthened, it happened that the result of good [karmanJ manifested 
itself [in them] , and a mass of bad karman vanished, the tendency to delusion 
was expelled, the impure bondase [between soul and karmanJ was torn asunder, 
the aggregates of karman were cut, false belieflO was partly annihilated and 
partly suppressed, and the ripening of the true belief11 appeared . Then Asoka 
who had become anxious for emancipation said: "Prince, you are right. There 
is no doubt. The prince has taught us a wonderful thing." Kamankura said: 
"It is more than wonderful! Or , it is the only thing wonderful, there is not 
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any other thing wonderful '. " Lalitangada said: 11What need is there of 
many words? The prince has awakened us who have been fast asleep in a sleep 
of ignorance and has shown us what is to be abandoned and what is to be 
accepted . Therefore we shall act all together , we shall accomplish what the 
prince taught us ." Asoka said: "Prince, Lalitangada spoke beautifully. 
Therefore , Prince , please teach us what we should do." The prince said: 
"Good sirs , to be brief, you should aband.on the desires of the senses, think 
about the real nature of existence, avoid bad companions and worship Jinas. 
Then , you should be eminent in alms-giving, good conduct, austerity and 
meditation according to your capability ." Asoka and the others said: "Very 
good , Prince , very good ! We have understood this." The prince said: "My 
good friends , you are indeed fortunate . For you have obtained the fruit of 
birth as human beings .'' They said: "Very good, Prince! That is right . We 
are indeed fortunate, since it is impossible for unfortunate people to meet 
the prince ." (719) As Asqka and the others praised the prince in this 
manner , they were·greatly honoured by the prince and went back home at an 
appropriate time . They began to carry out their religious duties. Some days 
passed . 
§ 4 Meanwhile spring came . The beauty of the forests manifested itself, a 
multitude of mango trees had clusters of flowers, Tilaka and other trees were 
in bloom , Atimuktakas put forth shoots, the wind from the Malaya mountain 
arose , a swarm of bees was delighted, and. the warble of female Kokilas was 
resound.eel . 1 And there, the god of love became haughty with the thought that 
it was his friend ' s kingdom , and despised children and old people; a pond of 
lotuses was full of the faces of lotus-flowers that had opened as if because 
their cold enemy had departed ; nights passed, their darkness dissipated by 
the pleasure of the incoming of spring and days passed very slowly as if 
intent on taking a view of the season's prosperity. And now the new red 
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garment was valued , swings were enjoyable and highly estimated, people 
resorted to groves , the moon was attractive , song was requested, various 
entertainments 2 were held , and loving women were kind. And there, a host 
of young boys wearing special splendid costumes played, even the most 
excellent chariots of divinities rambled, and loving women sought refuge 
at their lovers ' side as if because of fear of the love-hunter (i.e. God 
Kama) . In a spring of this kind , important people of the town came to the 
king Purusasimha in order to invite him to see the festival of the city. 
They reported to the king: "Your Majesty , so long as Your Majesty is the 
lord of people , it is always festival time in the city. However, as spring 
has come , (720 ) Your Majesty should hold another festival for the townsfolk, 3 
bigger than the festival of your subjects who have been gratified by your 
favour , [made bigger] by your coming to see the various performances." The 
king pondered : "What a wonderful thing has happened! Spring is indeed a 
friend of the god of love . Therefore I shall appoint the prince to this [duty], 
so that he may have the opportunity for another sentiment by watching the 
manifold modifications of the secular life and bring about the happiness 
whi ch I and my court earnestly wish for." Having pondered thus, he said to 
the important men : "My good sirs, you have given me complete satisfaction 
many times with the spectacle of my prosperity. Now, it is my turn; I shall 
give you more satisfaction with the presence of the prince. Moreover, the 
prince will on this occasion act in my name. Therefore you should pay respect 
to him ." The important men said : "As Your Majesty orders, and this is a 
favour even greater than your majesty ' s usual favour, involving as it does a 
chance to see the prince ." The important men went back. The king, on the 
other hand, sent for . the prince and said [to him] respectfully: "Dear son 
' 
it is a custom of this city that at the great festival of the love-god the 
king should watch the shows of the city . But I have watched them many times. 
So , this time you should watch them in accordance with the convention that 
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one should follow the ways of one ' s elders . And when you have done thus, 
it would be a great favour to me, to the people of my court and to the 
townsmen . " The prince said : "As my dear father commands." Then the king 
was delighted . He gave an order to the doorkeepers: "My friends, say to 
Jnanagarbha and the other chief ministers in my name; ' provide the prince 
with an excellent chariot and the other things that are suitable for going 
to watch the shows of the festival of the city. (721) Today, in my name, 
he shall go to watch the shows of the festival in the place of the king for 
the sake of gratifying the townsmen and others '. " They said: "As your 
majesty comrnan·ds , 11 and they rejoiced, thinking : "Today the prince will watch 
the shows of the festival . It must be auspicious for us, too." The order 
was reported quickly by the doorkeepers . "Oh , here must be a supreme joy"_; 
so saying , the ministers were delighted . And they said: "As H.i s Majesty 
orders ." An excellent chariot was prepared immediately; reins and a yoke 
were fitted up , a large parasol was erected , flags were placed, a circlet of 
small bells was fastened , cords of jewels were fixed, strings of pearls were 
hung , cranes were painted , a seat was arranged and chowries and tufts were 
suspended . In the meantime , having seen4 this occasion, dancers 5 in especially 
splendid costumes came joyfully , libertines6 clad in spring costumes flocked 
together as if to adorn the festiviti es with cups7 filled with saffron and 
sugar- cane ; vassals (rajaputras) riding on varied vehicles and accompanied by 
attendants, arrived with their eyes wide--open with joy out of an anxious 
desire to catch sight of the prince; and women of the seraglio whose beauty 
derided that or hibiscus - flowers stood at th-- doors of their mansions in 
order to watch the superiority of the festivities, showing their lotus-like 
faces . (722) In the meanwhile, the festival commenced in the city. The 
ministers reported to the king: "Your Majesty ! Your 1ajesty 's order 
concerning the prince has been executed. Now your 1-ajesty is the authority." 
The king rejoiced and he said to the prince: "My dear son, you should perform 
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the duty of a great man and give a lift to the townsmen's festival." The 
prince said: "As my dear father orders." Having bowed, he left for the 
excellent chariot accompanied by Asoka and the others. Being applauded by 
women of the seraglio, saluted by vassals, praised by libertines and watched 
by dancers, he arrived at the chariot, mounted the excellent chariot and 
sat on the main seat. Asoka and others rode on fit vehicles. He said: 
"Charioteer, drive the horses in whichever direction you like ." "As Your 
E ighness order-s. " So saying , ·he drove the horses. Thereupon a shout of: 
"victory, victory" rose, the music of departure was played, vassals . marched, 
dancers danced , libertines were delighted, spectators were excited, sport was 
started and clouds of saffron powder arose. Thus, with a great tumult, the 
prince whose mind was occupied with a desire for emancipation went down the 
king 's highway, watching all of them. He began to watch the shows of various 
kinds, which were splendid because of the exceptional wealth, endowed with 
artful grace, e~ual to the shows of the gods , attended (723) with joy, 
accompanied by various musical instruments, agreeable to worldly people but 
causing a desire for emancipation in wise men . Watching , [the prince thought:] 
"What a power of delusion ! What persistence of evil actions! What conduct 
due to insanity! What short- sightedness ! What blindness! What impure 
disposition! What association with bad fri ends! What a play of 
transmigration !" Thus thinking, with increasing desire for emancipation, 
reflecting on karman , cultivating the proper ac t iviti es, wi t h his belief 
being purified ; being watched by the minstrels and giving them satisfaction, 
watchin e; th e ent ertainments and b e in c; addressed by Lhe chariot eer: "Your 
Highness, look at this!", he proceeded a certain distance . . 
§ 5 Then he saw on the pedestal of a temple a man who was seized with a 
serious disease, whose appearance was very loathsome, whose body was filthy, 
whose face was oozy and shiny, whose hands were shrivelled, whose two legs 
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were swollen, whose nose was missing, whose copper-coloured eyes were starting 
[out of his head], and who was infested with flies. Having seen him, [the 
prince thought:] "What a result of karman!", and with his heart filled with · 
compassion he addressed the charioteer with the intention of awakening the 
crowd of people: "Charioteer, what sort of an entertainment is this?" He 
said: "Your Highness, this is not an entertainment. This is a man seized 
with a disease." The prince said : "My t3ood sir, then what on earth is this 
disease?" The charioteer said: "Your Highness, this is the one which 
unseasonably ruins even a beautiful body in this manner." The prince said: 
"My good sir, he is indeed a rogue, harmful (7 24 ) to people. Therefore why 
does my dear father thus put up with him?" The charioteer said: "Prince 
' 
your father is not able to kill [disease]." The prince said: "What! Why 
cannot he be killed?", and for the purpose of awakening the people he asked 
for a sword. "Hey there, evil disease! Leave him, leave him! Otherwise 
get ready for a fight." So saying, he leapt to his feet from the chariot and 
proceeded towards the man. The minstrels became quiet, [saying to one another:] 
"Oh, what is this? 11 The townsmen flocked together. · The charioteer said: "Your 
Highness, disease is not an evil man who is susceptible of being arrested by 
kings, but it is a particular affliction which is caused by the development of 
the karman of individual souls. Therefore kings have no power over it. It is 
indeed common to all living beings." The prince said : "I say, townsmen, is 
it true?" The townsmen said: "Your Highness, it is true." The prince said: 
"My good charioteer, though this man is seized by [disease], why does he stay 
thus in this unpleasant condition , havin[j abandoned his own strene;th? " 1.1he 
charioteer said: "Your Highness, disease is indeed like this; once someone 
is seized by it, he loses his strength, his condition is miserable and any . 
movement results in pain ." The prince said: "My good charioteer, on whom 
does it not lay hold?" The charioteer said: "Your Highness, in reality on 
any furtunate one who follows the wholesome diet of dharma and avoids the 
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unwholesome diet of adhama ." The prince said: "My good charioteer, if it 
is t r ue , now what is the countermeasure? " The charioteer said: (725) "Your 
Highness , living beings are the very field for disease. In reality there is 
no other countermeasure than the treatment by dharma. 11 The prince said: "I 
say , townsmen , is it true? " The townsmen said: "Your Highness, it is true." 
The ·prince said : " Ho ! If. so , then, though it is common to everybody, 
unpleasant by nature , totally harmful and its countermeasure is known, no 
more of dancing without thinking of this ! The only thing appropriate is to 
strive after the countermeasure ." The townsmen said: "Your Highness, it is 
right . But there is a generally established rule. Therefore it is not 
appropriate for Your Highness to unseasonably spoil the mood when a great 
fest ival of all the townsfolk is going on ." The charioteer said: "Your 
Highness , it is exactly as they said. ·Therefore your highness should now 
watch the variou.s entertainments ." The prince said: "My good sir, all right." 
Then, the minstrels started [performing again], and the prince, while watching, 
proceeded some distance . 
Then he saw a very old couple of the merchant class on the balcony of 
their own house , who were afflicted in their whole bodies, whose limbs were 
extremely weak, whose hair had fallen out, whose eyes were sunken, whose 
bodies were trembling, whose teeth wer e gone , who had contracted asthma and 
were disregarded by their servants. Having seen them, [the prince thought:] 
"How insubstantial the mundane life is !" , and with increasing desire for 
emancipation he addressed the charioteer for the sake of enlightenment : "My 
good charioteer, what sort of entertainment is this?" He said: "Your 
Highness , this is not an entertainment . This is a merchant couple who suffer 
old age ." (726) The prince said: "My good sir, then what on earth is this 
old age of which you speak? " The charioteer said: "Your Highness, this is 
the one who deforms even a young body in the course of time." The prince said: 
"My good sir, she is indeed a rogue , harmful to people . Therefore why does my 
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dear father not do something about her?" The charioteer said: . "Prince, your 
father is indeed not able to control it." The prince said: "What! Why 
cannot it be controlled?", and for the purpose of awakening the people he 
asked for a sword. "Hey , you rogue! Evil old age! Leave , leave this 
merchant couple! You are a woman, what more need be said of you?" So saying, 
he leapt to his feet from the chariot and proceeded towards them . The 
minstrels became q_uiet , [sayinr-; to one another;] "Oh, whn.t is this n.r;n.in?" 
The townsmen again flocked together. The charioteer said: "Your Highness, 
old age is not an embodied woman who is susceptible of being perceived by your 
highness. But it is the change of living beings possessed of gross body in 
the cours e of time. Therefore it is not susceptible of being perceived by 
your highness . It is common to those embodied beings." The prince said: 
"I say there , townsmen ! Is it as he said ?" They said : "Your Highness , there 
is no doubt." The prince said: "My good charioteer, through old age I have 
understoo d the meaning of existence and the law of suffering. Therefore I 
shall tell y'ou and the people of the town ; do not be depressed. While this 
[old age] that destroys manly effort, that is opposed to dharma~ artha and 
kama, that (727) causes disrespect and promotes a condition that is exposed 
to ridicule is .dominant, how can immoral conduct of this kind be proper, 
while one puts the sovereign remedy of dharma aside ?" Having heard this, the 
charioteer and the people of the town as well thought: "What discretion the 
prince has! What discernment of the highest truth ! It is exactly true ; great 
delusion solely dominates ," and they became uneasy. J\nd [the charioteer] said: 
"Your Hir:;hncs-s , you spoke rightly . But the influence of delusion which has 
been multiplied through a series of births that have no beginning cannot be 
abandoned ." The prince said : "My good sir , such being the case, we have 
had enough of the influence of delusion. Disease brings terrible results and 
evil old age is cruel . Surely they must be distress and misfortune to a 
living being . You have said that the count ermeasure for those is the conduct 
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of dharma . Nevertheless the influence of delusion is extraordinary, for, 
even though the bad result of those is known , the countermeasure is not 
striven for ." 
In the meantime the prince saw not far away a dead poor man being carried, 
who was placed on a worn-out bedstead , covered with old clothing, lifted up by 
miserable men , accompanied by a few sorrowful relatives and mourned by the 
womenfolk , while his wife was crying and people were watching. Having seen him, 
[the prince] said : MMy good charioteer, stop thinking of the influence of 
delusion for the moment . Tell me , what is that entertainment?tt The 
charioteer thought : (728) "What a succession of incidents that cause disgust! 
How futile the mundane life is ! Now what should I say? It cannot be that he 
does not know this phenomenon . How could an ignorant person speak thus? But 
rather , I think , he behaves in this manner for the purpose of awakening people 
like us . Therefore it is the right time; I shall tell him as it is . " Having 
ponder ed thus , the charioteer said: "Your Highness, this is not an 
entertainment . This is really a man swallowed up by death." The prince said: 
"My good sir , then what on earth is this death? " The charioteer said: "Your 
Highness , this is the one by which once a man has been swallowed up, he is in 
this manner left even by his relatives". The prince said: "~ good sir, he 
is indeed a rogue , harmful to people . Therefore why does not my dear father 
kill him? " The charioteer said: "Prince, your father is not able to kill this 
one ." The prince said : "What ! Why cannot he be killed by my dear father?", and 
for the purpose of awakening the people he asked for a sword. "Hey there , evil 
death ! Leave him , l e rrve him ! Otherwise get ready for a fi ght." So saying, 
h Jon.pt to his LLOL Crom tho chn.rjot n.nd rro cc' <'cl <' d t own.rd:, 1Lhe (1 c n.d. mnn]. 
Then the charioteer said : "Your Highness, death is not an evil man who is 
susceptibl to beinc; arrested by klngs, but lt is the l aw o f abandoning the body, 
which is caused by the development of the karman of individual souJ.s. Therefore 
kings have no power over it . It is inueed conunon t o all living be ings . The 
prince said : " I say , townsmen, is it as he said?" The townsmen said: "Your 
-
Ii 
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Highness , it is true" . The prince said: "My good charioteer, (729) though he 
is swallowed up by [deathJ, why do those his relatives leave him behind?" The 
charioteer said : "Your Highness, what need of him now? He has been resolved 
into his constituent elements . This is just a corpse which remains, an object 
of disgust ." The prince said: "My good charioteer, if so, why do those 
relatives lament? " The charioteer said: "Princ e , he is dear to them, though 
he has now passed on a long journey into nothingness. Having recollected his 
kindness , they thus lament , afflicted by excessive grief, not able to restrain 
themselves and being at a loss what to do ." The prince said: 11My good 
charioteer, if he is dear [to them] , why do they not follow him?" The 
charioteer said : "Your Highness , it is impossible. He, who is going, does 
not speak , nor have regard to their affection , is himself not seen, nor is his 
place known. The fruition of karman is various, relationship (kinship?) is 
unsteady, but the bondage [between karman and the soul] is not so (i.e. firm). 
Therefore they do not follow." The prince said: "My good charioteer, if so, 
the affection for him must be meaningless." The charioteer said: "Your 
Highness, ultimately it is true ." The prince said: "My good charioteer, if so, 
then what is the countermeasure of this case?" The charioteer said: "Your 
Highness, the countermeasure can be reached [only] oy the sages. It is not 
known to the likes of us." The prince said: "I say, townsmen, is it true?" 
The townsmen said : "Your Highness , it is true." The prince said: "Ho ! If so, 
then , though it is common to everybody, unpleasant by nature, totally harmful 
and its countermeasure is known, no more of dancing without thinking of this. 
( 730) The only thin8 appropriate is to strive after its countermeasure." 
Having heard this , the townsmen became uneasy; some of them joined the [right] 
path and acquired the seed of enlightenment; having seen the prince's great 
dignity, they were surprised in mind, were attached to the prince; they gave up 
dancing and were engrossed in exclaiming 'well done! '. And they started to do 
their proper duty . 
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§ 6 In the meanwhile, having heard of this incident from Deva-sena the brahman, 
and extremely frightened, the king sent a door keeper to summon the prince. He 
went to him and spoke as follows: "Prince, the great king orders that the 
prince should present himself ·at once." The prince said: "As the elder 
commands." And he said to the charioteer: "Charioteer, you should drive the 
excellent chariot back ." 11/\.s the prince commands," said the charioteer, and 
turned the excellent chariot back. [The prince] went to the presence of the 
king. He bowed down before the kinG, Ile sat down near him and wns addressed 
by him. "Prince , I shall tell something to the prince. Then the prince should 
do it by all means ." The prince said: "Dear father , elders ' words are not 
to be transgressed. I cannot imagine a reason for so taking upon myself the 
burden of independence. But anyway , what need of this? One's elders need no 
r eason . By all means; as you command." The king said : "Dear son, only because 
I know you to be like this my affection holds me back. (731) Therefore I 
shall speak on [another] occasion. Now you should perform the proper duty ." 
The prince said: "As the elder commands." Having bowed respectfully, the 
prince wi thdrew and went back to his own apartment. He performed his proper 
duty. Some days passed . 
,, 
One day when he was engaged in a talk on dharma with Asoka and others, 
staying in his own apartment , with his disposition purified, a door-keeper 
came to him. And he said : "Prince, the great king orders as follows : ' Very 
important people have come here from the presence of your maternal uncle for 
some purpose . Therefore the prince shall come ·at once . 111 Having said, "As the 
elder orders," the prince stood up , went to the king with Asoka and others and 
saw the_ king . Having bowed , he sat down in the proximity of him and was 
addressed by the king. "Dear son , by your maternal uncle, the great king 
Kha~gasena, have been sent with great respect two girls , his own daughters, who 
are pure because of wearing braided hair , whose names are Vibhramavati and 
Ka.malata, and who are dearer [to their father] than his own life; they are to 
choose their husbands for themselves . The prince must give them the joy of 
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attaining that which they desire, out of respect for that king, and because the 
girls ' affection is in keeping with the ways of distinguished society and with 
the permission of the elders. And when this has been done, bliss will surely 
be brought about to the king, distinguished society, the girls and the elderly 
relatives." (732) Having heard this, the prince pondered, "Oh, this is not 
propitious. Matrimonial connections are causes of distress, but these are 
words of command. Besides I was asked for before. Even so, this is what I 
think . The elders are not to be offended, and it is a meritorious saying 
that bliss will be brought about necessarily by fulfilling that which they 
desire . And in the nature of things ill-luck is not brought about to those 
who devote themselves to commands of elders ." When thinking thus, he was 
spoken to by the great king as if with anxiety. "Dear son, do not be anxious 
about this! Rem~mber my -request! Because this is indeed the request. In this 
there can naturally be· for you no other kind of outcome except continuing 
prosperity . Therefore it should be done necessarily by the prince." Then, 
having heard this, the prince ' s mind was gladdened; he thought: "Oh these 
' 
words are more wonderful," and said: "Father, as you command." Having heard 
this, the king was delighted. And he said: "Good, dear son , good ! Prudence 
is suitable to you. Devotion to elders is wonderful. You are the receptacle 
of prosperity . Moreover I know of your siding with pure dharma, and this is 
appropriat e for good people. Transmigrating life has no substance, it is 
the cause of disgust. Even so, you should follow the worldly law properly, 
continue in prosperity , endeavour to help others, and s trive for succession of 
family. Only if it has been practised, and the way of worldly success comes 
to fruition, and you hn.vc individually c.lcploy'cl your manly effort, and your 
family is established and you have known the substance of the world, (733) then 
in your mature years, when your soul has become a fit receptacle of virtue 
because troubles have left, it will be appropriate for you to devote yourself 
to the pure dharma. Therefore the prince has done a beautiful thing. Only in 
this way will there be fruition for you . 
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' In the meantime the family priest, Siddhartha, who was in a private 
apartment, said with loud voice out of great joy: . "Ho! Enough of doubt. It 
will most surely be realized." And inunediately after the congratulatory sound 
of musical instruments arose, a rutting elephant trumpeted, and the praise 
calling ' victory, victory' was sounded out by a crowd of bards. The king 
rejoiced, thinking that all these omens1 were favourable. And he said: 
"Prince, it will most surely be realized in this manner. 1 Lots of omens are 
favourable. Moreover, like the pure dharma , you yourself are a cause of the 
highest good fortune." The prince was delighted, as he understood the meaning 
1 
of the omens . And he said: "There is nothing unattainable if it is desired 
by my father ." Thereupon a time-announcer recited: 
"Having destroyed darkness and people's delusion, 
the sun standing in the midst of the sky, sets 
the righteous conduct in motion by [his] movement. 
Some people bathe, some worship the gods, some 
give alms and some are intent on obedience to their 
elders. 
Even monks, haviBg left their ·practice of medita tion, 
for the sake of giving favour to people, are entering another 
period of practice in order to collect alms. 2 
Therefore, King, in the city, multitudes of people 
demonstrate by their pure conduct that the greatest 
good fortune consists in your birth as a man." 
(734) Then, having heard this, the king said: 110h, how is this? Is it 
midday? Prince, you should perform the proper duty." The prince, having 
bowed, [saying] "As my dear father conunands, 11 withdrew. Then the king said: 
"Ho.' Ho .' Mini· s+ers .' Y h 11 f th f t · 1 t v ou s a prepare or e es iva in every respec 
I 
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suitably to the prosperity of the princ e . 11 The ministers said: . "As Your 
Majesty commands." And they set about it. A great donation3 was g iven. 
Beautification of the city was carried out at their 'behest. Deities were 
worshipped. The matter was made known to citizens. Dancers were summoned. 
The drum of joy was caused to be beaten. The conch of gladness was sounded. 
It was announced to the harem. Theatrical shows were made ready. Then only 
in a short time a great congratulatory festival was begun; there was a great 
noise of joyous citizens, while the dancers were performing , musical 
instruments we re proclaiming the auspicious day accompanied by the deep voice 
of benediction of bards, ·perfumed powder was shirling beautified by dust of 
red lead, crowded with women of the harem, and kings were assembling with 
great tumult; surpassing [even] the world of the gods [in its splendour]. 
The king was completely satisfied. The day for the wedding ceremony was 
caused to be calculated. Astrologers said : "Your Majesty! Today precisely, 
4 
on the fifth lunar day, it is an auspicious day." The king said: "How 
fortunate that the day is auspicious!" He gave orders to the ministers: 
11Prepare 5 for the wedding of the prince. " (735) They said: "Your Majesty! 
Th . . h d h d t· 5 e prince is appy an we ave ma e prepara ions. What else should be done 
now? But anyway we · shall do as Your Majesty commands." They directed the 
treasurer: "My good sir, Ratnakara, l ook for the most beautiful face-veils 
and distribute them to the quee ns. Find out various ornamentB and provide 
the kinsmen [with them]." He said: "As the ministers c ommand . There will 
be no delay in 
sir, open this 
doing this." They said t o 
6 . 
fin e dress- storehouse and 
the wardrobe-keeper : 
supply fin e dresses 6 
"My good 
to the 
attendants. Arrange vehicles for the king and the queens. Have a canopy 
built." He said: "As the ministers command. All is ready." The chief 
governor of the arsenal was told: "My good s ir, Maharnatali, select the most 
precious weapons and supply them to warr iors. Search out excellent chariots 
and fit them up with various kinds of splendours." He said: "What the 
-
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ministers command has been perfonned just so ." The chief keeper of 
elephants was told: ''My good sir, Gajacinta.ma:r:ii, bring out elephants and 
assign them to the attendants. Decorate7 female - elephants and put everything 
in good order. " He said: "As the ministers command. There will be no 
inattention. II They said to the chief guard of horses: "My good sir, 
Kekar:adhuli, g_o and examine the stables. Adorn horses, ( 736) send them to 
suitable people and make them stand where the king will pass. II He said: 
"It has just been completed as the ministers command." 
Thus, as soon as the order [was given] this was done, while in the 
residence of the brides and bridesmaids8 others accomplished the suitable 
preparation with a great assemblage of prosperity; a large canopy was made 
ready, jewelled arches were erected, golden flags were tied, a golden altar 
was set up, golden festive vessels were made, a bath was prepared, 9 the 
family ceremony was begun, the young ladies were made to have a bath, worship 
the love-god, take a rest, and they were adorned charmingly. 
In the meanwhile according to the words of the chief astrologer, "the 
auspicious moment is r eached," the whol e family ceremony was completed. 
Having worshipped family gods , having paid homage to the elders , having 
honoured friends and having watched festivities, the prince mounted on an 
excellent chariot with Asoka and the others to set out for the wedding 
procession. Joyful cries were ra~sed, the festive musical instruments were 
played, courtesans danced , women of the harem sang festive songs, gr eat 
kings marched, libertines appeared in full splendour, townsfolk were pleased 
and the kin G rejoic ed . Then with a great tumult he, whose mind was infused 
with anxiety [for emancipation], reflecting upon the real nature of life, 
being celebrated by bards and blessed by subjects, arrived at the wedding 
palace and descended from the superb chariot. The ceremony for him was 
accomplished and the customary rite was done by him. (737) He saw his 
brides who were exceedingly lovely because of their beauty: Vibhramavati 
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was as pale as gold and Kamalata was, on the contrary, of dark colour. But 
each of them looked charming because of her own complexion. Vibhramavati who 
had anointed her body with saffron, shone most brilliantly like an ivory 
doll . lo Kamalata, on the other hand, as if made of polished sapphire, was 
smeared with juicy hari- sandal. Having seen them, the prince thought: 
"What a propitious appearance they have; admirable limbs, stainless charm, 
pure fullness [of figure] , the embodiment of calm , favourable marks, faultless 
steadiness, and a suitable way of conduct! Therefore they must be the 
receptacle of honour. " 
In the meanwhile , the hand-taking ceremony was carri e d out, the fire was 
kindled, everything was done appropriately, the circumambulations were 
performed, the custom of greeting the servants was observed, a great gift 
was given , varavarika11 was announced, the marriage sacrifice was performed, 
and the toilet was made . The day passed . The disc of the sun became cool . 
Its mass of rays were withdrawn and it became dusk. The courtyard of the sky 
became as if dyed with golden liquid. The eastern quarter yawned, the moon 
came up and the beauty of the sky shone forth . The evening arrived. 
§ 7 Meantime the prince went with Asoka and the others to the bed-chamber, 
·where jewel-lamps were glittering , flower - decoration was furnish ed, attended 
by a row of bees , a festoon of campaka-flowers was hanging , (738) which was 
perfumed with fragrant powder; in it the most excellent b ed was furnished, 
fragrant incense was emitting smoke and it was adorne d by the young wives with 
attendants. The young wives stood up a gitatedly to salute him. He sat on 
the bed. Asoka and the other companions also sat according to their merits. 
Vibhramavati and Kamalata also sat respectively on a pillow of colourful 
cloth which was so to speak the belly of the be d. Kundalata, Manini and 
others were their friends . Soon after , according to the order Kundalata 
sat near Vibhramavati, and Manini near Kamalata . Betel-l eaves were brought 
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to the prince by them; they were clever in gesture and expression, and aware 
of appropriate timing and the right things to do. Then Kundalata presented 
a garland of vakula-flowers to him and said: "Prince , out of excessive 
affection this was strung by your most beloved with her own hands." Having 
said thus, she presented it to the prince. And it was accepted by him. 
Ma.nini also brought a festoon of madhavi-flowers and said: "So also is this. 
Therefore according to usage may the prince put them on and make the 
affection of these girls fruitful." The 'prince said: "We must try to explain 
the fact that it is I whom they love." (739) Kundalata said: "All is 
explained. The prince shall hear. When a bard was praising [the prince], 
the princesses heard the name of the prince and thenceforth overcome by joy 
and despondency, the princesses said now how glad they were for their birth, 
and now again how miserable; they now applied themselves to all the arts, 
and now again neglected them; they now talked about the prince , and now again 
did not talk; as to bodies they became thinner but grew in beauty; they were 
abandoned by shame and gripped by agitation. Having observed this, the king 
was dejected, thinking 'what is this?' And he heard of the incident from 
their Quick-witted female friends. Then thinking that their desire was for 
proper object, filled with joy, he sent them here . While on their way, 
thinking 'our most desired thing is realized', their prudence was overtaken 
by the power of love but they were filled with happiness , [and so] they arrived 
here with an increasingly excellent happ iness. Like this it i s expla ined with 
regard to the ir love ." The prince pondered : "Well their aff .ections a re 
' 
upon mt.' , nnL so aLl.1Lchul livine: b0inr~:; ncv r Lake th0 f.'11Lun' :in to nccour1t , 
never hear the words Con JinasJ, never understand without doubt , never behave 
themselves according to instructions and never become complete in religious 
practice. Therefore now it is a good o pportunity. I shall expose the 
religion for them. 11 Having thought thus, ( 740) the prince said : 11 My good 
ladies, is it true that your affections are towards me?) Having heard this , 
It 
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filled with joy and depression , and having thought: "Goodness! What is 
this? It must be some deep plot," the remarkably charming ladies said 
nothing, while drawing something on the jewel-floor with big toes of their 
1 left foot. Kundalata said: "Prince, though they do not say it expressly, 
they indicate their wish for the prince by this agitation . The prince shall 
perceive through wonderful discernment." The prince said: "My good ladies, 
if so, now listen. When one person has desire for another person , which causes 
misfortune, of what kind is the farmer's affection towards the latter? " 
Manini said: "I cannot make out how it · is a misfortune ." The prince said : 
2 
"My good lady, now listen to this apologue: 
In Kamarupa country there was a city, Madanapura by name , wher e there was 
a king called Pradyumna and his wife, Rati by name. As they lived enjoying 
the pleasure of s ens es , some time passed by. 
One day the king went out horse-riding. And when Rati was in a solitary 
turret vi ewing the landscape, a young merchant named Sukhakara, a son of a 
chief trader Vimalamati , was seen on the royal road leaving a temple. Having 
11 
seen him, desire for him was born in her b ecause she was deficient in 
discrimination and experienced in love affairs . The hairs of her body prickled 
with excitement . Then she also came into the range of his sight. (741) He 
I 
stared at her on account of the fault of infatuation and became attached to 
her . Rati was deli ghted, thinking: "Oh, he knows my heart!" He stood still 
in one spot because of the fault of infatuation . The operation of love is 
indeed unrestrainable . "My fri end, bring here that young man who is a delight 
to Lh c h r'n.r L :--; o r you 1111: women. 11 Wi t·.h Ll1 c'nc won]:. Hn.L:i ne:nl. a rnaJ.cl , ,Tii.l-Lni by 
name, who was clever in secret affairs. As she knew that in this sort of 
matt e r th 3 hearts of lovers are deficient in ri ght judgement , so she went to 
him, led him and brought him into the bed-chamber. He sat on a couch. Rati 
gave him betel-leaves . He had only hal f grasped them , when the loud voice -of 
a bard was h eard. Rati was afraid that the king had come bac k . Thinking that 
--
I 
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there was no other way, she made him enter the closet. 4 The ki_ng came in, 
sat on a couch and stayed for a while. Then he said: "Now, haye a door-
keeper called. We shall enter the washroom." The door-keeper was called. 
Sukhakara heard this, and thought: "Surely I shall be killed." He was very 
much afraid but he was so anxious to save his life that he plunged himself 
into the deep, always dark cesspit which was -an abode of lots of worms, 
extremely bad-smelling. He fell from the closet on his neck. He was soaked 
with impurities, covered with worms, the operation of his eyesight was 
hindered, his limbs were cramped, his pains were multiplied: (,7l_~2) he was 
thoroughly confounded and caught by bewilderment. Meanwhile the king stepped 
into the closet watched5 by body- guards . He performed his bodily needs. He 
came out from the closet and stayed with Rati to his heart ' s content. The 
day passed by. He took his place in the audience-chamber. In the meantime 
Rati had a search made for Sukharkara. But he was not found there. She said: 
"My friend, Jalini, now what has happened to him?" She replied: "Your 
Highness, having been overcome by fear, surely he plunged himself into the 
cesspit and must have died ." Rati said: "It must be true. Otherwise why is 
he not seen?" Her concern for him vanished. As for Sukhakara, in the cesspit, 
while he was suffering from such distress, swayed by the various karmans by 
order of destiny, having filthy liQuid for food and drink, some time passed . 
Then, when the closet was opened for clearing, he slipped out into the night 
through the drain, his complexion having become pale and his nails and hair 
having been lost . Somehow he cleansed himself . He went back to his own house 
in great exhaustion . His servants were frighten ed: "Ho might thi s demon be?" 
Sukhakara said: "You need not be afraid. I am Sukhakara." Vimalamati said: 
"My son, what did you do that you have fallen into such a plight? Or rather 
what can be done to save you? " Sukhakara said: "Father, there is no need for 
anxiety about my death . It is I, and I will tell Father what I did, ill-fated 
as I am, because of which I have become of such an appearance. (743) But 
1, 
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father should order privacy." The servants withdrew. "Now there is no other 
way. I shall state the fact as it was." Having thought thus, he told his own 
story beginning with the entering and ending with the escape. His father was 
perturbed: "Ah, this is the result of planning to perform what should not be 
done." He sent him to the house. The vata [in his body] was alleviated and 
he received good treatment with the oil boiled a thousand times and with other 
[medicinesJ. 6 As time wemt by, he recovered his previous condition. He set 
out for the temple at an usual time, went down the royal road and was seen by 
Rati. In a friendly manner7 she sent Jalini to him. Sukhakara came on account 
of the defect of infatuation. But no sooner had he come in, than the king came 
back. In the same way as before there occurred the falling into the cesspit 
and the escape from it. Again he recovered, again he was seen [by RatiJ, and 
again [JaliniJ was sent, and again he went. In the same way it was all 
repeated again and again, many times. 
Therefore I ask you: "Does Rati have affection towards Sukhakara or not?" 
Manini said: "Prince, truly she does not. Besides Rati is deficient in reason. 
Therefore she does not discern things, nor consider her own condition, nor see 
her own dependence on others, nor does she think of his future." The prince 
said: "My good lady, if it is so, they might not have affections towards me 
either . And they might be deficient in reason. For they desire vain enjoyments 
which .are impure by nature, (744) causes of envy and other things and 
essentially unsteady. Therefore they do not discern things. Likewise, though 
the hwnan sLn Lc is best of all, difficult to attain in the ocean of existence 
and is the mcn.ns to <.;nmncipation , they have noL Joined in the dha1'1ma . rrhercfore 
they do not see their own condition. Likewise, though death is a terror to the 
world and exceedin81Y cruel by nature, they do not think of themselves as being 
within its domain. Therefore they do not discern their own dependence on others. 
Likewise, though the po isonous objects of the senses are impure, infatu~ting 
souls very much, and are causes of the hell of rebirth, they connect me with 
r 
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them. Therefore they do not consider my future. Now that I have explained 
this logically, 8 tell me how ultimately their affections could be form~." 
Having heard this , ·the young wives became perturbed , their thought was 
purified , a heap of their karrnan was destroyed, and they partially obtained 
the right conduct . 9 Then , out of exceeding faith, having bowed respectfully 
at the feet of the prince, they said: "Our lord, it is true. There can be 
no other truth ." Vibhramavati said : "My lord , having heard this, I feel now 
as if my delusion had gone away, the right knowledge had been begotten, the 
desires of the senses had been held back, and fear of existence had arisen." 
Kamalata said: "My lord, it is just the same with me too. Therefore, this 
being the case , my lord shall order what is according to his will, acceptable 
to your own people, and which is to be done by us." The prince said: (745) 
"Good ! My good ladies , good ! It is an appropriate judgement. The state of 
being a human has been fruitfully attained by you, since you have such an 
excellent understanding . Hence now this is suitable. The objects of the 
senses are born from delusion , and are the cause of delusion, - are delusion by 
nature and are ties to delusion, born from passion, the cause of passion, 
passion by nature and ties to passion. Therefore abandon them for life, vomit 
the acts -of delusion, acQuire tranQuillity, cultivate excellent understanding, 
discern the changes of worldly existence, see by means of your mind, satisfy 
10 the elders , and be assiduous in dharma ." Having heard this, they, whose 
11 intentions were even more purified, said, with all their hearts: "As the 
prince orders . So long as we live , lord, we shall abandon the objects of the 
senses with your approval . As for the rest, what is to be done depends on our 
capability." Having heard this, the prince rejoiced, and thought: · "What 
auspiciousness is theirs ! What wonderful resoluteness! What indifference 
to this world! What proper conduct ! What lightness of their karmans! What 
calmness ! What knowledge of the highest truth! What refinement in speech! 
What great dignity ! What profundity ! " Having thought thus, he said : "Good 
' 
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my ladies ! Good ! You are indeed successful. That proper action of yours has 
my approval. (746) I, too, shall abandon the objects of the senses for life. 
I shall take a vow of chastity . " "Oh, wonderful ! Oh, Wonderful!" said Asoka 
and others . The good fruition [of karmanJ developed [in them, too]. Then, a 
rain of flowers fell by the order of a deity who happened to be nearby . All 
were delighted . Meanwhile , the prince [thought]: "How virtuous these ladies 
are ! How friendly to me !" and he, in whom the fruition of good CkarmanJ was 
developing, acquired vardhamanaka avadhijflana because karman which had been 
obscuring i t were partly subdued and partly annihilated. 12 He had a vision of 
his existence in the past and so on, and became exceedingly anxious. This 
incident was reported to the king and the queen by a door-keeper, Ananda. The 
king was depressed and said : "Alas ! What a silly thing the prince has done ! " 
The queen said : "Alas, my dear ! I have lost the pleasure of life." 
§ ' 8 Meanwhile a goddess presented herself there, carrying a jewel of a sword, 
with a gleaming diadem , whose face was adorned with ear-rings and curls, whose 
neck was brilliant with a single- row necklet, with her breasts that were 
bound round with a string of pearls, her creeper-like arms wore jewelled 
bracelets, her waist was possessed of a line of hair, her buttocks were bound 
round with a girdle of cords , she was clad in divine vestment , her feet 
adorned with jewelled anklets, she was annointed with yellow sandal and was 
wearing flowers of Surataru, she surpassed the jewel-lamps by her appearance 
and looked extremely charming . Being astonished in mind, they thought: ''Ah, 
what is this marvel?", (7l._n) and full of joy and dismay they paid homage to 
her . Then she said: "Great King , enough , enough of dismay . The prince has 
behaved properly . He has abandoned the poison and has taken the nectar. 
Cowardice has been left behind and courage has been manifested. Meanness has 
been thrown away and nobility has b een adopted. He has cut off transmigration 
and connected himself to emancipation. Therefore the prince has fulfilled his 
I 
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purpose. Dear Queen , you may also leave off your sorrow. He has abandoned 
the pain of transmigration and he has gained eternal happiness. You are also 
fortunate since you conceived such a son . He is the cause of bliss for many. 
Therefore abandon dismay and reflect upon what is to be done. " The king said: 
"Divine lady, who are you?" The goddess said: "I am a goddess , Sudarsana by 
name, characterized by my weapon, which is a sword. Attached to the virtues 
of your son , I live here in this palace ." The king thought: "What [wonderful] 
qualities my son has , since even divinities form an attachment to them. II The 
queen was delighted and said: "Great King , the prince has such dignity that 
even divinities speak like this. Therefore come, we shall go to him, see the 
body of dharma , and do what is befitting for him ; that is altogether 
appropriate ."1 The king said : "Come , we shall do so." Then having bowed to 
the goddess , they went to the prince with their spiritual disposition purified . 
The prince knew it. He stood up joyfully to meet them, and bowed (748) in 
humble reverence. Seats were provided and they took their seats . Having bowed, 
the prince said : "Dear father , what is this extraordinary action? Dear mother, 
why wo.s I not sent for? "?. 'l'hc kinG so.id : "P1·incc , iL wa s nothinc; exLruordlnary. " 
The incident concerning the goddess was told . The queen said : "Prince, you 
are so eminent in virtue that you are undeserving of commands." The prince 
said : "Dear mother , do not say so. It is you who are my elders . The carrying 
out of the commands of one ' s elders is the very basis of eminence in virtue." 
The king said: "Prince , you have done what is very difficult to do ." 
The prince said: "Dear father , what is difficult to do here? Father, 
plea'se listen: 
There were once some four men . Of them two were exceedingly greedy for 
riches and the others were covetous of sensual pleasures. They happened to 
proceed along the same road. Then at some place they saw two hidden 
receptacles of great treasures full of j ewels, r,em stones and gold, and two 
women equal to divine beauties. They were pleased in mind , thinking that they 
-
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had gained what they wanted, and rushed towards [them] . Then they heard a 
voice from somewhere : 'I say, sirs. Do not hurry, do not hurry. 3 Look up; 
a big mountain is about to fall on you and as you are all in the range [of 
the falling mountain] , there is no point in this action.' Then they looked 
up. And they s_aw a mountain not far off falling at a terrific speed towards 
those beings who happened to be nearby; [a mountain] which occupied the whole 
sky , was terrifying in appearance, and could not be blocked (7L~9) even by the 
power of gods . Then they said: ' Tell us, in this circwnstance what means of 
escape is here? ' From somewhere was heard: ' Now there is no means. But those 
who wish for riches or sensual pleasures, whether they have attained them or 
4 
not, are barred by [the mountain] because of their happening to be nearby; 
being barred4 in this way, they come again and again upon the same barrier. 
On the other hand, those who are desireless for riches or sensual pleasures 
and know their worthlessness are also barred4 by this because of their 
happening to be nearby; but being barred4 in this way, they do not come 
repeatedly upon the same barrier but they are released from t.his distress in 
due time.' Then some of them thought : 'What need of long thought for us? 
We shall proceed to riches or sensual pleasures anyway, and let happen what 
might.' Having decided thus , they proceeded joyfully. The others, however, 
having thought: 'Ah, ah . When it [the mountain] is obstructing [our way], 
what need of sensual pleasures which are necessarily short-lived and unpleasant 
in their outcome ,' were averted from riches or sensual pleasures 5 and knew 
their worthlessness . They were joined [to their next births] according to 
their respective fruits . 
Then, such being the case, dear father shall judge who in this case did 
a difficult thing and who did not ." 
The king thought: "Those who proceeded to riches or sensual pleasures 
did a difficult thing . For when the mountain is obstructing [their way], what 
is the point of sensual pleasures which are necessarily short-lived and 
-
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unpleasant in their outcome7 (_750) Or , what sort of an action is it to thus 
[proceed to their objects while] in danger? It is absolutely because of lack 
of reflection. Or what need of desire for riches or sensual objects , whose 
end is bad, as has been seen and which will become a butt for ridicule? 
Ultimately it is a cause for indifference.'' Having considered thus, the king 
said: "Prince , it is those who proceeded who did a difficult thing . For it 
is ~uite consistent with reason to desist from [trying to get riches or sensual 
objects]. What difficulty is there in it?" The prince said: "Dear father, 
if it is right, then when the mountain of death is falling , which is the 
killer of the three worlds, formidable by nature, difficult to be overcome by 
any means, the nature of which is not perceived, deprives [beings] of desired 
conditions, is always ready to fall, and causes impropriet ies; riches or 
sensual pleasures are only caus es of pai n and trouble, similar to the effect 
of poison. Whereas the renunciation of sensual pleasures, which is happiness6 
by itself, the cause of emancipation, 7 to be praised by good people, free from 
pain and worth following, is followed; what difficulty could b e in it? Or, 
how is it not -difficult to seek after riches or sensual pleasures in this 
living world?" The king said: "My dear, that is right if it is judged 
properly." The prince said: "But , dear father , improper judgement is not 
judgement, is it?" The king said: "My dear, that i s right. But great 
infatuation has an evil outcome." The prince said : "Dear father, it has an 
evil outcome of this kind, because, (751) even though in this living world 
through its power violet death prevails, ev en though the living beings see 
its power and are in its dominion, even though they are caught by old age and 
deprived of desired things, even though their strength8 is declining and even 
though they are admonished by the wise, they think: 'The same thing will not 
happen to us. Someone else will look after us, or it is something wise people 
need not worry about, or there is another way at our disposal, or it is a 
result of the practice of illusion, or despising it is a means of escape , or 
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weal th and sensual pleasures are too_ great,' and they do not heed the many 
faults of old age etc . _They, the foolish ones, shut their eyes like elephants, 9 
10 
abandon all other conduct on the good side; with great exertion, and with all 
their heart11 they embark on [a life of] wealth and sensual pleasures, not on 
the dharma which is capable of vanquishing the faults such as old age; which 
is beneficial to all living things, which is like an inestimable wishing-jewel, 
which is the means of attaining emancipation, and which was shown by the 
passion-free (i . e. Jinas). 1112 Having heard this, the king, whose spiritual 
disposition was purified even more, said: "My dear, there is nothing that 
contradicts this. " The queen said: "My dear son , all this is all but 
accomplished for us with the departure of the slumber of delusion. But I feel 
uneasy lest the young ladies' wish may not be fulfilled." (752) The prince 
said : "Dear mother , don ' t be uneasy. Their wish is almost fulfilled. They 
are fortunate . Their birth as human beings has become fruitful. They have 
become united with the seed of emancipation." Then the queen saw their faces. 
Having bowed before the elders , they said: "Dear mother, mother's anxiety is 
indeed due to affection . But this is exactly what our husband explained . Our 
birth as human beings has become fruitful. We have acquired the title of wives 
of our husband by the authority of our elders, and the rest too is in keeping 
with that. Therefore as much more than our wish is fulfilled, mother should 
abandon anxiety ." Thereupon the queen thought: "What beauty is theirs! What 
calmness! What knowledge of highest truth! What refinement in speech!° What 
ll 'votion Lo Lllc eldl'l'~~ ! WllaL ciic;nlLy ! Wlln.L pl'ofuncLi.t.v! Whal; appropriaLc 
conduct !" llavln[:, thouc;lit thus, she saic.l: "It is bccomin[s for Kinrs Khadsascna's 
daughters that the elders should thus be respected by them." 
§ 9 In the meantime in Purandarabhatta's house which was not far away a. 
1 
cry of lamenation arose and spread in full measure. "Alas ! What is the 
matter?" said the king, being in a flutter. And he said: "Come ! Let me know 
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what has happened ." The prince said: "Let no one trouble to go. But I know 
about it." (7.53) The king said: "Dear son, what is it?" The prince said: 
"Dear father, it is a · whim of this mundane existence." The king said: "Dear 
son , I cannot understand exactly. " The prince said: "Father, please listen. 
It is because Purandarabho:t,ta is half-dead, that lamentation has occurred in 
his house." The king said: "Dear son, I saw him just today." The prince 
said : "Dear father, for all those who are subject to death, ther e is the 
unexpected." The king said: "Dear son, he did not have any disease. So how 
could he die?" The prince said: "Dear father, this incident is not to be 
mentioned, which is utterly contemptible." The king said: "Dear son, since 
the mundane existence is such a thing, what could not be contemptible in it? 
Besides I have great curiosity, dear son, please tell. There is no evil person 
here. And a contemptible thing told by good people usually does not spread out. 
Now it is at your discretion, dear son." The prince said: "Dear father, do not 
enjoin me thus . If you insist, then , dear father., pleas e listen: He is half-
killed by his own wife called Narmada by means of poison. Therefore now 
please send there physicians who can r emove th e poison. '11hen, he will come to 
life by means of a herbal remedy. Furthermor e a dog which was in the south-
2 
west direction of the gate of his house was also half-killed by her by means 
of the same poison . (754) For it too the same recipe of herbal remedy should be 
applied , by which it will come to life too ." The king thought: "What excellent 
knowledge the prince has !" He ordered as told [by the prince], and physicians 
wer sent . rl'hcn the kin r, ·sn.id: "Prince , what was the ca use o f thi s mi s conduct 
on her side ?" 
The prince said: "Dear father, lack of discretion was the cause. However, 
this was the cause in detail: 
That' Purandara ' s wife was attached through the fault of delusion to one 
of her own slaves named Arjuna. He heard of it by h ear-say, but he did not 
trust in it becaus e of his love for her. Some time pass ed by, and one day his 
-
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mother made the pronouncement: 'Let not our lineage be spoiled. My son, 
your wife is not a good woman. Therefore you should not condone it.' 
Purandara pondered: 'It cannot be true; My dearest has integrity of heart, 
and mother remarks like that. As a general rule mothers-in- law and wives 
show hostility [to one another] . But my mother is unenvious. On the other 
hand one's dearest woman is the sunnnit of good Qualities. Besides it is the 
words of sages that women are fickle, and it is not otherwise! The arrows of 
the love god are terrible. So at all events I shall examine the matter.' 
Having considered thus, he said to Narmada in private: 3 (755) 'Good lady, I 
have to go at the king's command to [the city ofJ Mahesvara and I have to 
come back in haste. Therefore you, a good woman, should stay properly for 
some days.' Narmada said: 'My lord, I shall also go. What can be proper 
for me without you?' So saying, she wept . Then Purandara said: 'My good 
lady, do not let your love make you fearful. I shall not be long away.' 
Narmada said: 'My lord is the authority.' And the next day Purandara set out. 
He gave the illusion of departing. Having passed the day somewhere, he came 
back into the city in the night. At midnight he went to his own mansion and 
entered into the bed-chamber. There he saw Narmada sleeping soundly in the 
fatigue caused by effort in amorous pleasure, together with the wretched Arjuna 
He was truly incensed and lost a sense of discretion. Then he thought: 'Women 
are eQual to pleasant food; they can be enjoyed or protected with effort. But the 
wretched Arjuna is a wicked man of evil conduct, who desires my wife. So, I 
shall kill him. ' Having considered thus,' he killed wretched Arjuna who was 
sleeping soundly . J\.nd having killed [him], he left the bed-chamber. 'lnen he 
thought: 'I shall see what my dearest will do.' He remained in a certain 
place . Narmada was awakened by the contact with such blood. And she found 
that wretched Arjuna was sleeping his long sleep. She thought: 'Oh, oh, (756) 
my most beloved is dead . Alas! Wretched am I, ill-fated. But who did a deed 
like this? That wicked one must be cruel . And why was I not killed? Or, how 
-
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is it that my heart - strings , though torn , are still alive! The pleasant talk 
of love has been cut off. In any event, such is the worldly life .' Having 
. 5 6 
pondered thus, she hollowed a long pit at the base of a wall of the bed-
chamber and buried7 Arjunaka in it. Having observed this, Purandara left and 
went wherever he wished to go . 8 For her part, she made a mound at that spot, 
esteemed it as if it were his body, 9 worshipped it every day, made offerings, 
10 put an oil-lamp (or, lamp of love) and embraced [the mound] on account of 
her folly caused by affection. Then at the expected time, Purandara came 
back. As he did not show any sign of change, Narmada did not notice any . 
Some days passed by. Purandara saw [her] devotion to the mound and thought: 
'How foolish she is! _ What attachment! Furthermore , uneducated women-folk are 
just like that! What use are they to me? It is said by sages that women are 
e~ual to pleasant food. Therefore let her do as she pleases.' Twelve years 
passed by, during which he enjoyed the pleasure of the senses with her as 
before. (757) Then five days ago the Pakkhavaiya11 festival began and various 
kinds of food for the brahmans were prepared . And when the brahrnans had still 
not eaten and the time of the meal drew near, Purandara saw Narmada arranging 
a foo~-offering on the mound. Then with a slight laugh he said: 'My lady, 
what need of him now?' When she heard this , her heart burst [with surprise] . 
Then she thought : ' I see . My most beloved was killed by him. Otherwise, why 
should he speak in such a manner? What a cruel heart he has! Now the time 
has come. I shall kill this man who was the death of my lover . I shall take 
my r evenge . And this is my stratagem here: I shall administer poison to him.' 
Having thouGht thus , she ordered poison [to be brouGht J . 1:[1oclay , she thou1_sht , 
was her opportunity , and administered the poison. This is the whole story." 
The king said: "Dear son , what is the incident of the dog?" The prince 
said: "Dear father, she thought that it caus ed a mischief to her most beloved 
lying under the mound , and gave the same poisoned food to it too. 
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Father, this same Arju~a was killed seven times as a cause of his own 
mischief12 by her who was blinded by attachment to him. 
(758) Because, after he had died in this manner, due to his karman 
that has inconceivable power, he was reborn seven times in the same 
place in inferior lives 
13 
as a worm, a domestic cuckoo, a mouse , a frog, an alasa, a snake 
and a dog, and he was killed owing to bondage to the place where he 
died . 
Miserable is transmigration in which a youth who was proud of his 
excellent beauty, having died , was born as a worm there in his very 
own c_orpse . 
Wherever there is love , a fool is killed by a fool whose mind is 
deluded by attachment to him. Such is the power of delusion. 
This is the story about the dog ." 
Having heard this, the king became uneasy. And he thought: 110h the 
' 
harshness of transmi gration ! Oh , the multiplicity of fruits of one's deeds! 
Oh , the greed for sensual pleasures that living beings have! Oh, the ignorance 
of the highest object ! In all ways it is a E3reat abyss!" 
In the meanwhile the physicians came back. They said: "Your Majesty, 
Purandarabhatta and the dog were restored to life by the grace of Your Majesty." 
Having heard this, the kin8 was pleased. And he said: "How were they restored 
to life? " The physicians said: "Your Majesty, as we gave them emet ics14 they 
vomited the poison and were restored to life . " 
§ 10 (759) Thereupon a light came out like a morning sun illuminating the city, 
the drums of gods were beaten, the fragrance of parijata [flowers] was diffused, 
divine song was heard and extreme joy arose. The king said: "Dear son, what 
I 
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has happened?" The prince said: "Dear father, tbis is the ascension of a 
god." The king said: "Dear son, who on earth is the god? And why does he 
ascend unexpectedly?" The prince said: "Dear father, he is a young master 
merchant named Jinadharma, the son of a master merchant, G111:ad.harma, and he 
has attained godhead just today. Now he came here so as to awaken his friend 
and wife. And they were awakened. Then, thinking: 'I shall show them my 
supernatural splendour,' he now ascends in order to go to the gods ' world." 
The king said: "Then , dear son, why has he attained godhead just today? And 
how were his friend and his wife awakened by him?" The prince said: "Dear 
father, this incident too is in conformity with the behaviour of living beings 
that are subject to karman . But anyway I shall tell [the whole story] since 
dear father asks me. Otherwise how can I relate such a contradiction between 
this and the other world?" The king said: "Dear son, such is the world of 
transmigration. What should be our business in it?" The prince said: "Dear 
father, if so, now listen: 
(760) He, Jinadharma, indeed had the mind purified by the Jina's words, 
he had grown detached from the transmigrating life, had been desireless to 
objects of the senses and had taken the side of virtue. His friend was 
Dhanadatta by name, and [Jinadharma'sJ wife was Bandhula. She had relations 
with Dhanadatta on account of the power of indiscretion . Some time passed. 
Now today Jinadharma stayed in an empty house close to his own house 
[practising ] pratima1 all through the night out of indifference towards this 
world, without telling his relatives [beforehand]. Bandhura did not know about 
his action. She ho.cl made o.n o.ssit3no.tion with Dho.no.datta, and havint3 taken n 
couch whose legs were fitted with iron spikes, went to that empty house. On 
account of the darkness she set the couch on Jinadharma's foot . So it was 
pierced by a spike. 2 Dhanadatta came and lay on the couch. Bandhula sat and 
was embraced by Dhanadatta. They began to make love. The spike was rammed 
down by the pressure of their weight, until having torn the sole of his foot, 
-
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it stuck in the ground . Through excess of pain Jinadharma swooned and fe11 3 
into the corner of the walls, but was not seen by the others. He regained 
4 
consciousness, knew what had happened and his fine understanding increased. 
And he thought: 'Alas, these objects of the senses obscure the fine 
understanding, spoil the jewel of good behaviour and cause one's downfall 
into a bad course of existence. (761) At all events they [the objects of 
senses] are a disease of the mind of living beings which is difficult to cure. 
Therefore fortunate are the great sages, the blessed lords of the right path 
(tirthanatha) who are possessed of calmness (upasama) 5 and full capability [of 
6 the soul], and are the only masters of the three worlds. The sinful thoughts 
of living beings vanish surely without distinction merely by being in the 
presence of these [sages] who abide in the right place. But unfortunate am I, 
I who am altogether unable to benefit even with effort the [next] existence of 
just my friend and wif_e who are exceedingly close. Then how much less can I 
do for others? Alas for my selfishness! Alas for my being the cause of 
distress! Alas for my failure! Alas for the ripening of karman! For such 
is the offensive behaviour of them , though they are close to me, which deserves 
the ridicule of the world and may be a cause of remaining in bad existences. 
I am altogether at variance with the jewel of a proverb which says, "the 
association with a friend of virtue is not quite fruitless." Oh, what kind of 
virtuousness is mine, that things should have come to this pass. It is so; I 
am prejudiced with regard to them. But the Reverend Kevalins knows it . I 
shall devote myself altogether to meditation upon it. Homage to the 
pn.r1!l:lo11l t'~~~, 110m1t(-':C' t.o l.hc C'lclc l'n, ••• ' 'l 11rn:, lll<'d i t.nt. i 111.:i;, h e was l' llln.t1c.i.pn.tcd 
from his life and was born in the Brahmaloka. Absolute perception7 was given 
to him. *l 
'Who am I? What offering, what devotion or what austerity ~as 
practised by me through which I was so fortunate as to be born in 
the world of the gods?' 
-
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( 762) Thus thinki.ng, he understood all by means of avadhi-jf1,ana. As he was 
endowed with profound compassion, without engaging in the activities of a 
god he immediate1y8 came back [to this world] with all speed9 in order to 
awaken his friend and wife. [Considering that] those who are overcome by 
so much passion cannot be awakened except by the experience of calamity, he 
employed his divine magic and Bandhula contracted cholera. 10 She suffered 
from severe pain , a foul slime was produced, very smooth to the touch , extremely 
malodorous and vile even for those fond of eating filth. She was as if pulled 
asunder by this kind of thing. 'Oh, oh, I am dying.' She clung to Dhanadatta. 
Dhanadatta too was afflicted, being smeared by this slime, as if by sin. And 
he too was seized by pain. Great revulsion arose. He thought: 'Oh, what kind 
of thing has happened?' Feeling . somewhat scared, he drew himself away from 
Bandhula. She thought: 'Oh, now his love is waning.' And she said: ' Oh, oh, 
I am dying. My pain is immense. My limbs are breaking.' He said: 'What can 
I do now? This is possibly incurable.' She said: ' Please rub my limbs.' He 
began to rub her body just to stop [her cries of pain]. [Then] his hands became 
glued [to her body] and he could not work them. Thereupon he thought: 'Oh 
' 
what is this, never seen before by us, like our sin materialized, the extreme 
of unvirtuous things?' And he said sadly: 'My dear, what can I do now? My 
hands will not work.' (763) He was caught in distress: ' This truly is the 
retribution of sin.' Bandhulaka t .hought: 'Thi s is quite true. This sin is 
indeed grievous since I have betrayed my loving husband who is equal to the 
highest deity. I have done that which is forbidden in both worlds.' She 
became agitated and began to cry: 'Oh, my noble husband!' Dhanadatta thought: 
'Alas, ignominious Dhanadatta! When the world of living beings is like this, 
and the human body is frail to such a degree, having heard a dear friend ' s 
words and having lived by his favour, is this [what I have done] ri ght? Actions 
like these surely bring such result. Oh, dear friend! You have been wronged by 
me.' Having thought thus, he fell into a swoon of distress. 
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Thereupon having discovered by avadhi-jnana that this was the right time 
for their religious awakening , he showed himself to them, and as means of 
deceiving them he assumed a divine person so as to increase their desire for 
liberation, on the pretext of worshipping the corpse [of JinadharmaJ. He 
performed the worship of the corpse. Their pain was removed and the fire of 
. f 11 th d grie was soothed . They saw ego . They saluted him sincerely and 
thought : ' Oh 12 · h b tak th h h" t 1 , our pain as een en away roug is sup~rna,ura power. 
How wonderful his might is ! How beautiful is his form! What a splendour and 
what loveliness he has !" They , who were surprised, bowed down respectfully 
and said : ' Venerable One, who are you? And for what reason did ·you come here?' 
(764 ) He said : ' I am a god , and I ca:.me to worship Jinadharma's statue.' They 
said : ' Where is Jinadharma ' s statue? ' The god showed it [to them]: 'This is 
the statue .' They saw it: ' Oh, this looks like the dead body of Jinadharma.' 
They were agitated inwardly . They said: ' So may the Venerable One tell us the 
truth of the matter !' So saying , they fell down at his feet. They said: 'Where 
is Jinadharma? ' The god said: ' He has become a god.' Then, on examination, 
they found [Jinadharma ' s corpse] to be pierced by the spike of the couch. 'Alas 
we have done a terrible wrong! ' So saying, they swooned. They were revived by 
the god . They tried to kill themselves through excess of shame, but were 
stopped by the god . He said: 'Oh ! For what reason do you kill yourselves?' 
They said: ' Venerable One, there is no point in listening to our reason. Why 
does not the Venerable One who has divine knowl edge and si ght know? And so our 
time has come !' The god said : 'There is no use in simply dying . It is an 
appropriate time for you to act upon his teaching .' They s a id: 'Venerable 
One , we are not worthy of his beaching. Besides, Venerable One, he has passed 
into (765) a state invisible to us.' The god said: 'You are worthy, since you 
repent thus . With people of really evil deeds ther e is never any repentance, 
even when they have done wrong. Repentance is a fine thing , purifying the 
impurity of sin . And he has not passed into a state invisible to you, because 
' 
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I am he. So you need not be depressed. Such is the ripening of karman, 
cruel are the acts caused by delusion and horrible is the way of the senses. 
But what of that? Now you should take only dharma ~s your shelter and 
abandon all other things.' They said: 'As the Venerable One orders. But 
we have to abandon our lives by all means. We in whom your words have 
engendered remorse, we now cannot13 bear the bodies defiled by the stain of 
the deed not to be done. This being so, may the Venerable One instruct us.' 
The dharma was exposed by the god and digested [by them] wholeheartedly. They 
became indifferent to all things, took a vow of fasting and their spiritual 
dispositions were purified. They were ashamed of their former bad deeds. 
Desire for emancipation arose [in them] , the true nature of existence was 
realised and they attained enlightemnent. The .god, having left his own corpse, 
ascended with the fulfilment of his duty." 
(766) Having heard this, the king became uneasy. And he said: "Oh this 
' 
is nothing but a deed of the worldly existence which resembles illusory magic. 
In this world it is difficult indeed to obtain a wholly beneficial virtuous 
friendship. For there is nothing more beneficial than that, through which 
even they attained in this way the prime virtue." All said: "Your Majesty, 
it is indeed so ." They were shaken, and became indifferent to worldly 
existence. The king said : "Dear son where then will their [next] birth14 be?" 
' 
The prince said : "Dear father, in the Saudharma heaven." The king said: 
"They did a repugnant thing. " The prince said: "Dear father, it is true; they 
did a repugnant thing . However, through r emorse they attained righteous 
conduct. And the development of resiGnation arose from the bottom of their 
hearts; its power is such that if it is not rejected from the time that it is 
received, a bad existence is not attained." The king said: ":even so, they did 
a repugnant thing . How can it be fitting for them to attain the world of the 
gods?" The prince said: "Dear father, the development of resignation is 
beautiful; it is endowed with attentiveness, destructive of miseries and 
........ 
productive of a constant stream of happiness. There is no welfare that the 
living beings who are endowed with it cannot attain." The king said: . "Dear 
son, how can this occur in such people as these? Or, how can people who are 
fit to receive it engage (767) in such disgraceful activities?' The prince 
said: "Dear father, various is the fruition of karman . But their disgraceful 
conduct is not exceedingly full of evil ; from this kind of realization of 
karman there is only the conduct itself and it i s deprived of bondage [to 
another existence]. Rather, on the side of virtue [their conduct] is truly 
wholehearted, 15 is free from infractions, agrees with the canon and does not 
depend on the delusion of existence ." The king said: "Dear son, that is 
right . How can it be otherwise? This type of conduct cuts off existence." 
The prince said: "Dear father, that is right. Father has understood rightly. 
Moreover I would like to ask you; I do not find pleasure at all in this very 
gruesome worldly life, which is inherently evil, comparable with a thicket of 
reeds, fickle like an unsteady love and the storehouse of all miseries. 
Therefore I wish with my father's permission to strive [for salvation] without 
regard for it. Surely, the virtuous desires of a living creature will be 
accomplished, if they are ordained by the elders and if he carries them out 
duly." Speaking thus, he fell at [his father's] feet. The king said: "Dear 
son, this is my decision on everything; now I have given permission to you. 
(768) Or you are verily an elder to us on account of your provision of help 
for our next life, and because of your acting in my name. 16 Why do you ask 
in such a manner? So you should do and make done whatever is now suitable." 
The princ e said : "Dear father, this is a creat favour. /\n appropriate 
decision has been made by my father." 
§ 11 In the meantime the night had almost slipped away, the music of the dawn 
was played, the song of bards resounded, the morning wind blew, the young sun 
-
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appeared, the darkness vanished, the splendour of day arrived, . groups of lotus 
flowers opened and couples of cak:tiavaka birds joined together. The ministers 
entered. The prince's deed was told to them and his will was made known. He 
received great r espect from the ministers. Then they said: "Your Majesty, 
it is fittinc. J\nd [this decision] of Your Majesty conforms with your ¥ishcs. 
The prince who has become an inconceivable thought-gem deserves a festival now." 
The king said: "Sirs , that is right. So do what is becoming. Do not 
procrastinate." The ministers said: "As Your Majesty commands." A varavarika 
was proclaimed, a great gift was given, worship was carried out in all temples, 
townsmen and country people were treated with respect, panegyrists and others 
were honoured, neighbouring princes were treated with respect, the elders were 
honoured (769) and [the king's] own sister's son, Prince Municandra, who was 
worthy of the k~atriya family, was enthroned by the lucky conjuncture [of 
constellations]. Then on the auspicious conjunction of day, half day, and 
muhu:rta he mounted the divine palanquin with great splendour in company with 
the elders, a host of friends, wives by dharma, ministers, principal 
neighbouring princes, Purandara, illustrious headmen and worthy townsmen; 
praised by festive musical instruments being played, by dancers dancing and 
by bards, filling [everybody] with the joy of reverence, accompanied by the 
royal family; enjoying [the fruition of] the good karman, watched by townsmen, 
inspiring wonder in them, increasing their eagerness for emancipation and 
sowing the seeds of enlightenment [in them] ; his spiritual disposition being 
purified, destroying the mesh of karman, he went out of the city and went to 
the Pu~pakara~1aka park with great tumult. 
Thereupon gods came and began a service, a great celebration began and 
the city was gladdened . Then he proceeded to the feet of the Venerable Master 
Prabhasa, the ocean of good conducts, who was possessed of four kinds of 
1 knowledge, and in conformity with the rule as stat ed in the scripture he took 
the order of a monk. He was saluted by kings of the gods and worshipped by 
-
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Municandra. He had a festival lasting eight days celebrated in the city, and 
the act of non- injury proclaimed . The people rejoiced and began to proceed 
on the path of dha:rma . 
Girisena was inflamed by this incident, and seized with rage he thought: 
"Oh , for the folly of the people , in that they show such e;reat respect to the 
ignorant prince . (770) I shall rob them of the receptacle of their respect 
and kill that ill- conducted fellow . Now he has come into the sieht of [common] 
people like us. I shall appease my heart inflamed for a long time on account 
of him ." He went to seek for a weak point [in his opponent]. 
Reverend Samaraditya lived taking delight in keeping control of the senses 
as told [by JinasJ at the feet of the Venerable Master Prabhasa . Some time 
passed by . As he reached the excellent k~ayopasama condition by means of 
practising repeated recollection of his former births, in a very short time he 
learnt the twelve Angas , devoted himself to the body of religious exercises 
and was appointed to the rank of preacher CvacakaJ . 
One day he came to the city of Ayodhya as he was roaming surrounded by a 
host of pupils , awakening the lotuses, namely those fit to be liberated, 
according to the sacred precepts . And there he went accompanied by monks and 
,, 
laymen with great splendour to a shrine sacred to ~sabhadeva, named Sakravatara. 
And he saw there in the midst of the garden a magnificent temple of the 
lor d of the world, an ornament of the town. 
It was while like a conch-shell , a water-lily, cow-milk, a pearl-
necklace , autwm1al cloud, jasmin flowers or the moon; surrounded by a 
2 grove of kalpa trees and crowded with superb f1 ags . 
(771) It had a great arch shining with rays of light emanating from 
the mouths of makaras made of emerald : 3 It could be c-ompared with 
Indra ' s lofty palace in heaven . 
It had a broad and massive pedestal made from a multitude of 
large emerald stones; an expanse of stainless jewelled floor 
arranged with an abundance of various kinds of gem stones. 
Charming sa.lahhanjik'a: s 4 and rows of l)illars made of .precious 
stones gave splendour to it; its inner recess was wide and 
beautiful, and there pearl-pendants were hanging . 
The walls of the sanctuary were furnished with lamps made of 
heaps of radiant jewels; its gemmy roof was, as it were, like 
a collection of flowers of the divine trees and lotuses. 
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Ce~estial singers and divine women5 who had come for the worship 
began to sing a sweet song; the expanse of the surrounding region 
was perfumed with fragrant smoke from burning aloe wood. 
There the siddhas were delighted in listening6 to the sounds of 
praise [made] by ca.rana-monks7 who were radiant on account of the 
• 
brilliance (tejas) acquired by various austerities and whose minds 
were purified by the knowledge of the highest truth. 
And it was adorned with the image of Venerable Lord ~~abha, an 
excellent cakravartin of dharma, the chief of the monks, who was 
saluted by the king of the gods . 
!laving looked at [the t emple] reverentially, he, with satisfaction, 
ascended the spotless fliBht of stairs made of jewels and bowed to 
the preceptor of the world. 
Having bowed, he sat in one ·place and there came cara,:ia-monks, vidyadhara,$ 
and siddha·s · They saluted the Reverend One . 
In the meantime , having discovered Samaraditya ' s conung, the king of 
Ayodhya city, Prasannacandra, came with his attendants, his eyes shining with 
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joy, in order to salute the Reverend One. He held a service for the Venerable 
One. Then, having bowed to the vacaka Samaraditya at the shrine, he sat down 
in front of him. And he said: "Reverend One, we hear that this son of Nabhi 
[enshrined] here is the first cakravartin of dharma. Then, did the dharma not 
exist before [him]? Or, if existed , (772) why is he [called] the first 
cakravartin of dharma? " The Reverend One said: "My dear one, listen. 8 Here 
in the Bharata-land, in this avasarpi,y,i, this Venerable One , is the first 
cakravartin of dharma . But this does not mean that before him the dharma did 
not exist. As tirthakaras do not have a first one , neither does the dharma 
expounded by them have a beginning." The king said: "Reverend One , is this 
avasarpir;i present everywhere? " The Reverend One said: "My dear one, it is 
not so. [This avasarpi~i is present] both in the five Bharata-lands and in 
the Airavata-lands. But in the Videha-lands time is fixed . In those [lands] 
there are always dharmanayakas~ tirthakaros~ cakravartins~ vasudevas and 
baladevas, and they always guide living beings. In the Bharata-lands and 
Airavata-lands time is not fixed. It is not. always so [as in the Videha-landsJ, 
but the wheel of time turns. In its duration it measures twenty crores times 
a crore of sagaropama~, of which avasarpi~i and utsarpi~i respectively have a 
sixfold time-exposition, that is, the good-good era, good era, good-bad era~ 
bad-good era, bad era and bad-bad era. And they are of the following durations: 
the good-good era lasts for four crores of crores of sagaropamas , measured by 
the scale of running ·water; the good era lasts for three; the good-bad era 
lasts for two and the bad-good era lasts for one crores of crores of sagaropama 
minus forty-two thousand years. The bad era lasts for twenty-one thousand years 
and the bad-bad era also lasts for twenty-one thousand years. At the time of 
the beginning of the good- good era people have a life span of three palyopamas 
and they are three gavyuta,s in height. 
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(773) 9 They can obtain without any trouble their desired objects, 
which can be used either only once or repeat edly, from the groves 
of kalpa-trees sprung from the seeds of good deeds of their former 
births. 
Now these are the ten kinds of the wish-fulfilling kalpa-tree, as has 
been designated by wise men who are veritable signals for the t _ime of 
learning: 
That is, mattangaka~ bhrjiga~ trufitanga~ dipa~ jyotis~ citranga~ 
citrarasa~ ma~yanga~ g~hakara a~d anagna. 
Mattangakas supply wine that is to be drunk pleasurabl.y, bhr:ngas supply 
vessels, and trufitangas supply many kinds of suitable musical 
instruments . 
[The kalpa-trees] called dipasikha and jyoti~a shed light all the time; 
citrangas give garlands and citrarasas serve food. 
Ma~yangas supply beautiful ornaments, bhavanas (= grhakara)-trees give 
. 
mansions, and, 0 King, akirnas (=anagnas ) bring many kinds of vestment. 
In these or those Ckalpa-treesJ the hosts of men and women find their 
objects of enjoyment; 0 Pious One, they are free from rebirth. So say 
the omniscient Jinas. 9 
Their discernment of dharma from adharma is not really excellent . And their 
life-span and their height decrease until the beginning of the good era. Then 
at the beginning of the good era [people] have a life-span of two palyopamus 
and they are two gavyutas in height. Their enjoyment of desired objects which 
can either be used only once or which can qe used repeatedly grows less from 
generation to generation . Their discernment of dharma from adharma is not 
I, 
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excellent. (774) And their life-span and their height decrease until the 
beginning of the good-bad era. Then at the beginning of the good-bad era 
[people] have a life-span of one palyopama and they are one gavyuta in height. 
Their enjoyment of desired objects which can either be used once of which can 
be used repeatedly grows less from generation to generation. Their discernment 
of dharma from adharma is also not excellent. And near the end of this era 
there descended the Venerable One, the first king of the earth, who is the 
teacher of all the arts and skills, is to be worshipped by gods and non-gods~ 
who is the lord of living beings, a friend of the three worlds, who destroys 
the darkness of ignorance, a moon for the numerous lotuses, namely of those 
who are fit to be liberated, and who is the first cakravartin of dharma; the 
first tirthakara. The customs such as marriage10 and the excellent dharma 
consisting of offering (dana), good disposition (sila), asceticism (tapas) and 
meditation (bhavana) were introduced. Their life-span and their height decrease 
until the beginning of the bad-good era. Then at the beginning of the bad-
good era [people] have a life-span of eighty-four lacs of purva~ and they are 
five hundred dhanu3 in height. Their enjoyment of desired objects which can 
either be used only once or which can be used repeatedly grows less from 
generation to generation . The age of the kalpa tree has elapsed and there are 
merely lesser enjoyments that come from excellent herbs and others. The 
people have outstanding discernment of dharma from adharma, since in this era 
there are tirthakaras~ cakravartins~ vasudevas and baladeva8 • Their life-span 
and their height decrease until ~he beginning of the bad era. At the b eginning 
of the bad era [people] have a life-spa n of about one hundr ed years (775) and 
they are seven hastas in height . There are merely l esser enjoyments that come 
from herbs and other things . They still have exc ell ent di s c ernment of dharma 
from adharma though inferior . [to that in the bad-good era], becaus e even in 
this era there are correct teachings; but fal sehood, anger, pride , illusion and 
avarice prevail. Their life-span and their height decrease until the beginning 
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of the bad-bad era . At the beginning of the bad-bad era [people] have a life-
span of about twenty years and they are two hastas in height ; and at the end 
[of this era] they have a life-span of sixteen years and are one hasta in 
height. Enjoyments come from unpleasant things such as meat etc., and 
constantly decrease . And the excellent discernment of dharma from adharma is 
no longer good . . -Such is this avasarp&~&. Utsarpi~i is likewise [as in 
avasarpi~iJ but in reverse order. 8 In such a way the wheel of time goes round. 
And thus in the Bharata land in this avasarpi~i this Venerable One was the first 
cakravartin of dharma but it does not mean that the dharma did not exist before 
him." 
The king said: "Reverend One, it is right. t,zy- ignorance has been 
removed. Being favoured by the Reverend One, I look to you for guidance." 
§ 12 Thereupon when it became midday a brahmin named Indrasarman, who was 
exceedingly impartial, endowed with intelligence and fearful of the other 
world, came there. Having saluted the rever end teacher, he sat in the 
proximity of the teacher. Then he said: "According to your doctrine karman 
is said to be of ei ght kinds called jnanavara~iya and so forth. How does the 
soul attract these various kinds of karman respec tively?" The Reverend One 
said: "My dear one, listen. (776) Thus it is taught in the doctrine. 2CThe 
soul] attracts jnanavara~iya (knowledge-obscuring) - karman through hostility 
towards knowl edge, suspicion of knowledge , obstruction to knowledge, . 
conderrmation of knowl edGc , contempt for knowlcdGe and objection to knowled~e. 
Likewise [the soul] attracts darsanavara~iya (co gnition-obscuring )-karman 
through hostility towards cognition as far as objection to cognit ion. [The 
soul] attracts satavedaniya (happines s - experiencing) - karman through compassion 
to pra~as, 3 compassion to bh~tas, 3 compass ion to jivas3 and compassion to 
3 sattvas; and through not troubling , not causing sorrow , not emac i at ing and 
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not tormenting many pra~as~ bhutas . J~Vas and sattvas Through troubling as 
far as tormenting [thos e beings], [the soul] attracts asataveda.niya (misery-
experiencing) - karman. [The soul] attracts mohaniya (deluding)-karman through 
excessive anger , excessive, pride, excessive illusion, and excessive avarice, 
and throuc;h the acute state of deluclinc; ric;ht conduct. The soul attracts 
nirayayus (birth in hell) - karman through the undertaking of a great blood-
sacrifice , possession of great property, slaught er of five-sensed beings and 
eating flesh . [The soul] attracts tiryagyonyayus (birth in the womb of an 
animal )-karman through deceit, untrue speech and through false weighing and 
false measuring . [The soul] attracts manusyayus (birth as a human being)-karman 
. 
through patural humility , mercifulness and freedom from envy. [The soul] 
attracts devayus (birth as a god )-karman through self-restraint with passion 
or part i al self- restraint, ignorant practice of austerities and destruction 
[of karmanJ without desire . [The soul] attracts subhanama (good individual 
qualities )-karman through uprightness in body, (777) uprightness in mind and 
uprightness in speech , and through consistency in these activities. [The soul] 
attracts asubhanama (bad individual qualities) - karman through wickedness in 
body as far as inconsistency in the activities . [The soul] attracts uccairgotra 
(birth in high class)-karman through fre edom from pride of caste, family, 
beauty, austerity , progeny, strength, profit and power; but through the pride 
of caste as far as power [the soul] attracts ni cairgotra (birth in low class)-
karman . Through obstruction to giving and taking, to enjoyment of those which 
can be us ed once and enjoyment of those which co.n be used repeatedly, and to 
will-power , [ the soul J n. l tracts an tarcY.!Ja (hi nclcr L nr; cn.pn.bi l i ty of the soul )-
2 karman . Thus , 0 beloved of the gods , this soul attracts the eiGht kinds of 
karman ." 
Indrasarman said: "Reverend One, · it is indeed so . But seeing that it is 
so approved , how is the seed of emancipat ion obtained?" The Reverend One said: 
"My dear one , listen . The seed of emancipation is indeed the right belief, 
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which is the beginning of happiness, the characteristics of which is calmness, 
eagerness for emancipation and so forth, which is the remover of those 
consequences of karman, verily the fir e for the fuel of karman, and which 
appears as the good result of the soul and r esembl es the inconceivable wish-
yielding gem. It is obtained through the siGht of the passion-free (i.e. 
Jinas) , hearing the pure dharma , acquiring abundant good qualities, siding 
with virtues , havin g been in these ways destined to attain salvation , through 
good mental disposition such as compassion and the excellent condition [of the 
soul] in which the 7<.arman is partly annihilated and partly calmed. 11 
Indrasarman said : "Reverend One, it is ri ght . Now that this has been 
established , why is the emancipation that is absolute happiness by itself 
obtained from practising self- restraint that seems to be the experience of 
hardships? " The Reverend One said: "My-· dear one, listen . By taking medicine 
one can maintain health which is happiness by itself; in the same way by 
practising self- restraint one can attain emancipation which is absolute 
happiness by itself . (778) Moreover, the practice of self-restraint ultimately 
is not commensurate with the experiencing of hardships because it results in 
the highest happiness and one can experience the pure lesya. Thus it is taught 
in our doctrine . And bes ides : 
Even the king of kings or the king of the gods does not have such 
4 happiness as that of a monk who is free from worldly affairs. 
Mor eover : ' Whose tejolesya do th0se possessionlcss monks of today surpass? A 
monk of one month surpasses the tejolesya of the Va~avyantara Gods . Likewise 
a possessionless monk of two months surpasses the tejolesya of the Bhavanavasin 
gods with the exception of the Indras of the Asurakumara gods . A possessionless 
monk of three months surpasses the tejolesya of the Asurakumara gods . A 
possessionless monk of four months surpasses the tejolesya of the Jyoti~ka gods 
who have the appearance of a host of planets, constellations and stars . A 
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possessionless monk of five months surpasses the tejolesya of the Indras of 
the Jyot i~a gods , namely the Moons and the Suns. A possessionless monk of 
-,,. -
six months surpasses the tejolesya of the gods in the Saudharma and Isa 
heavens . A possessionless monk of seven months surpasses the tejolesya of 
the gods in the Sanatkumara and Mahendra heavens . A possessionless monk of 
eight months surpasses the tejolesya of the gods in the Brahmaloka and Lantaka 
heavens . A possessionless monk of nine months surpasses the tejole§ya of the 
gods in the Mahasukra and Sahasrara heavens . (779) A possessionless monk of 
ten months surpasses the tejolesya of the gods in the AraQa and Acyuta 
heavens . 6 A possessionles s monk of eleven months surpasses the tejolesya of 
the gods in the Grai veya heaven . A possessionless monk of t1.vel ve months 
surpasses the tejolesya of the gods born in the Anuttara heaven . After this, 
the pure [monk] , havinG be come even purer, i s completed, awakened , liberated 
and he puts an end to all di stresses . ' Thus, 0 Belove·d of the gods, the 
practice of self- restraint is not commensurate with the experiencing of 
hardships ." 
Indrasarman said: "Reverend One, that i s ri ght. I look to you for 
guidance ." 
Thereupon Citrangada who had already come there said after respectful 
salutation : "Reverend One , how many kinds of karman do the souls in various 
states attract? Or , how long is the duration of their karman?" The Reverend 
One sai d : "My dear one , listen : 
7The souls (pra,:z,in- ) which are fr ee from the binding of ayusC-karmanJ 
are capable of seven kinds of [karman - Jbinding . Likewise it is to be 
known that the souls which have passions in a very subtle form are 
capable of six kinds of binding . 
[The souls] which are fr ee from the bindi nG of mohan?ya[-karman J and 
ayus[ - karmanJ are said to be capable of the same kinds of binding of 
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karman-species. The kevaZins whose passions are calmed or destroyed 
are capable of [only] one kind of binding. 
The passion which is in the last but one saJnaya docs not brin8 
about the binding. [The soulsJ which have attained the saiZesi-state 
are free from any binding. 
The duration of the bindin8 of those [souls] which are self-controlled 
without negligence is eight nruhurtas at maximum; and the minimum 
duration is to be known as a fraction of a muhurta. 
The duration of [the souls] which desist from injury but show negligence 
is (780 ) eight years at the maximum, and is less than a muhurta at 
minimum. 
Of the souls which have attained the true belief there still exists · the 
knot; the binding never falls off. The maximUJn [duration of the binding] 
of those souls which have false belief is as said in the sutras. 7 
Citrangada said: "Reverend One, it is true. My ignorance has been removed. 
Being favoured by the Reverend One, I look to you for guidance." 
§ 13 Meanwhile evening came. The king and the others went back. The Reverend 
One did what was befitting to him. _The next day, while the Reverend One was 
staying 1n the same temple, a brahmin nruned J\gnibhuti came to him. J\ftcr he 
worshipped the First Kine; (i. e . ~~abha) and the vacal<.a Samaraditya, he sat 
near him. Ile said r espectfully: "Tell me who is Lhe most superior of gods , 
what is the rule to worship him, and what fruits come from his worship." The 
Reverend One said: "My dear one, listen. At first, the most superior of gods 
is the passion-free (i.e. Jina), who is devoid of faults, possessed of the 
highest knowledge, worshipped by gods and asuras, the benevolent , excellent 
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instructor of all living be ings; who i s of an unimaginably great nature, is 
free from birth and death, and who had achieved what he had to do; he, the. 
highest self . Then , the rules of worshipping him are to perform offering, to 
keep yourself from sinful actions, to devote yourself to austerity, and to 
practise meditations , according to your capability, with desireless mind, 
singleheartedly , through proper order and avoiding transgressions . (781) The 
fruits which come from his worship arc beautiful c;oclhoocl , c;ro.ncl celestial 
abodes , heavenly damsels , divine enjoyments of your desires, excellent 
confidence ,1 beautiful figure , excellent judgement, 2 wisdom, comprehension of 
dharma , and attainment of salvation ." Having heard this, Agnibhuti was 
delighted and said : "Reverend One , it is said that the passion-free did not 
give assistance to anyone because of his supreme impartiality, with the thought 
' let there not be any distress to others '. What is the reason that he did not 
give assistance to any living being? 11 The Reverend One said: "My dear one, 
listen . There is no assistance other than the teaching of the ultimate truth, 
since i t destroys the great illusion . And the Venerable One achieves this 
through desisting from causing distre ss to others ; this is indeed the reason." 
Agnibhuti said : "Reverend One, [if it is so,J what assistance can anyone get 
from hi m by worshipping him? Or, when one does not know it, how can the 
attainment of the fruits you have mentioned be achieved? Or, how can this 
attainment come from him? " The Reverend One said: "My dear one, listen. The 
attainment of the fruits does not come through his assistance but through 
worspippinB him . Even if there is no assistance from him this attainment is 
seen by rncnns or the Juminous ['ln.mes o r tho Lhour,ht -,j cwcJ thnt ftr lse rrom Lh c 
prescribed worship of him . [The fruits] are not fulfilled by [his assistanceJ. 3 
The attainment of the desired object is due to devotion through the impulse to 
meditate on him, and is certainly due to them ( the rules of worshipping him). 114 
Having heard this, Agnibhuti was awakened . He said : (782) "How ri ghtly the 
Reverend One has spoken ! My ignorance has been removed. I look to you for 
guidance . 11 
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Thereupon a merchant, Dhanarddhi, who was a new lay-disciple , came in 
suitable dress with his attendants. He worshipped the Venerable One. Then, 
having saluted the Reverend vacaka_, he sat near him. He said: "Reverend One, 
5for monks there is a cessation of sinful activities divided into the distinct 
categories [of the renunciation] of kara (doing), karana (causing to do) and 
anumati (permitting to do). Now, how is it that, in the giving of the minor 
vow, the one that deals with the killing of gross beings, to the laymen, there 
is neglect of anumati (the rule forbidding a monk to permit others to kill) on 
the part of them (the monks) in regard to the other [category (i . e. subtle 
beings ) ]? " The Reverend One said: "My dear, it is by the absence of a precept, 
not by the giving of a precept." The merchant said: "Reverend One, what kind 
of things is it to give the precept?" The Reverend One said: "My dear one, 
listen . When [a monk] has declared, with a mind desirous for salvation and 
in accordance with the precepts, the true nature of existence which is 
necessarily fickle and is the cause of a sequence of distresses, and when he [has 
taken] *2 the dharrna of a monk which 18 capable of destroying [existence], 
which is the most excellent ambrosia for living beings and is 6 in short the 
means for liberation , and when he has achieved the fulfilment of a purified 
mind, and when he has increased the desire for salvation -whereas laymen, 
though zealous with regard to the taking of the minor vows, due to the 
realization of karrnan of this kind do not take this Cdharma of a monk] - t~e 
precept is given to [such] an impartial monk who exerts himself f or 
purification or appearance and s o forth in c1. prni sworthy pl n,cc a nd so forth." 
'l'h ' rn c r c l m ll L : ; n. i d : " I\ c v c 1 · c 11< 1 0 11 c , c v t ~ 11 s o , 11 ow i :; i L L h a L L h c r c .L ~., n n c L ~ l c c L 
of anumati [on the part of monks]?" The Reverend One said: "My dear one, 
listen. There is an illustration in the story of a householde r and criminals 
who were arrested and [of whom only one] was rel eased: 
Once upon a time there was a city, Vasantapura , in thi s world. (783) The 
king was Jitasatru and the queen was Dhari~i. [One day] her husband was greatly 
.. 
delighted with her excellent dancing . He said to her: ' Tell me of whatever 
pleases you. 1 She said : ' My lord, it will be a gift of festivity [if you 
permit] the women in the harem to walk around as they like in the full-moon 
night . 1 He approved this. When the day came, the king had the following 
proclamation c;iven out: ' I shall inflict corporal punishment on any man who 
would stay here today . 1 All men left [the city] in fear that the king was 
severe ; but only six sons of a merchant did not go out quickly b ecause they 
were intent on their business. The gates [of the city] were closed. Out of 
fear they hid themselves there [in.side the ci tyJ. The festi vi.ty was held in 
the night. On the next day .the king employed spies [and said] : 'Hey! 
search for one who did not leave [the city] . 1 They searched with sharp wits 
and reported to the king : · 1 Great king, six sons of a certain merchant did 
not go OUt. I The king got angry and Said : ' Kill those villains! 1 They were 
arrested by the king ' s men and taken to the place of execution. Having heard 
of this, their father was terrified . He came into the presence of the king 
and entreated the king : 'Your Majesty, please forgive them. The crime lies 
only with me. You shall release them at once. ' ' It shall be so that others 
will not do the same . 1 So saying, the king did not have them released. But 
as [the father] entreated again and again, saying : ' Please do not break down 
my family', so his eldest son was released. The merchant honoured him. The 
other [sons] were killed . (784) It was not because he honoured only one son 
and approved of the killing of the others, since he had the same affection 
for them all . 
Tl1ls is an nll "r,ory n.nd its npplicn.ti.on .Ls as ColJows. /\. layman 
corresponds to the king; the categories of living beings correspond to the 
merchant ' s sons who were to be killed; and a monk corresponds to the merchant . 
The teaching of the dharma of a monk (i.e. the major vows) at the time of 
taking the minor vows corresponds to [the merchant's] entreaty . And so, even 
in the case of the layman ' s not releasing the category of subtle beings , this 
--
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is not permission on the part of the monk with regard to them . Otherwise the 
precept will not be fulfilled. And the non-fulfillment of a precept is 
altogether ·a fault. Therefore the venerable sage said : 'The most imp·ortant 
knowledge is compassion ; all the right behaviour should be based on [this] 
knowlede;e.' 115 Having heo.rd this, Dhanarddhi rejoiced. And he said: "Reverend 
One, that is right, How well the Reverend One discerns the dhama !" 
Thereupon J\sokacanclra, who l1ad already arri vecl there, so.id after 
salutation: "Reverend One, I have heard that even slight careless actions 
bring about cruel result. Are they really so or otherwise?" The Reverend 
One said: "My dear one, listen. Those which are related in the canons are 
true since Jinas do not speak otherwise. But those which are not related in 
the canons may or may not happen." Asokacandra said: "Reverend One, if so, 
then how can some extremely wicked people that commit the killing of living 
beings or other [sinful] deeds obtain desired objects, vast enjoyment and 
.long life, and have their lin eage unbroken? And how can others that have 
only a few faults be devoid of all these things?" The Reverend One said: . , "My 
dear one, listen. The fruition of karman is manifold. To those who are indeed 
bound to the karman that is related to bad things, (785) [who] are pleased with 
the worldly life, whose nature is mean, who are [destined] to go to bad 
existences, turn their faces aside from what is 800d and who are the vessel 
of evil things; to those of this kind the desired things are granted simply 
in order to make them attain bad ex{stences by devoting themselves to evil 
actions . But those of the opposite kind lack all these things, because of the 
oppos ite reason to the abovementioned reason ." J\soko.candra said: "Reverend 
One, it is right. How wonderful! My delusion was removed by the Reverend One ." 
,, 
Thereupon the god Siva, who had already arrived there, said after bowing 
to the Reverend One: "Reverend One, which is generally more important, the 
gift of security or the gift of support? " The Reverend One said: "My dear one, 
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listen . It is the gift of security . Now here is a parable of queens and a 
criminal who was arrested and released: 
Once upon a time there was a city, Brahmapura, in this world. The king 
was Kusadhvaja , the first queen was Kamalaka and the other queens began with 
Taraval:i: . 
One day when the king was playing at dice, seated on a terrace, with 
four eminent queens having Kamalaka at their head, a guard brought a thief 
bound with a rope for all to see, whose body was afflicted with hurts from 
many whippings . [The guard] said : ' Your Majesty, he stole another's property.' 
The king said : ' Kill him .' The guard made him proceed to the place of 
execution . Then looking in all directions, he cried out with a miserable voice 
because his life was dear to him: (786) ' How wretched I am! I am killed on 
account of my first theft, though I have not yet fulfilled my wish.' Having 
heard this , the queens felt sympathy and said to the king : 'Our lord, a man 
who has not yet fulfilled his wish should not be killed. We would like to do 
something for him with our lord ' s favour . ' The king approved this, and said: 
' You may do so .' Then one of the queens had him set free [from bondage], had 
him annointed with the oil boiled thousand times, 7 had him receive good 
treatment, had him take a bath with perfumed wat er and gave him a pair of 
linen suits . She spent ten thousand [for thi s ]. And she said: 'My wealth 
is this much .' 8 The next queen had him drink liquor, had him eat food, had 
him smeared with yak?akardOJ7la (a kind of ointment) and gave him a waist-belt. 
She spent a large sum of two thousand [for this]. And she said : 'My wealth 
is this much .' 1'hc next queen had him cat wbat he wanted, had him drink 
grape wine, had him adorned with divine ornaments and gave him betel-leaf. 
She spent one hundred thousand [for this]. And she said: 'My wealth is this 
much .' [Now] Kamalaka folded her hands like a lotus-bud. The king said to 
her : ' Do you not give anything?' She said: 'Jvly lord, I do not possess 
enough wealth to gi ve him a beautiful gi ft. ' The king said: 'You are for me 
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the essence of theworld of living beings. You have power over my life . 
Therefore why do you not have [enough wealth]?' She said: . ' My lord, it is 
a great favour . (787) If so, then I shall give him something with my lord ' s 
consent .' The king said: 'You should do so.' Then she said to the criminal: 
' My good sir, you have seen a seed of crime produce a tree and flowers .' He 
said : ' My lady, I have seen it very well. Therefore I repent now a nd I shall 
refrain from sinful behaviour for life.' The queen said: 'If so, then now I 
have given him security. ' The king said: ' It is a good gift .' The thief 
rejoiced , thinking that a more splendid [gift] had been given . Kamalaka was 
very satisfi ed . But the other queens laughed . The first queen said: 'Why do 
you laugh? You should ask him this; which [ gift] is the more splendid? ' They 
asked the thief . He said : ' Overcome by the fear of death , I did not know 
the other gifts . So, I cannot speak of the difference. But now I am 
comforted .' The other queens were convinced that it was true. He reformed 
himself then and there ." 
,, 
The god Siva was delighted and he said : "Reverend One , it is true." 
§ 14 In the meantime it be came evening. The laymen went back . ':L1he Reverend 
One began to perform his duty. In this manner while he wandered around 
successfully in many countries, some time passed . Then one day he came into 
the country of Avanti . Thinking that his disciples had b een well guided , the 
vacaka Samaraditya adopted a statue pos t ur e in the lonely Asoka Garden, not 
very far from the r egion of ant-hills, 1 in the performance of contemplation 
in order to attain the excellent activities [of the soul] . (788) 
Then he was s n by Girisena , who was bound to impure k.arma.n, was very angry 
at having be en made to wander for a long time, 2 and was of a cruel state of 
mind , and who thought: "Now is a good chance . Such an opportunity will never 
come again . So, I shall kill this rogue and fulfil my desire. And I shall 
kill him in such a way that the wretched man should experience great pain ." 
-
Then he hurriedly brought [rags and linseed oil] from somewhere, and he 
wrapped [SamaradityaJ with rags, soaked him with linseed oil and set him on 
fire . The Reverend One was not aware of all this, as in him the activity [of 
the soul] was especially increasing. When the fire blazed up, he passed into 
meditation. He thought: "Why, what has happened?" Alas, cruel existence ! 
I have come to be the cause of someone else ' s misfortune. Or, there is no 
point of thinking. There [is an example ofJ the e~cellent samayika. 113 His 
thought c eased . He devoted himself to pure me ditation . The activity [of the 
- ' k 3 soul] developed; the great samay~ a -conduct arose; [the process called] 
- k 4 k k ,,. · 5 apurva- ara~a was undergone; the ~apa a- sre~~ shone out; the energy of the 
soul manifested itself; the power of karman was destroyed; the fire of 
meditation increased and the fuel of delusion was burnt up; the [full] 
capability of the soul was attained; the granduer of yoga arose ; his soul 
was purified and settled in the highest yoga ; the karman which obstructs the 
soul was annihilated; and [finally] the kevalajijana manifested itself. 
(789) Thereupon the seat of the god Velandhara who happened to be in the 
proximate region was shaken by the dignity of the Venerable Sage . He knew 
[the incident] by means of the avadhiC- jnanaJ, a n d , having taken a heap of 
flowers , he came with great joy ac compani e d by innumerable gods by way of the 
ascetics ' city. He bowed to the Venerable Sage and caused a rainfall of 
flowers . The fire was extinguished and the cloths were r emoved. Girisena 
was perturbed . 110h, what is it?" GDd Velandhara said : "Hey you villain, 
most sinful, contemptible, the lowest of men , ugly, pitiable! Why did you 
undertake this? " 
Meanwhile Kin g Municandra who live d in th e country not very far away came 
with Queen Narmada and other queens and with great vassals. They saw the 
Venerable Sage and worshipped him with greatest devotion. Then he asked the 
god Velandhara : "Noble sir, what happened?" The god Velandhara said : " Great 
king, this contemptible fellow, to his d isgrac e , attempted to put an end thus 
to the . life of the nectar-like Vene rable Sage who has no enemy by means of the 
-
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appl i cation of fire ." The king said : "Oh , what a power of delusion ! Today 
an extr emely cruel thing was attempted . But what is the cause of this attempt? 
The Venerable One , whose lesya is [white like] the nectar of the moon , is 
affectionate to all living beings , is the cause of joy and he never causes 
affliction [to any one] ." The god Velandhara said : "Great king , I do not 
r eal ly unders tnntl its cause . But ns far ns r · irnac;ine , its cause is the endle8s 
transmigration , due to the realization of the impure karman , which is the 
cause of many sufferings and the co~nec tions with living in a wretched 
incarnation . 
king said : 
(790 ) Otherwise how could he undertake such a -thing? " The 
6 
"Noble sir , it is right . But anyway we shall ask the Venerable 
One ." The god Velandhara said : "Great king , that is right ." 
Thereupon the king of the gods came with great joy to celebrate his 
kevala[ - jnanaJ r idi ng on the elephant , Airavana, accompanied by the big 
retinue of gods , while musical instruments were played, kinnaras sang and 
heavenl y damsels danced . The seat on the earth was decorated ; the ri ght time 
was r eached ; [the seat] was sprinkled with fragrant water ; a flower - decoration 
was a r ranged ; and a golden lotus was attached . The gods were pleased and the 
goddesses wer e delitshted . The Venerabl e O_ne was seated . r:L1he king of the go ds 
worshipped him , and said : "You , the Venerabl e One, have achi eved your object . 
Your delusion has been removed . Your passions have ceased . The enemy [called] 
karman has been conquered . The splendour of kevala[ - jnanaThas been attained . 
You have done a favour to those who are fit to attain liberation. You have 
torn the [tangled] creeper of existences . You have r eached the final step of 
bliss ." Thus he sinc erely praised [the Venerable One] . Having heard this, 
Muni an cl t·n. was pl f'n~;cd n.nd r;o Wt' l' l' Lile q tl<.'t'n;; a rid LIH' va'.~ ;;a 1 :; , ca.v i.11r;: 11 1low 
wonderful ! The Venerable One ' s desired object has been achieved ." And they 
worshipped him again and a gain with true devotion and respect . 
Meanwhile the kinnaras sang , heavenly dams els danced, and the celebration 
of kevala[- j11-_a.naJ wa s begun. /\ c;reat joy aros e and people flock.eel together. 
---
On the other hand, the out-caste Girisena thought: "What great dignity 
he has ! But I have done an evil thing, " and having sowed a seed on the side 
of virtue , he departed . Having considered that the right time had come, the 
Venerable One began to expound the dha'I'l17a, (791) and said: 110 those beloved 
of the gods , the soul has no beginning; [it is by itself pure] like gold 
bullion but is bound with the stain of karman . On account of this fault [the 
soul] receives bad modifications of mind , is born in various wombs, is 
afflicted by old age and death, experi ences impure s ensation, · is distressed 
with joining and separation , attaches itself to delusion, does not know good 
and evil as if it were frantic , esteems what is unfit, avoids what is good, 
and falls into misery. Therefore such being the case, you should abandon 
fatuity , examine the reality , pay homage to the god-like preceptors, give the 
prescribed alms, leave troubles behind, be friendly, resort to good disposition, 
train yourself in the practice of asceticism, cultivate the mental tendencies, 
leaveobstinacy practise the pure meditations and so remove the stain of 
ka'I'l17an . 1 Thus , 0 those beloved of the gods, when the stain of ka'I'l17an is 
removed and the soul has become wholesome and entirely purified, there will not 
be any bad modifications produced from the sinful deeds, but there will be the 
most pleasant thought . Therefore you should exert yourselves according to your 
abilities for the virtues I have taught. " Havin g said this, the audience became 
anxious for emancipation , and said : "Venerable One, it is right." They attained 
a better virtue . Having worshipped the Venerable Sage, the king of the gods 
went bac.k . 
§ 1'.) Mllllll'1111d1·a :;aid: '_' Vc'll 't':i.lii( ' Or1t~, wlln.L i :~ Lil<' t' t l.lt ;Jt' , t i l w Lo wlJi. c h Ll1aL 
vilest of men afflicted even you?" The Venerable One said: "My dear one, listen. 
Continuity of bad [karmanJ is bUJ:densome , and it was thus realized . " (792) And 
he told the story about Gunasena and Agnisarman and so forth (i.e. the story 
about the former existencesof himself and Girisena). Having heard this, the 
-
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king became uneasy , and so did the queens, the god Velandhara and the vassals. 
They thought: "Oh , it is not otherwise; it is altogether dreadful ignorance." 
The god Velandhara said: "Venerable One, of what sort will be his retribution?" 
The Venerable One said: "Uninterrupted migration in hell and intense 
sufferings. Transmigration is indeed an endless proceeding from one existence 
to another uninterruptedly. 11 
Queen Narmada said: "Venerable One, what sort [of place] are the hells? 
What are the hell-beings like and of what kind are the sufferings there?" The 
Venerable One said·: "Pious lady, listen. (1 Those hells are round inside, 
square outside and razor-shaped beneath; they are always filled with darkness 
and gloom , never reached by the li ght of the moon, the sun , stars and planets; 
2 
the daubed surface of which is besmeared with marrow, fat, blood, pus, 
membrane and mud; they have an impure foul smell, very bad odour, they are 
reddish grey like the colour of a dove or fire, 3 rough to the touch, hard to 
endure and impure. 1 ) Moreover , there salty water is drizzling, hailstones are 
falling, greasy mud is sticky, abundant pus is sloppy, streams of blood are 
roaring, a multitude of worms squirm tn swarms, elf fires are blazing, sword-
trees are clanging , formidable serpents are puffing , a harsh wind is whistling, 
flames are burning fiercely, and many f et t ers are clattering. Furthermore: 
(793) [In those hells] paths and roads are rough, scattered 
with very sharp burs and thorns made of iron; they are very 
horrible to see b ecause of swords , _dac;c;ers , disks, shears, spears 
and tridents. 
There horrible hell-beings are born; they are of bad colour, 
bad smell and bad taste, and are endowed with rough touch and 
wicked voice. 
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(4Then hell-beings are black like the death-god; their thick hair bristles; 
they are dreadful, terrifying and completely black in colour. 4) (5 They [in 
the hells] are always frightened , always paralysed , always harassed, always 
intimidated, always bound to the most impure things and always experience the 
fear of hell. 5 ) Then the sufferings [in the hells] are of various kinds 
because they are caused by various kinds of karman; that is, [They are] 
cruel beheading, rending with saws, piercing with lances, a painful disease 
of the tongue(? viscunajiharoga ), cutting asunder of the joints, drinking 
molten copper or the like, being pecked with diamond beaks, human immolations, 
the fear of having children torn asunder , having bones drawn out , entering 
horrible groves , being embraced by women made of red-hot iron, pressing weapons 
on all sides, the falling of burning stone- slabs , being overwhelmed by 
fainting and so on; they are great sufferings. The inherent suffering of heat 
and coldness is beyond description ." 
Surasamanjari said : "Venerable One , of what sort are the abodes of the 
gods? What are the gods like? And what kinds of happy experience are there?" 
The Venerable One said: "Pious lady, listen . The celestial abodes are of 
various shapes , made of all kinds of jewels; they are clean, sleak (794) glossy, 
rubbed, polished, dustless, dirtless and stainless ; they have brightness free 
from obstruction, lustre, beauty, and radiance ; they are splendid, pleasant to 
the eyes, handsome, agreeable , comfortable, peac eful; guarde d by the cudgels 
of thi gods , (6 adorned with a plaster of cow- dung and white-wash; their walls 
are made of gosir~a- sandal , sarasa- sandal, and dar dar a - sandal, impre s sed with 
hand-prints;( 7they ar e furnish ed a.bundantly with so.ndal-wood pots; every 
r;n.t way hn.G an nrch b c· n.uLifulJ y mn.dc or mas,)ivc s and al-wood; 7 ) many Lhick 
garlands of flowers , e ither circular or elongat e d, a r e atta ched or suspended; 
they o.re provide d with decorations mo.de of heaps o f fl ower s which a r e of five 
colours, fresh and emitting fragrance; they ar e even more delightful on account 
of the fragrant smell of smoke from blo.ck alo e , kundurukka and t urukka; they 
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are scented with pleasant and excellent fragrance, are like a mass of fragrance; 
and there groups or hosts of heavenly damsels are scattered and the sounds of 
divine musical instruments are heard. Then , gods have beautiful and various 
characteristics: they have beautiful figures, great spendour, great brilliancy, 
great fame, great power , great dignity, great happiness; on their breasts 
pearl-necklaces are shining, on their arms bracelets and armlets are fixed; 
they are wearing in the lobes of their ears suitable earrings which touch their 
cheeks , they wear various kinds of hand-ornaments , various kinds of chaplets 
and coronets; they are invested with auspicious and excellent garments , they 
put on auspicious and excell ent wreaths and unguents; their bodies are shining , 
they put on long garlands made of forest-flowers; they are radiant and shining 
in ten directions because of their divine colour, divine smell , divine touch, 
divine construction of joints, divine form , divine splendour, divine brilliancy, 
divine lustre, divine complexion, divine halo, divine tejas, and divine lesya; 
(795) with great noise produced by story-telling, dances, songs, stringed 
instruments, lutes, hand-clapping, musical instruments, brasses, big drums and 
small drums, they live enjoying excessive divine pleasures. Moreover: 
[ThereJwind is fragrant, the firmament is stainless, all the time 
there is light; in waters lotus-flowers never disappear and 
river-banks bear flowers by themselves . 
Flutes, cymbals, lutes and V&nas sound without any physical effort; 
there i s also the sound of excellent big drums, and songs are 
never interrupted. 
*3 Objects of the senses are pleasant , rich in sound, touch, taste, 
colour and smell ; the love- god fixes arrows to the bowstring and 
the goddesses are so kind . 
6) 
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They are always accompanied by those [ goddesses] of lovely 
appearance and charming form who ar e skilled in the different 
kinds of dancing , song and instrumental music, who are the 
delight of the heart. 
They are playing coquettishly, causin~ delieht through cleverness 
in pleasure of love; and bathed in the ocean of love, they do not 
even notic e tha t time passes by . 
Sulocana said: "Venerable One, the gods and the happiness of the gods have been 
described beautifully by the Venerable One. Then how much more wonderful are 
the liberated (siddha) and the happines s of the liberated? " The Venerable One 
said: "Pious lady, the latter is much gr eater. What is the beautifulness o f 
the gods , who ha ve impermanent bodies , are terribly dependent upon the bonds 
with karman, whose passions are intens e , in whom great delusion i s dominant, 
whos e senses are unchecked , (796) who se thirst for sense-objects is severe , 
whose prosperity and decline is various, whose minds are· unrestrained, to whom 
death is unavoidabl e and whos e end is disagreeable . So of what kind i s the 
happiness of such gods? To join the state of the Gandharva or other gods 
is also nothin g but distress in the ultimat e sense . For : 
Songs are all lamentation, dances are all mockery , all the 
ornaments are but burdens and all the desires are difficult to 
b e brought about . 
Pious lady, ultimately beautiful are the liberated and their happiness too . 
Because their true nature [of the soul] has arisen ; they are released from the 
bondage of karman , have completed their aim , are free from desires , they have 
destroyed the power of existenc e , know all obj ects , have no more reincarnation, 8 
they are the means by which the wise attain emancipation and freedom from birth 
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and death . So why is the happines s of such [the liberated] not happiness, 
since they have renounced all troubles by the union with the highest joy. 
Moreover : 
If a liberated one ' s happiness were a mass, all objects, being 
rolled together , even though Cthe mass] were divided into innumerabl e 
parts it could not be contained in the whole sky. 
Neither the human be ings nor any gods have such happiness as that 
of the liberated who have obtained fr eedom from distress. 
Furthermore , there is an illustrative story. Pious lady, you should listen 
to i t . '·' Sulocana said : "Venerable One, please do us the favour . " The 
Venerable One said : 
"There once was a city name d Ksitipratisthita, which surpassed the city 
. . . 
of the Na.gas in its lofty palaces and temples, (797) surpassed the city of 
the god Kubera in the network of canals with which it was furnished and in 
the rampart which r eached the sky, and s urpassed the palaces of the king of 
the gods in its wealth and palaces . And there was a king named Jitasatru . 
The first queen in his harem was Jayasri by name. The king was 
enjoying with her the enjoyments equal to those of the gods . 
Now one day the king wen t out hunting , riding9 on a fine horse. 
W11 en he arrived in the country of the Valhik ris 
and began hunting , the king was taken away by [the horse] with the 
d f th . d d 11 d. t t · l lO spee o e win an was prope e in o a grea Junge in a 
valley in the Vindhya mountains . 
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Then in that rugged district the exceeding speed of the horse was 
checked . 
Thereupon a sahara who was attired in armour saw the king . He thought: 
' This man of great dignity, though I do not know who he is , must have got lost 
1n the terrify.inr, bir; ;junclc . So I shnll ri.r~ltL1y offer him u~j~i~;Lancc . ' 
And havin g bowed to him , h e held the horse by the bit of the bridle and led 
it to the eucc of some water . The king aliBhted and the horse was unsaddled. 
The king took a bath , and the sahara gave a bath to the horse and drove it into 
a field of diJ.I'va grass . Then he brought sweet-smelling and delicious fruits 
such as bananas , l emons and jack- fruits, fell down at [the king ' s] feet and 
said : 
' May Your Majesty be gracious and take food in order to show me 
favour .' The king pondered : (798) 
' How altruistic he is, what politeness , 
what a fine diction , what devotion and respect towards me , what readiness is 
this to perform the conduct and duty of a great man , what a paragon of good 
people ! Ther e fore I s hall satisfy him by accepting his food . Let him not be 
depressed .' The kin g acc epted. The sahara again prostrated hims elf before 
his feet, thinking that it was a great favour. The king ate the fruit. 
Meanwhile the day was over. The sun set in the west and it became twilight . 
The king performed hi s customary duty . The sahara prepared an excellent 
bed cushioned with abundant flowers for him . 11 He cleared away the dust on 
his q_uiver and came to the king ' s side holding a bow in his hand . He said: 
' Your Majesty , sleep confidently ' , and b egan to roam around there . The king , 
having wor shipped his tutelar deities , fell asleep while thinking about the 
sahara ' s great di gnity. The ni ght was over and the sun arose . 
Meanwhile , the king ' s troops came tracing the footmarks of the horse . 
The king was woken by the uproar of court poets . Then the superintendent of 
the royal stable offered a Turkish horse wh ich was the best among [the king ' s] 
-
five favouri tes . Th e king mount ed it , (799) and made the sabara- chief ride 
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on a horse of the Valhika breed. And he went back to his town , [accompanying the 
sahara- chief]. [The king] entered [the city and was received] by a great 
celebration . The king took a bath with the village-chief, performed a suitable 
service to the tutelar deities , then seated the village-chief on the top seat 
and had a meal . Afte r the meal [the king] anointed the sahara-chief with his 
own hands , clothed him with a suit of excellent clothes12 and 3ave him all of 
his own priceless ornaments . Meanwhile it became the time of audience . It 
was announc ed to the king by a time-teller . IIe entered the audience chamber 
accompanying the sahara- chief . Ministers and vassals asked him: 
'Your Majesty, 
let us know who this man is, whom Your Majesty attends in such a manner.' 
Thereupon the king told the story about the village-chief 's act, beginning from 
when he was taken away by the horse to the end when he slept under his watch. 
Then the people in the assembly praised him· in various ways. They stayed 
some time amus ing themselves with watching plays. The king bestowed on him a 
royal beauty who was regarded as the best and told h er sternly : 
'O royal 
beauty , you should attend this preserver of my life with your true heart.' 
She said : 
' As Your Majesty orders .' And she took the village-chief by his 
hand and went to her own palace. She ascended [with him] to the pleasure-house 
which was supported on most excellent pillars . (800) It was beautifully 
white- washed , decorat ed with fabrics such as devahga , and splendid with 
paintings ; there the rising moon [as if it had] fallen upon the excellent 
painting was fixed; festoons made of five - coloured , fragrant flowers were hung; 
jewel- lamps were blazing , inc ense-burners which are abundant in black aloe and 
camphor wer e incessantly diffusing smoke , and the bed was furnished with side-
·11 d h' 13 pi ows an cus ions . 
. She made him sleep on the bed made of ivory . 
Appropriate hospitality was provided . She made him drink the most excellent 
liquor such as madhu or madhava . While he was enjoying the objects of the five 
senses , some time passed . 
One day he said humbly to the kin~ : ' Your Majesty , I have to take my leave.' 
The king said : 
' If it pleases you, beloved of the gods . ' Then he gave him a 
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plenitude of inestimable treasures and priceless gifts such as garments, and 
provided him with trustworthy men as companions. They were told by the king : 
' Hey there ! You should return after having seen the village-chief to his village. 
They said: 
' As Your Majesty commands.' Then , having saluted the king the 
sahara-chief left and arrived in his own village in a few days. The king 's 
~ 
men we r e dismissed . He entered his own house . Sahara people gathered at his 
place . They asked -him: ' Where have you been? Where have you stayed for so 
much time? (801) And what have you obtained? ' Thereupon he told his own 
story beginning from when he saw the king to the end when he came back to the 
village . Then the host of people , seized with more curiosity , asked him: 
' What was the king like? And how beautiful was his capital. What 
wer e the people there like? And how excellent was the enjoyment? ' 
He could not tell [them] , since there was no comparison in the 
wilderness . They gave examples there of rocks, caves, trees and 
garlands . 
[They] gave examples of fruits for food, of g irls among the 
mountaineers for those [in the royal court], of creepers for 
ornaments , and of unguent made of saffron for gold and the like. 
He wished to tell them of the excellence of the capital as they were, 
but he remained silent with his mouth wide open (literally, 'having 
cooled his mouth'). 
Likewise, liberation is without comparison and so cannot be explained, 
but it is to be believed in for the omniscient does not speak falsely . 
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Neither the human beings nor any gods have such happiness as that 
of the liberated who have attained freedom from distress." 
Having heard this , all the people became anxious for salvation . The god 
Velandhara said : ' Venerable One , then of what kind is the nature of a 
liberated one? ' The Venerable One said : "My dear one, listen. ( 14 He is 
not tall, not small , not spherical (802) not pyramid- shaped, not cubic , 
not doughnut - shaped ; he is not black, nor blue , nor red, nor yellow nor 
whit e ; he smells neither good nor bad; in taste he is not bitter nor 
astrinGent nor sour nor salty nor sweet . To the touch he is neither hard 
' 
nor soft, neither heavy nor light , neither cold nor hot , neither sticky nor 
dry ; in him there is no attachment [to his present state], nor ascending 
15 [to a higher state] , or he has no body, he is neither feminine nor 
masculine nor other . Neither conception nor perception nor analogy is known 
about him.
16 
His essence is formless; for him who has no state (pada) 
there is no name (pada). 17 He has no sound but is not soundless , no colour 
but is not colourless , no odour but is not odourless, not tangible but is 
not intangible , no taste but is not tasteless . 14 ) The nature of a liberated 
one is like this . Moreover it is the highest state of endless joy, which is 
free of all phenomena, whose nature consists of only goodness ." Having heard 
this , the conduct - deluding CkarmanJ of Municandra attained the partly 
annihilated and partly suppressed state; this happened also to the queens and 
the vassals. They said : "Venerable One , we are favoured by you with this 
sermon on the dharma . And we have become avers e to wander ing in mundane 
exi stences through hearing of the acts of the Venerable One . Therefore the 
Venerable One should show us what we should do ." The Vene rable One said: 
"You are fortunate . You have attained the ability to abandon wandering in 
mundane existences , the severing of the fetters of attachment , the cleansing 
of the dust of delusion , the cause of absolute ext inction, (803) a portion of 
the superior knowledge , truly a cause of deli ght and in consequence the 
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blameless conduct free from passions and transgressions. Therefore as you 
have done what is to be done; you should [now] simply practise it in 
substance." They said: "As the Venerable One orders." The god Velandhara 
thought : ''How fortunate they are! They have obtained the sincere conduct 
which is the essence of human existence. " Having worshipped [the Venerable 
One] joyfully, [they] performed a suitable service for him. Kin~ Municandra 
went back into the city. A great donation was given preceded by a public 
announcement, a devotional service was held in all temples and his eldest son 
named Candrayasas was set on the throne . [MunicandraJ left the city with 
great splendour accompanied by pre-eminent vassals, ministers and chief 
citizens, and with Narmada and other queens of the harem. They entered the 
,,. 
Order in the presence of a pre- eminent disciple , Reverend Siladeva . 
The god Velandhara asked out of curiosity and sympathy: "Venerable One, 
1s that vilest of men who did harm to your life to be liberated or not?" 
The Venerable One said: "He is to be liberated." Velandhara said : "Has he 
got the seed [of salvation] or not?" The Venerable One said: "He has not 
got the seed ." Velandhara said: "Will he neve r get it?" The Venerable One 
said : "When innumerable pudgalaparivartas have passed , (804) in the realm 
,,. 
of beasts he will become a pre-eminent horse of the king Sardulasena and will 
get [the seed] , because having seen me he thought : ' What great dignity !' 
Through these and through the thought upon a praiseworthy object , he will 
attain the seed of inclination to virtue , which is the cause of the 
continuation of the right belief. And _after wandering through innumerable 
,,. 
births , he will be reborn as a brahman called Sank.ha and he will be liberated ." 
Having heard this , the ~od Velandhura rejoiced. Ile worshipped the Venerable 
One and left for his own place . The Venerable One roamed with kevalaC-jnanaJ. 
Some time passed . One day the out-caste Girisena was arrested in Ujjayini 
on a charge of theft . He was executed by being roasted in a kiln . Due to 
such fault of hostility to the Venerable One, he was reborn in the seventh hell. 
On the other hand the Venerable One, whil e roaming, in due time reached 
Bo 
the sacred place of Rsbha. 
. . 
Having known the maturity of karman, he performed 
the samudghata18 of a kevalin, arrived at the sailesi-state19 and 
annihilated the karman which brings about existence. Then having quitted 
the cage of the body in every respect, he went in a moment via an intangible 
path to the highest state of liberation whi ch is the most excellent gem of 
the three worlds, which had not been reached before by one of such a nature, 
which is the highest abode of Brahman , the best of all places, absolutely 
auspicious, steady , free from disease , the procurer of the highest joy and 
happiness and which is free from birth, old age and death. The Tridasa 
gods held a gr eat celebration : his body was worshipped, and the chief 
parts [of his body] were taken up and brought to the world of the gods , put 
on a decorated place , ( 805) and their arrival was announc e d to the eods . 
The gods gathered . They saw them and worshipped them with devotion, made a 
bow joyfully, and they benefltted themselves by their incessant homage. 
What has been narr ated a.nd told about Samaraditya and an out-caste , 
Giris ena , was that the former has got liberation and the latter has 
got endless transmigration . 
Though not clever of mind, having heard [it] from the lotus like 
mouth of the elders , [it was written] out of love for story- telling: 
This adventure was recorded by one of the pupils of the acarya Jinadatta 
who is always possessed of excellent qualities of belief, faith and 
con duet; comp l c Lcly for. th sake o (' a::;;; L, Li. nr~ you nr; pea ple anu others 
[in understanding the religion]. 
Having written the auspicious adventure of one of great dignity, I have 
now completed it . May it always cause aversion to worldly existence 
in people destined for liberation . 
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This eminent composition, if counted by the scale of anu~tubh- metre , 
may consist of indeed approximately ten thousand verses . 
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NOTES 
§ 1 
1 (702.2) runda-: DN Vll.14, I'W{lda = vipula 'wide', mukhala- 'noisy'. 
Cf. Turner 10781 rundra- 'rich in' for Pkt . I'WTlda- 'wide'. 
2 (702 . 5) tilaya- kaya-cchaya : a slesa; tilaya (tilaka) 'a kind of tree ' 
and ' a mark on the forehead'; chaya ·(ts .) ' shade' and ' charm or beauty'. 
3 (702 . 6) samavaguqha: ppp. of *sam-ava-lguh-. Cf. PW 
ava-lguh- 1) zudecken , verstecken etc ., 2) umarmen; 
meanings are implied . 
vol.2, s.v. 
here both 
4 (70 2 . 8 ) riddhi: Skt . rddhi 'prosperity ' lS a metonym of Parvati or 
Lak~mi (MW . s .v. ~ddhi-). 
5 (702 . 8 ) phaliha : Skt . parikha. For the aspiration of p, see Fischel 
§ 208. 
6 (702. 8 ) vihina: Skt. vidhi- also is a metonym of Brahman (PW.vol.6 
. 
s.v. 1. vidhi - 1) - i) der Schopfer d.i. Brahman) . 
7 (702.11 ) rehanti: He . lV.100 reha- for /raj-. 
8 (702~12 ) -vandrehi~ : the consonant cluster remains, see Fischel 
§ 268 . For the etymology of this word (= Vfnda); see Turner 12078 
vrnda- and Mayrhofer s.v. vrndam. 
. . 
9 (702 .14) navaram: 'only', He. 11.187 navara - kevalam~ cf. Fischel 
on He. 1 .188 . 
10 (702 .18) Volino~ ppp. of volai ' goes , passes' (He . 1.162 = lgam-) from 
vy-ava-lll 'to . recline '; see Fischel on He. 1.162. Turner 12167 
*vyapacalati is doubtful , because ppp . of !cal- is caliya in Pkt. 
11 (703 .1) Mahasiddhi : refers to the 5th Anuttara Vimana named 
Savva~~hasiddhi (Sarvarthasiddhi). The 80ds living there have to be 
born only once again before they attain salvation . See Jacobi's 
introduction p .cix, fn . 
12 (703 .1) ahauyam: yatha + ayus + -ka. For aha= yatha~ see Fischel 
§ 335 . The meaning is ' according to ayus ' , i . e. 'according to the 
fruition .of the ayu?-karman '. For ayu?- karman, see Glasenapp, p.26 
"Das ayus - k . gibt eine bestimmte Menge .. von Leben, aber nicht eine 
zahlmaSig bestimmte Anzahl von Leb'\ensjahren" . 
13 ( 7.03. 7) agghijjama1:o: passive pres . pt . of arghati larh- 'to be worth' . 
14 (704 .1) gha~tha: misprint for ghanta (ts.)? 
. . 
15 (704. 3) mahadanam: in Pali mahadana means ' great gift or alms to the 
monks'; see PTSD ~.v. mahadana and s .v. dana (b) "Special merit and 
importance is attached to the mahadiina the great gift ... in character 
the buddhistic equivalent of the brahmanic mahayajfia the chief sacrifice". 
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16 (704.5) mahusava~ Skt. mahotsava 'great festival' may be also read as 
madhutsava ' spring festival ' in this context; cf. Lanman's note on 
Karpuramafljari i.16 3 (p.228 fn . 2) . 
17 (704.9) vellahala-: DN .VII . 96 = komala~ vilasi; Fischel suggests 
vaZZabha- as its etymology in his glossary . Turner 12122 veZZahaZa-
'libertine ' for Pkt . vellahala does not fit this context. 
18 (704.10) - vimalavaraddhant(J]l} : Jacobi left this pada unsolved, noting 
' one mora is wanting (fn.7)'. I suggest the following emendation: 
-vimala-vara- addhantam . Literal meaning is ' ... stainless and 
excellent end [of hands]'. For addh(1)7}ta-, see DN . I.8 = paryanta-. 
19 (704.11) uppahka-: According to DN.I .130 , uppahka- has four meanings, 
i.e. pahka-~ ucchraya-~ samuha- and bahala-. Here it is used in the 
sense of samuha- or bahala-. 
20 (704.12) khuppanta-: Hc.IV.101 khuppa- - lmajj- ' to sink'. Turner 
13656 postulates a root *lskup-. 
21 ( 704 .12) bahalamayana71i should be printed separate from the next 
word, kaddama-. · 
22 (704. 13 ) salila-pahar~-: literally 'beating the water' is a sort of 
water-sport which is enumerated as one of the sixty-four arts in the 
Kamasutra as udaka- ghata- (Kamasutra I.3.15). 
23 (704.18) halahalaya-: DN.VIII.74 halahala - tumula~ kantuka; plus 
suffix -ka. 
24 (705 .1) turiya>: the retention of a long vowel before a svarabhakti 
group is not unusual in Jaina Pkt . (cf. also Pali pasariyam Jataka IV. 
p . 371 Z. 24) . In the present case the svarabhakti group is 0 to be 
regarded as a conjunct, and the svarabhakti vowel is not to be counted 
from the metric point of view (cf. H. J acobi, KZ 23 (1877), S.593-9 
= KS'ch . 100- 105) . Consequently turiya- jananam . .. is scanned as 
- v~ - ~ An alternative would be a~ emendation of turiya- into 
turiya-~ but this is less acceptable because it involves a textual 
change. 
25 (705 . 5) samaicchio: DN.VIII.20 - samatikranta. 
26 (705.7) 
santiya-
santaka-
piyamaha- santiyam : ' [a name] coming from a gr a ndf ather'. 
= pres . pt . of las-+ -ika; thi s may be co8nate with BSkt . 
' belonging to ' (BHSD s.v .). 
27 (705.10) gomauattae : dat . s g . of gomayukatva-~ cf . Pi s ch el §36 l.~ 
" ... In A_,Ig ist dieser D. [-aeJ besonders haufi g von den abstracten 
Neutren auf - tta = -tva." 
28 
29 
(705.11) pa,:ia : ' an out-caste ' . DN . VI . 38 
(705 .13) suyattae : dat . sg . of sutatva-; 
~ 
- svapaca . 
- -
see not e 27 on gomauattae. 
30 (706. 4) kammuno : gen . s g . of karman; u for a in AMg ., s ee Fischel § 4o4. 
31 (706.5) ukkagayae jiva- vlriyassa : viriya (virya) ' energy of the soul', 
see Jaini, p .105 f ; Glasenapp p .18 . 
§ 2 
1 (706.13) · chippae: Hc . IV.257 chippa- = passive 
derives this from lk?ip- (Fischel§ 319, § 542); 
postulates *chupyate ' is touched' , derived i'rom 
contaminated by k?ipyate - Pk . chippai . 
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of /sprs-; Fischel 
but Turner 5059 
lchup- ' to touch ' and 
2 (706 .18) natthi jam me na samjayam: I read se for me, referring to 
the mother because it conform~ better to the des tription in p.703 ZZ.13-15; 
tao visesao tivagga- SaT[lpaya~a-rayae SaJrjpadiya- sayaZa-ma~orahe 
abhaggarna~a-pasaraJr} pu~~a- phaZam a~uhavantie patto pasui-samao. 
3 (707. 3) n~mmae: m. pl . nom . of nimmaya = *nirmata- ppp. of nis-lma. 
4 (707.7) dogunduga-: AMD vol.3 s .v. dogun;zdaga- 'a class of very 
sportive gods '. Jacobi suggests Skt . dvikundaka- for dogundaga- (Utta. 
lS.3); SBE, vol.45, p .88 fn.2. 
5 (707.16 ) pasahinti : Skt. prasadhayanti . An Ardhamagadhism;AMg has -inti fo1 
- enti = - ayanti (Fischel§ 493) 
6 (707.19 ) uvaroha-s?Zayae : Skt. uparodha- s?Zata. Edgerton suggests that 
uparodha-s?Za- means 'one whose character is subject to importunity ' 
(BHSD s .v.), but this compound has not been found outside of a sole 
reference in the Mvy . 2440 , and as Edgerton's definition does not exactly 
correspond to the translations given in the Mvy. [Tib., Chin.], we must 
attempt to translate this compound in the light of both the Mvy's 
translations and the context in our text. If we were to translate this 
compound literally. i.e. ' having the character of obstruction, obstructive', 
thi s would not fit the context at all. Rather, the meaning of uparodha-
seems to have been expanded to ' suppressing one ' s own desires [and 
fulfilling another ' s desire] '; not Edgerton's suggestion of 'importunity'. 
Therefore this compound probably means ' regardful [for others]' or 
'obli ging ' . 
7 (708 .10 ) taya~ubandha -phaZasara: We should read tay-a~ubaddha-phala-sara 
as in p.711, l.13. 
8 (708 . 13 ) tesim nirayai-joyanae: I suggest that nirayai- be emended to 
L • 
nirayai- (nir-ayati-) in order to conform with sanypadayanti anayaim of 
p.712, Z.10. Otherwise the translation should be~ 'through their . being 
bound to hell or other [bad existences] '. 
9 (7 09 .14 ) pecchinti : For -inti see note 5 . But in Z.19 it appears as a 
normal JM. form; pecchanti . 
10 (709 .19 ) dhaniyarn : from Skt. dhanya-, is used as an adverb meaning 
'excessively ," too · ~uch '; see PSM s.v . dh~ia-. 
11 (709 .17) kala : according to AMD vol . 2 , s.v. and PSM s.v., kala means 
'mud '. This meaning may be derived from Skt. kala- 'dumb, indistinct '. 
12 (711.16-17) 
Tp.e negative 
hoi., because 
who does not 
ihai~ nahi na kamasattha-bha~iya-paoya-nn~~o vi eso na hoi: 
particles are confusing. We should read paoyannuno vi eso 
. 
the argument must be: ' [the loss] is not peculiar to one 
know the practice expounded in the Kamasastra'. 
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13 (711.11) avapuranti: caus . of ava-lp~- 'to fill up'. In Skt. 
dictionaries there can be found only avapurarya- (Schmidt, Nachtrage, 72c 
' Uberschuttung mit (im Komp . vora_ngehend)') and avapurYJa (MW 'filled with 
(in comp . ) ' Y. 
14 (712.13) sarira- tthii-heu-bhavena ahara-sadhammano kama: quotation from 
the xamasutra: sarira-sthiti-hetutvad ahara-sadh~rma~o hi kama~ I phala-
bhutas ca dharmarthayo1 II xamasutra I.2.37; cf. the translation by 
Schmidt 8 . 34 . 
15 (712 .19) khaya-: 8kt . ksata-; this is mentioned in Yogasataka vs.44 -
stri-prasakta-kqatanciJrJ ' q~i sont atteints de lesions veneriennes, 
(translated by J . Filliozat) . K. Zysk has commented on this phrase in 
his review of J . Filliozat , Yogasataka; "Although venereal disease was 
considered to have been brought to India by the Europeans at a much later 
time and to have been called phiranga, this may, in fact, be an early 
reference to the lesions caused by such a malady. One may also construe 
the compound as "of those who suffer the wounds of womanizers 
(striprasakta-) ". Such wounds or lesions could have been inflicted by 
excessive scratching and biting during love-making. Although probably 
quite minor, these skin abrasions could easily turn septic." (Indo-
Iranian Journal forthcoming , quoted with the author's permission.) 
16 (713 . 4-5) na hi harina vijjanti java na pairijjanti: quotation from the 
Kamasutra : boddhaVyal[l tu do~e~v iva I nahi bhikquka~ santiti sthalyo 
nadhisriyante I nahi mtga~ santiti yava nopyante iti vatsyayana~ II 
Kamasutra I.2 . 38; cf . translation by Schmidt s.35. Jacobi's text has a 
quotation mark before hari~a, but should have it before na hi. pairijjanti: 
passive of *pra-vi-lric- , corresponding to Skt. upyante 'are sown'. Cf. 
Fischel § 566 pairikka~ pavirikka = *pravirik~a. 
17 (713 .13) mangula: DN . VI .145 mahgula = ani?ta~ papa. For the various 
opinions about its etymology , see Mayrhofer s.v. mahgulam 'evil, sin'; 
BHSD s . v . madgura . 
18 (713 .14-17) 'bala~sanypaoo parahiryo .. . abuddhi-puvva ya': quotation of 
the Kamasutra I.2 .18- 20 with slight divergency; SaJl!Prayoga-paradhinatvat 
stri- pW7Jsayor upayam apek~ate II sa copaya-pratipatti~ kamasutrad iti 
vatsyayana~ II tiryag-yoni~u punar anavrtatvat stri-jates ca~ rtau yavad 
arthaJr} pravttter abuddhi-purvakatvac ca praVfttinam anupayah pratyayah II 
cf . translation by Schmidt S . 23-25. 
19 (714 . 8) kukavva: A sle~a of ku-kravya and ku-kavya? 
§ 3 
l ( 715 .12) uvaroha-s"i lo: See note § 2, 6 . 
2 (715 .13) abbhatthemha: Fischel says that this imperative ending -mha is 
very rare in M. JM . but frequent in §.Mg . ( Pi schel § 4 70 ·and n .1) . 
3 (716 .1) vilottae: Hc.IV.129 vilotta- = vi-sC07J-lvad-. 
4 (716.6) takkhanC01J na visC07Jvayai~ vihure ... : Punctuation of the text is 
wrong . It should be: takkharyan; na visaJ7Jvayai vihure~ .... Compare with 
p . 716 ZZ .1 - 2 vilotfae vihuran;mi. 
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5 (716 . 7) The text has avekkhai; a misprint for avekkhai? 
6 (717.11) gilar;ai : PSM suggests lglai-, but this is the denominative 
from gilaYJG, = 8kt. glana ' feeling aversion'. This type of denominative 
is quite usual in Pkt . (Fischel § 491). 
7 (712 .12) dhC(JlJmo UrJO- S())7Jgao jahakahaJljci : The argument seems to be confused. 
On p . 716 , l . 4, jahakahaJl!ci san;gao dissama~o is said of a majjhima-mitta 
(Z . 9) . 
8 (718 .1) bhavva-: 8kt. bhavya- 'the soul which is destined to attain 
liberation ' ; see Glasenapp s . 79 . 
9 ( 718 . 2) Joya-: 8kt . yoga- ' activity of the s.oul' ; see Glasenapp S. 57-59. 
10 (718 . 5) micchatta-: · mithyatva- is a kind of darsana-mohaniya-karman. 
This karman causes unbelief or false belief; see Glasenapp 8.23. 
11 (718 . 6) sammatta-: samyaktva- is also a kind of darsana-mohaniya-karman. 
This karman causes right belief ; see Glasenapp 8.24. 
§ 4 
1 (719 . 7) uttur;a- : DN . I . 99 uttu~a- = dr:pta-. Fischel derives it from 
udvadana (see glossary p .136). But Turner 1758 postulates *uttanuka-
' puffed up, proud ' for Pkt . uttanua-~ uttuna- . 
. . 
2 (719 .13) peraryai~: PSM s .v . pera~a- (as a desi word), suggests as its 
meaning ' play , show or spectacle'. 
3 (720.1) The text has nayaraya~am, but I think it should be nayaraya~all}· 
4 (721.12) avayacchiur;a: Hc . IV .181 avayaccha- - ldrs-. Fischel§ 499 
explains avaacchai by *avacaksati = avacaste. 
. . 
5 (721 .13) payamula-: ~dancer ', from padamula-? This word seems to be 
peculiar to this text ; see PSM s.v. paya(-mula)-. 
6 (721.15) bhuyahga- loo : bhujamga-loka-. According to lexicographers 
bhujan;ga- ' snake' also means 'a .courtesan's lover' or 'a vifa'. Eg. 
vesya-patir bhuj())7Jga1 syad vifah pallavaka~ sm~tah. (Abhidhanaratnamala , 
II. 227a); bhujahgo gar;ika-pati~ ( AbhidhanacintGJT1arri, III .183) . 
7 (721 .14) kaccolehin:z : Cf . Turner 2616 *kaccola~ 'cup'. 
§ 5 
1 (726 .12) oraliya-sarira- : 8kt . audarika-sarira- 'physical, gross body of 
animals or men ' ; see Glasenapp S. 27; Schubring § 62. 
2 (726 .17) abhava~-vihI: 8kt. abhyamana-vidhi- . This word is not registered 
in either PSM or A.MD. Cf. MW s.v . abhyamana- 'paining , oppression'. 
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3 (7 29 .14) pi?: _Misprint for p~i2 .. The normal Pkt. form for 8kt. priti-
i s p1,,1.,. 
§ 6 
1 (733 .7,9-10) sauna-: 8kt . sakuna i s ' an omen' which is derived from the 
movements of bird; a~d animals ; s ee Shastri, pp.368-371. 
2 (733 .17-18) mottu~a jharJa-joyOJr} muYJ,O,o vi ja1assa1uggahaffhae I piYf4a-
3 
4 
gaharJG-tthcon annam joyantarcono pavajjanti II: According to the Utta.26, 
day and night ar~ each divided into four even periods (porisi); Jain 
monks usually study in the first and fourth pori.si s and meditate in the 
second poris?s of day and ni ght , collect alms in the third poris? of day, 
and sleep in the third porisi of night (cf. Schubring, § 148 ff.). 
Therefore in this context joya- (yoga-) means ' religious practice ' such 
as studying, meditating or collecting alms . The text ' s reading of the 
last pada is wrong; it should be read joyantaram opavajjanti, as joyantara-
(yo gantara-) refers to bhikkhayaraya 'collecting alms ', which follows 
jha~a-joya (dhyana-yoga-). opavajjanti is from upa-lpad-, with the first 
syllable l engthened for the sake of the meter . 
(734.6) 
(734.16) 
maha-dana-: 
. 
pancconie: 
See note§ 1 .15. 
the feminine gender refers to tithi- 'a lunar day '. 
5 (7 35 ,1, 2 ) Sal[ljatti-: PSM records two entries, sa;rzjatti- and sa;rzjutti - as 
desi words and gives the meaning ' preparation' . Perhaps they are derived 
respectively from sarr:-yukta- (SCJJ7)-lyuj-) and *sClJ[lyatta- (SCl7[1-lyam-), but 
because of their similarity came to be used without distinction of meaning. 
Cf. note 9, 
6 (735.7) devanga-: may be a kind of costly fabric . This term is discussed 
by Chandra , M., pp.115f.; see also p .148f . 
7 {735 .13 ) SClJ[ljattehi: The verb *samjattei is supposedly a denominate from 
the noun sarr:-jatti- 'preparation', ~nd therefore it has the meaning 
'prepares , or decorates'. Cf. PSM s . v. samjatta- ( v.) and s. v . sconjattia-
(ppp.) [both as desi words]; cf. also note 0 5. · 
8 (736.4) vahuya-janna-vasa-: 8kt . vadhuka-janya- vasa-~ 'residence of 
bride and bridesmaid [where the groom's party is received]' · see Turner 
* . - ' 5119 Janyavasa- 'lodging of bridegroom's party', but as for this 
compound in our test , janya means a bridesmaid, who is a female friend 
of the 0 ~ride's ~other or another close female fri end ; see PW s.v. 2 janya-
3) f. a , Brautfiihr~rin . 
9 (736,7) sanyjoiyarr:-: sanyJ01.,ya- is caus. ppp. of scon-lyuj- ' to connect', 
and here probably means ' prepared '; see Turner 12990 SCJJ7)yojayati, s. 
sanjo(h)~u 'to prepare '; Or. sanjoiba ' to decorate'. 
10 (737 , 3) dhiulliya-: According to Turner this is derived from duhitr-
'daughter '; see Turner 6481 duhitr-. · 
. 
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11 (737 .17) varavariya : .AMD vol.5, s .v. vara-(vaxiya-) gives its 
sanskritization, vara-varika- , and explains it as 'a proclamation for 
giving the desired object '. This compound is not found in Skt. 
dictionaries , but a description in the KSS.CIII.198 (Ocean of Story, vol.7, 
p .188), seems to refer to the same custom; i.e. it says that when the 
wedding ceremony of Prince Mfgankadatta and sasankavati had finished, the 
prince ' s father gratified all his subjects with various gifts. 
§ 7 
l (740 . 4) vama- calanangutthayalihiya-mani-kottim0171: This action shows the 
bashfulness of the .young . ladies . Comp~re with Lilavai, vs.620a; to vama-
payahguffher;a tattha dhara~i - yaZOJiJ ZihaJl}tiel~ also Bfhatkathamanjari, 
IX . 3 . 93; srutveti Zajjita tanvi caranena lilekha sa I mahim sacikrtapangi 
viksy0171ana nryatmaj0171 I I . . . . 
. . . 
2 (740 .11) naya-: jnata-. Schubring renders it 'eine beispielbildende 
Erzahlung ' , in connection with the title of the sixth Anga, the 
Nayadhammakahao (Schubring § 46. Cf . Jacobi, SBE, vol.45, p.338, n.l (on 
Suyagadahga II .1 .11 ) "me= jnat0171 , literally, that which is known" . 
. 
3 (741 . 5) suhujjha-: *su-budhya- ? In meaning this is the same as Skt. 
subodha-. 
4 (741.12) pavakkhalaya- : *payu-k~alaka- , through *paya-k~alaka- (Fischel 
§ 123 u becomes a, and § 254 va for ya)? Besides this, in our text we find 
paukkhalaya- (p.205. Z. 17). In Rajatarahgin? payu-kqalana-bhwni- (VI.97) 
and payu- k~alana-vesman- (IV . 573) appear , b~th meaning 'latrine' or 'privy'. 
5 (742 . 2) paccuvvekkhiya- : 8kt . pratyupek?ita- means 'neglected , 
disregarde d ' (MW s.v.; c . f . PW s.v . lik?-(upa-) 5) ubersehen, nicht 
beachten ), but this word here apparently has the opposite meaning, namely 
' guarded ' or ' watched ' , which rather corresponds to 8kt. pratyavek?ita-. 
This is so because a substitution of the preverbs takes place, perhaps due 
to the similarity of the forms, paccuvva- (pratyupa-) and paccavva-
(pratyava- ) . 
6 (743 . 5) kao nivaya- thame~ Sa77Jtappio sahassapagaihi~: nivaya-thama- (8kt. 
nivata-sthaman-) means ' the condition in which the vata (wind in the body) 
is Quieted ' . vata is a technical term of Indian medicine, that is, one of 
the three dosas, i . e . vata~ pitta and kapha. When these three are balanced, 
one can maintain health (CarakasaJi}hita III.1.5). But when vata is dominant , 
it afflicts the body with various diseases and causes the impairment of 
strength (bala), complexion (varna), happiness (sukha) and longevity (ayus). 
A concoction of oil (sneha ) boil~d a hundred times (6 ata-paka-) or a 
thousand times (sahasra-paka- ). can be applied for alleviating vata 
(Cdrakas0171hita III . 6.16). sahassapaga- of our test refers, as we can see, 
to this concoction of oil boiled a thousand times (sahasra-paka-). 
PTSD gives the etymology of sata-paka-tela- and sahassa-paka-tela-, "usually 
given with its price worth 100 or 1000 pieces" (PTSD s.v. paka-tela-). We 
do not know the source on which this definition is based. But we can find 
an interesting example of the same interpretation in the Chinese translation 
of a buddhist text , i . e. in the Mulasarvastivada-·vinaya Sanghabhedavastu: 
pancasatikalj pako (ii .135.24- 25), and pancasatikah pakah (ii.137.23); The 
. . 
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6 (cont'd) 
Tibetan translation is 'five hundred dishes (were prepared) ' (Lhasa ed. 
'dul-ba Na 288.a 6-7; 289 b 6). But I-tsing rendered this phrase, 
'a meal prepared at a cost of five hundred pieces of gold ' (ed. Taisho 
24.184c, 18-19; 185a 22-23). 
7 (743.7) sama-puvvayam: Skt. scima-purvakam 'in a friendly manner '? Cf . 
MW s.v. sama-purva- 'with kind words'. Or in this context it might also 
be possible to interpret this compound as ' the same ns before'. 
8 (744.9) ahiyapavatta~e~a: adhika-pravartanena 'logically'? I am not 
sure about the meaning of this compound. The literal meaning may be 
'advancing one by one'. 
9 (744.11) desa-carana: Though I have not met with this compound in other 
Jaina texts or dictionaries, it most probably means ' partial attainment 
of the right conduct', used almost synonymously with desa-virai- (desa-
virati-) 'partial self-restraint'. Cf. AMD vol.3 s.v. desa-caritta-; for 
desa-virati- ~ see Glasenapp S. 62 and Schubring § 183. 
10 (745.7) SCll?}tappeha gururymJ: should gururJ017J (pl.gen.) be gurur;o (pl.ace.)? 
11 (745.8) nivvaqiya-bhava-saram: According to Hc.IV.62, nivvada- means 'to 
be distinguished', 'to be clear' (p~chak-s pa~fe 1ivvaqa~). ~rner 7393 
*nirvarayati for Pk. nivvadai 'to be separate '. Therefore this compound 
appears to mean as an°adve~b 'with clear mind', that is, 'without any 
doubt' or 'with all one's heart'. 
12 (746. 6-7) tayavarana-kamma-khaovasamao vaqcjhamarzayCll?J samuppannam ohinaYJCll?J 
kwnarassa: Accordi~g to the Nandlsutta sutra 6-9, there are two kinds of 
ohinar;a (avadhi-jfuina); one acq~ired by nature (bhava-paccaiya) which is 
for gods and hell-beings, and one acquired from the partly annihilated and 
partly calmed state of avadhi-jfuinEvarana-karman (khaovasamiya) which is 
for men and five-sensed animals. Besides these, there are another six 
categories of ohinana; i.e. anugamiya 'accompanying the possessor of 
ohina~a like his ey~s ', a~aY}Ugamiya 'no t accompanying the possessor', 
va<J4hamarzaya 'increasing after attained'' hiyamarzaya ' decreasing after 
attained, paqivaiya 'falling away' and apaqivaiya 'not falling away': 
Suttagame vol.2, pp.1063f; cf. PrTS vol.10, pp.2lff. 
§ 8 
l (747.17-18) pecchamo~ dhamma-pindam karemo~ tayaryucitthiyam savvaha 
juttam eya~ ti: It seems better 0 to.punctuate pecchamo 0 dhmnma-piYf<Jarr:~ 
karemo tayaryucitthiya;n~ savvaha juttam eyam ti. 
. . . . 
2 (74 8 . 2-3.) taya~ kim eyam aryuciyam ivar;ucif-f?hiyCll?J~ ambae vi kisa na 
saddiivio amhaJl}: From the following passage we can understand that the 
former half of this question is put to the father and the latter half 
is put to the mother . Therefore the reading of Mss. CEF, amba (voe.), 
may be preferable. 
3 (748.16 ) niruveha uvarihuttarry: huttCll?} = Ja:tva~; see Fischel§ 206, § 451. 
This is usually used for enumeration, like sahassahuttal[l; but is also 
used for the meaning abhimukham 'towards': Hc.II.158; DN.VIII.70. 
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4 (749 . 5, 8) avatthabbho.nti (ll . 5, 8) passive of *ava-lstOJnbh-; avatthaddha 
( l l . 5 , 8 ) ppp . ~f the same . In Pali , apatthaddha- ' tr~~ting or reiyi_ng on' 
(CPD s . v .) ; also in BSk . avasta8dha- ' founded (upon), supported (by)' 
(BHSD s .v . ) . But here , in our text this verb apparently denotes ' to bar' 
or ' to obstruct '. 
5 (749 .14-15) niyatta attha-visayahim: The ending -ahi~ is unusual for 
m. pl . abl . Cf . Fischel§§ 363 , 369 . · 
6 (750 .10) avvavaha-: originally avvavaha- (avyabadha-), means 'absence 
of physical pain or disease '. But here as it refers to visaya-cao, it 
may mean ' freedom from any distress ' or even as PSM suggests, 'happiness'; 
see PSM s .v . avvabaha . 
7 (750 .11) amaya-bhavassa : amaya- (am~ta- ) used as a synonym of 
salvation ; see PSM s.v . amaya- 3 . In Pali too; CPD s .v. 2a-mata-,2, 
"meton . for salvation , a synonym of nibbana. " 
8 
9 
( 751 . 4) - . v-iri,ya: see note §1 . 31 . 
(751 . 9 ) gayanimiliyam : 
in shutting the eyes ': 
i ty artha~ ). 
8kt. gaja-nimilika- 'conniving like nn elephant 
Cf . Rajatarangiryi VI.73 (A3 gloss upek~a ~ta 
10 (751 .10 ) - cetthitham: This is obviously a misprint for -cetthiya0 . 
11 (751 .10 ) nivvacj,iya-bhava- sara!lJ: see note§ 7 ,11. 
12 (751 .13 ) viyaraga-: 8kt . vitaraga- ' the passion-free' is an epithet of 
a J ina ; see Jaini p . 83 and p .113. 
§ 9 
1 ( 752 .15 ) samuddhaio : caus . PPP . of sam-ud- Iha-. Cf. PW s. v. Iha 
(sam-ud- ) ' sich erheben , erscheinen '. Erz. l-+3. 16 etth-' antare jala-majjh;_o 
kayanto- vva samuddhaio ajjaverp, jalakari : Jacobi suggests samuddhavita-
' herbeieilen ', but the meaning ' coming out, appearing' which comes from 
sam-ud- lha- seems to be conform more with both the contexts. 
2 (753 .18) paoli-: 8kt . pratoli- usually means 'main street of a city' or 
' gate of a city ', but here it simply indicates ' gate or gateway [of a 
house] ' . Cf . Mayrhofer , s . v . pratolI; Schmidt 267a s.v. pratoli ; Turner 
8633 pratoli-. 
3 ( 755 .1) pairikkammi : Fischel § 566 pairikka = :tpravirikna; DN. VI. 75 
pairikkwQ visa lam . ekan ta;~ sunyaJ!} ce ti t .ryar thwn . II ere pairikka- is used 
in the sense of ekanta- ' lonely or secret place'. 
4 (755 .12) suhahara- : The sense of this compound is not clear. AMD vol.6 
s .v . suggests Skt . sudhahara- ' one who eats nectar, i.e. a god ' (= PSM s.v. 
suha- (ahara- ) . Both dictionaries mention only this part of our text as an 
example . But I take it as from 8kt. sukhahara- . In Pali, too, we can find 
the compound sukhaha.ra-; migapi ev~ ki{anti arar1Jw tiYJ,agocara~ na 
kilissanti kim bhikkhu sukhahara-viharino (Mahavamsa V.155): [ConrrnentaryJ 
sukhahara-viharino ti ime pana bhikkhu rajakule p;ryita-bhojanani bhunjitva 
mudukasu seyyasu sayamana . .. (MahavaJ!}sat~ka p.183) . . 
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(_756. 5) khaya-: . PPP'· of !khan- 'to d_ig' the vowel of the root remains 
short; Fischel§: 566 Erz 65 29 • . Cf. Rc.I.67 ukkhaya - utkhata. 
6 . (7.56.6) khadda: DN.II.66 khaqc]a = khani. The etymology is not clear. 
. . . 
MaYThofer s.v. khad8; Turner 3770 *khaqqii-. 
7 (.756.6) nihaya-: Y[ihaya = nikhata 'buried'; cf. note 5 on khaya- and 
Fischel § 80. 
8 (756.8) thalahiya: From Skt. sthala- 'mound', to which suffixes -ha (or 
-kha, from -ka; dissimilation?) + -ika are added; see Fischel§ 206, 598. 
9 (756.8) kappiya tassa bondi: Jacobi's explanation 'placed an image there' 
(introduction p.cxiv) is, I think, wrong, because lat er in Z.12 thalahiya-
sussusa, is used and not bondi-sussusa. For bondi, see DN VII.99 = rupa~ 
mukha~ sarira. 
10 (756.9) nehadiva-: Skt. sneha-dipa-, perhaps a slesa of 'oil-lamp' and 
'lamp of love'. Another example of the double-meani~g of neha-(sneha-) is 
found in Hc.IV.406 commentary (cf. Pischel's Erlauterung p.210). 
11 (757.1) pakkhavaiya-: Both AMD and PSM give this as the only occurrence 
of pakkhavaiya- and suggest pak~avapika as the Skt. equivalent, which they 
interpret as 'a kind of homa'. However, this Skt. is not found in MW or 
PW. Jacobi says 'the Sraddha' (introduction, p.cxiv). 
12 (757.16) tassovaddava-nimittam: Jacobi's explanation 'because he always 
came to the tomb' (introduction, p.cxiv) is not very exact. 
13 (758.3) aZasa-: A small poisonous animal; see Jacobi's note on Utta. 
XXXVI, 129 (SBE vol.45, p.219, fn.2). 
14 (758.16 ) chacji/iivarµii~: *chardapana-~ from Pkt. caus. of lchrd-~ 
chaq4avei = *chardapayati. 
§ 10 
1 ( 760. 7) paqima: pratima; see Williams pp .1 72-181; Schubring § 163. Here 
it means kayotsarga. 
2 (_760 .10) nivanno: nipanna- ppp. of ni-lpad- 'to lie down', cf. BSHD s. v. 
nipanna "ppp. of Pali nipajjati Vedic nipadyate ; and not r ecorded even in 
Vedic Skt. 11 The sole reference is Mvy 8602; PTSD s.v. nipanna. 
3 (760.14) oyallo bhi{{iko~e: according to DN I.165, oalla- has four 
meanings, i.e., paryasta~ kampa~ govata and lambamana. Here paryasta may 
be applied. Fischel explains this word as a noun derived from the present-
stem of a verb; i.e. oalla = *apacalya [<*apa-calyatiJ (Fischel § 197). But 
here ppp. form is expected from the context (veya~aisaeYJa mucchio 
jiYJadhammo~ oyallo bhittiko~e~ na lakkhio iyarehim). So we can suggest 
oyalla- = *apa-calta- (see Fischel§ 564)? Or it may even be possible to 
derive this from apa-vrtta-; cf. Marka~1eya VII.19. apena saha vartater 
oalla~ syat; oallai~ ovattai. The latter derivation seems to conform more 
with this meaning. 
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4 (760.15) abhoio vaiyaro: abhoia- is ppp. of abhoei (AMD s.v. abhoa- (v) 
'to see, to know '. We do not know the origin of this word, but we find a 
cognate noun abhoya- in Pali and BSk. PTSD derives this from lbhuj- 'to 
enjoy' (PTSD s .v.) and CPD from lbhuj- ' to bend' (CPD s.v.). 
5 (761.2) uvasama-: upasama ' suppression of mohaniya-karman'; see Glasenapp 
S. 85 and Schubring § 182. 
6 (7 61 . 2) Zaddhi -: Zabdhi ' capability of the soul'. There are five kinds, 
i.e. dana ' giving ', Zabha ' taking', hhoga ' enjoyment of what can be used 
only once ', upabhoga ' enjoyment of what can be used repeatedly' and virya 
'will-power '. When antaraya-karman is annihilated, the soul can enjoy its 
capabilities . in a complete form. Cf. Glasenapp 8.34, 54. 
7 (761 .17) uvaoya-: upayoga ' faculty of cognition of the soul'; see 
Glasenapp S . 55- 57 ; Schubring § § 71, 82. 
8 (762 . 3 ) sayaraham: DN VIII.11 sayaraham = sighram. 
9 (762 . 3 ) rahai~ : PSM s.v . suBgests 8kt . rabhasa for this word of this 
passage and gives it the meaning ' speedily '. But we are quite unsure about 
the origin of this word. 
10 (7 62 . 5 ) visuiya : 8kt . vi~ucika~ or visucika 'a type of cholera'. This 
disease is treated in the SusrutasaJ?}hita, Uttaratantra, adhyaya 56. 
11 (763.14) ditto : misprint for dittho . 
12 (763.15) ~e: pronoun, 1st pers., gen . pl. An Ardhamagadhism; see Fischel 
§ 419. 
13 (765 .10) 
§ 505 , in 
dialects 
,'* 
sakunemo : An influence from Sauraseni? According to Fischel 
,'* • 
Sauraseni sakka~omi or sakkunomi is very frequent, but in other 
sakkai or sakkei. 
14 (7 66 . 7) uvavao : ' rebirth ' or 'reincarnation'; see Schubring § 92. 
1 5 (767.4- 5 ) accanta-bhavasara : I suggest it be emended to accanta-bhava-
sara. Compare with nivvagiya-bhava- saraJl} in p.745, Z.8 (note§ 7, 11). 
16 
§ 11 
(768.2) kara~a- purisayae: 
an agent of someone else '. 
p .7 20 , Z.8 . 
Skt. karar;a-puru~a~ta- probably means 'being 
The compound kara~a-purisa- appeared also in 
1 (769.13) cau-na~a-: Skt . catur- jnana- i.e. mati-jijana-~ sruta- 0 ~ . 
avadhi- 0 and mana~paryaya- 0 • . 
2 (770.16) uppehaga- : DN r .16 ·= udhhata . 
3 (770. 17 ) This line refers to the arch-construction, the so-called makara-
tora~a, i.e. gateway decorated with makaras, a kind of sea-monster. Cf. 
sketches of makara torans of sixth and seventh centuries. C. Sivaramamurt i, 
The Art of India, p.498 . 0 mayara-muh~ubbhada-mauha- ... : 'rays of light 
emanating from makharas ' Tiouths ' form the b~am of the gate . For ubbhada-
'raised, puffed up ', see Turner 2038 *udhhrta. · 
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4 (771 .1) saZihanjiya-: Skt. saZabhanjika 'a carving of a woman who is 
plucking the flowers of a sqZa-tree'; see J.Ph. Vogel, Acta OrientaZia 
vol . 7 , 1929 , pp . 201- 231 . 
5 (771 . 5) vara- vilaya-: He.II .128 vilaya = Vanita. 
6 (771 . 8) nisunana-: not registered in either AMD or PSM. It corresponds 
to *nisravana · b~t is derived directly from nisu~ai or nisu~ei. 
7 (771 . 8) ca,rana-muni- : ' a monk who has attained a magical stride (carar;a)'. 
For cararya , see Viyahahapannatti XX . 9 (Suttagame vol.I, pp.805f); cf. Deleu, 
pp . 257f . 
8 (772 . 2- 775 .11 ) For the osappinI (avasarpinI) and ussappinI (utsarpi~I) , cf. 
Glasenapp , Der Jainismus S . 262.:. 310 ; Schubring § § 119f .. · 
9 (773,1- 14) For the ten kinds of kaZpa-tree, see Glasenapp, Der Jainismus 
s . 263 . 
10 (774 . 9) - . . vareJJa- : DN VII.55 varijja - vivaha . 
§ 12 
1 (775 .17) parinao vaovatthae: DN VII . 50 vaovattha = visuvat~ samaratrimdivah 
. . . . 
kaZa ity artha~ ' equinox '. But here it does not seem to mean equinox. 
Rather , it probably means ' centre ' , i.e. ' midday', since after all of 
Indrasarman ' s questions were finished, it became evening (p.780, z.7). 
2 (776 .1- 777 . 6) A parallel passage is found in Viyahcrpannatti VIII.9 
(Suttagame vol . I , pp . 567f . , parag. 350) . 
3 (776 . 5- 6) pa~a-~ bhuya-~ jiva-~ satta-: K.C. Lalwani, Bhagavati Sutra 
n .174 (on Viyahapannatti I .10 . 324) quotes the following sZoka (from 
Abhayadeva ? ) "prarya~ dvi tricatuh prokta~ bhutas tu tarava~ smr:ta1J I 
jiva~ pancendriya~ jneya~ se~a~ sattva udirita~ II Two-, three- and four-
organ beings are called ' pra~a ' ; flora-bodies are 'bhuta'; five-organ 
beings are ' jiva ' ; the static beings , viz., earth-bodies, water-bodies, 
air- bodies and fire - bodies are ' sattva ' . " 
4 (778 . 4) 
in Pkt . 
§ § 378f . 
saho: m. sg . gen. of sahu-~ = Skt . sadhoh; this gen. form is unusual 
Usual form is sahuno (as in p . 784, Z.5) 0 or sahussa. Cf. Fischel 
. 
5 (778 . 6-779 . 6) A parallel passage is found in Viyahapannatti XIV.9 
(Suttagame vol . I, ~ . 707 , parag.536); c . f . Deleu, p.213. 
6 (779 , 3) viravayai: misprint for viivayai? 
7 (779 .12- 780 . 3) These verses are very difficult. They seem to refer to 
the fourteen gunasthanas of the soul, but not systematically; they may 
represent the e~rlier stage of the doctrine of gunasthanas (cf. Schubring 
§ 91). The correspondence may be as follows: · 
auvajjagaYJOflJ (Z . 12) -apurva-kara~a-gu~asthana (the 8th, the soul of this 
stage does not bind the ayu~-karman.) 
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7 (cont ' d) 
§ 13 
suhwnasamparayaC C!· 1
13
4 ))_ suks.ma-sarr;p. araya-g
0 (the 10th, the soul of this 
mohauyavajjar;aJrJ {,, 
· stage does not bind mohaniya- and ayuq-karman.) 
uvasantakhi~amoha kevaliryo (l.15) - upasanta-ka?aya-vitaraga-chadmastha-g 0 
(the 11th) and kqi~a-kaqaya-vitaraga-chadmastha-g 0 
(the 12th) 
dusamayaphiiyassa .. . 
SaJ[lparayassa (l .16) - passion of the soul in the last but one scortaya of 
the 10th gunasthana? Beyond this stage passion 
(sai[Paraya ~ ka?aya) is no more the cause of 
bondage. 
selesipagivanna (l . 17) -ayogi-kevali-g 0 (the 14th} 
apamattasaJTljaya~aJ[l ( l.18) - apramatta-sa~yata-g 0 (the 7th) 
pamattaryaUffiyae ( l . 20 ) - pramatta-S<Xf!1yata-g 0 (the 6th) 
sammadditthiYJ,GllJ (p . 780 , l . 2) - sasvadana-samyagdr:~ti-g 0 ~ samyag-mithyad~~ti-g 0 ~ 
avirata-samyagdr:~ti-g 0 and desavirata-samyagd:r:~ti-g 0 
(the 2nd-5th). granthi cannot be cut asunder until 
the soul attains the apurva-karana (see Glasenapp 
s.83 and fn.2 ) . . 
micchadditthiryaJ7} (l.3 ) -mithyad~~ti-g 0 (the 1st) 
For a detailed account of the 14 gur;asthanas, see Glasenapp S.79-104 - Eng. 
pp . 69- 92 . 
1 (781 . 2) kusala- paccaiyai: kusala- pratyayika-? I am not sure about the 
meaning; it does not seem to fit the context very well. Cf. in Pali 
paccayika- ' trustworthy ' (PTSD s.v.), and 8kt. pratyayaka- 'convincing' 
(MW s . v.). 
2 (781.3) visiftha bhoga: I read this as a compound, visitthabhoga. For 
abhoga- ' judgement ', cf . Glasenapp S.62 = Eng. p.49 (anabhoga 'deficient 
judgement ' is one of the causes of mithyatva), and fn.l. 
3 (781 .16) na ya tehi~ tippanti: _ tentative translation. I take tehi~ to 
indicate uvayara and the subject of tippanti to be phalas. But neither 
uvayara nor phala appears in the singular in this passage . 
4 (781 . 17) na ya sa na tehimto : t entative translation. 
indicate taduvasa~a~ihi (p:780,Z . 16) . 
I take tehimto to 
. 
5 (782 . 6 - 784 . 8) The argument is difficult to follow. In the great vows 
for a monk , it is explicitly forbidden to do sinful action, to cause 
others to do sinful action and to permit others to do sinful action: for 
e . g . the first vow is pa<jame bhaJ[lte! mahavvae . .. savvarp bha7!1te! 
pa~aivayarp paccakkha;ni . . . javajjivae tivihan; tiviher;C117) maryeryC07J vayae 
kaer;aJTJ na karemi na karaverrri karC07Jtam pi annC117J na Sal!}_aryujaryami I 
Dasaveyaliya IV.5 (Suttagame vol . II, pp.949f.); cf. Ayaranga II.15 
(Suttagame vol . I~ pp . 94ff . ; Jacobi, SBE vol.I, pp.202ff . ). Now in the case 
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5 (cont'd) 
of the minor vows which are_ given to laymen, it is forbidden to kill only 
the gross beings , not the subtle beings; tae nam se a~ande gahavai 
samaryassa bhagavao mahavirassa antie tappaqhamayae . thuZagaJ1} pa~aivayany 
paccakkhai . ... / uvasagadasao I, (Suttagame vol.I, p.1128). The point of 
Dhanarddhi's question is as follows: when a monk gives the minor vow to 
a layman , he actually seems to permit him to kill the subtle beings; does 
this not contradict the monk ' s vow , the vow that a monk will not permit 
others to kill? 
6 (78 2 .13) akkheve,:ia: Skt . ak~epena, the usual meaning 'through objection 
or query ' does not fit the context at all. It may be used synonymously 
with sarrzk?epena 'in short ': cf . PSM s.v. akkheva- (1) 'quickness'. 
7 ( 786. 6 ) sahassa-page,:ia: for sahasra-paka oil, see note § 7, 6. 
8 (786 . 9) bhakkhavio vilamke: fn . 5 of the text, Mss. CE gross viZZarrzke -
bhojanani . It might be possible to suppose that vilan:zka- or viZZan:zka- is 
a corruption of viZZa- ka- = bilva-ka- ' fruit of the wood-apple tree'. 
According to MW s .v. bilva- the fruit is delicious and when unripe it is 
used medicinally . 
§ 14 
1 (787.19 ) raphavahasannivesao : DN VII.l, rappha- - valmika-. 
2 (788 . 2 ) bahuyam kalam: misprint for bahuyam? 
. . . 
3 (788 .12 , 14 ) sama&ya-: the first grade of right conduct, conduct in the 
primary stage of self- restraint; see Glasenapp S.63 = Eng.p.50 . . 
4 
5 
(788 .14) auvva- karana-: 
S.83 = Eng . pp . 70f .. 
(788 .15 ) khavaga- sedhi- : 
karman; Glasenapp S.~6f . -
the second process to reduce karman; Glasenapp 
the ladder leading to the annihilation of 
Eng.pp . 73f. 
6 ( 790. 2 ) pucchamha: for the ending -mha , see note § 3, 2 . 
7 (791 .12) mamma- malarrrrrzi : obvious misprint for kamma- 0 • 
§ 15 
1 (792.9-14) Parallel passage is found in Suyagad.ahga II.2 (Suttagame 
vol.I, p .155, parag . 21 (671)); cf. Jacobi, SBE vol.45, p.376; Schubring, 
Worte Mahaviras , S.56f . 
2 (792.12 ) ... -Zittanulavanatala : misprint for 0 aryulevaryatala? Suttagame 
0 • • 
reads aryulevaryayala . 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
(792.13) kouagar;ivar;r;abha: fn.6 Mss. CEF has kauD . . Suttagame reads 
ka~ha agar;ivaryryabha and Jacobi's translation of Suyagoda follows this 
reading ("black, of the colour of fire "). But Schubring adopts the 
reading ka,u = ka,pota instead of kar;ha (Worte Mahaviras, 8.57, fn.2). 
(793.5-6) nera&ya una kala kalohasa . .. paramakinha vannena: a parallel 
phrase is found in Jivajivabhigama, III . 2 (Suttagame voi:ri, p.139 etc.). 
(,793. 6- 8) te YfaJl} tattha niccan; bhiya . . . paramasuha-sall}baddha ... 
paccaryuhavamaY}a ci~fhai : compare with Utta. XIX.71 niccaJTI bhier;a tatther;a 
duhier;a vahieY}a ya I parama duhasaJ?)baddha veyaY}a vedita mae II cf. Jacobi's 
translation, SBE vol.45, p . 96 . 
(794.4-9) la,ulloviya-mahima . .. gandhavaftibhuya: A parallel passage is 
found in the Kalpasutra ' s description of the city of Kumdapura; ed . Jacobi, 
AKM Bd . 7- Nr .l p . 57 (100). For laulloviya- (l.4), 0 dadda~a-dinna-
pancanguli- tala (ll. 4- 5 ), see Jacobi ' s note on the paragraph of the Kalpas. 
(p.109). 
(794.5) uvaciya-candana- kalasa candana-ghana-sukaya-torana- ... : Kalpasutra 
reads uvaciya-VaJ!ldar;a-kalasC1J!l V(J]'[ldar;a~ghaga~sukaya-torar;a~ ···~ see also 
Jacobi's note on Kalpas . (100). 
(796 .9) aparovayaviY]o: a-apara + uvayavi-; uvayavi- is probably derived 
from uvavaya- ' reincarnation ', by metathesis through uvavayi- = upa-patin. 
Therefore this compound may mean ' having no reincarnation afterwards '. 
9 (797.7) cadio pavaraturahge : Pk. cagai 'rises, sits on', see Turner 4578 
*cadhati . · 
. 
10 (797. 9 ) chuqho ya mahagaherya: mahagaheY}a 'by a great seizure or demon(?)' 
does not make good sense in this context. I suggest it be emended to 
mahagahaY]e , and this reading is also preferable for the metrical reason that 
it avoids Amphibrachys in the third ga~a . . 
11 (798.10) SCOJ1jamiu~a tur;irayan:z: According to DN VIII.15 sCll{ljamia- means 
' concealed '. So, the literal meaning of this phrase may be 'having concealed 
the dust on the quiver '. 
12 (799. 5 ) devahga- juyala~: for devahga, see note§ 6,6 . 
13 (800.5) a,linga~i-: cf. PSM s.v. a,lihgi~r ' cushion which is put under 
knees etc . ' . 
14 (801.18-802.10) se na dihe na rahasse ... se na rase narase: A parallel 
passage, Ayarahga r:5.6 (Suttagame , vol . I, p . i9. parags . 331-3 ; ed. 
Schubring, A.KM Bd .12-Nr . 4, 8.26: transl. Jacobi, SBE vol.XXII, p.52; 
Schubring, Worte Mahaviras, s.97) But instead of se na sadde nasadde~ ... 
se na rase narase (p.802, ll.8-10), Ayarahga reads se r;a sadde r;a ruve r;a 
gaJ[ldhe ~a rase r;a ph~se . 
15 (802. 5- 6) na sahge na ruhe na kau: problematic phrase. Ayarahga reads 
na kau na ruhe na sahge~ and Jacobi translates "he is without body, without 
resurrection, without contact (of matter) " ; Schubring translates 11 [dort gibt 
es] keinen Karper, keine Erhebung , kein Haften [in der DaseinsformJ". 
,,,. 
Silanka ' s commentary : ' na ka,u' ity anena lesya grhita~ yadi va na kayavan ... 
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15 (cont'd) 
na ruho'ruha~, karmma-bijabhavad apunarbhavtty arthai . .. tatha ca na 
vidyate sahgo'murttatvad.asya ... (Agamodayasamiti ed. reprint 1978, 231a). 
16 (802 .7) parinna sanna uvama ceva na vijjai: Ayarahga reads parinne sanne 
uvama na vijjae. Jacobi, ibid·. "he perceives, he knows, but there is no 
analo~ (whereby to know the nature of the liberated soul)"; Schubring's 
interpr etation is strange. "Fur das Erhaben[stJe [undJ fur das Tief[stJe 
,,. 
findet sich kein Gleichnis." ( ibid. , see also fn. 4). Cf. Silarika ' s 
commentary: parih - samantad viseqato janattti parijnah, tatha samanyatah 
samyag janati - p;syattti sarr;jna~, jnana-darsana-yukta ity artha1, yadi . 
nama svarupato na jnayate muktatma tatha'py upama- dvarenadityagatir iva 
jnayata eveti cet, tan na, yata aha - upamiyate sad:t:syat paricchidyate 
yaya sopama (ibid. 231 ab). But in our text parinna, sanna, and uvama are 
all in the f.sg.nom., so I interpret this phrase as ' [for the nature of a 
liberated one] there is no conception nor perception nor analogy [by which 
one can know it]'. 
17 (802 . 8 ) apayassa payam natthi: Jacobi, "there is no condition of the 
( ,,•b,,•d. ) II fl " unconditioned. v v Schubring , Fur das, was durch Worte nicht 
[bestirnmbar J ist, gibt es kein Wort . (ibid.)". See also Schubring's note 
(fn.5) "Oder : "keine Statte", unter Anns:,hme eines Wortspiels mit den 
Bedeutunger von paya." I have followed Silarika's commentary in my · 
translation: ki~ ca - na vidyate padam -avasthavise~o yasya so'pada~, 
tasya padyate - gamyate yenarthas tatpadam - abhidhanarr; tac ca 'nasti ' na 
vidyate, vacyavise~abhavat (ibid. 231b ). 
18 (804.12 ) kevali-samugghao : samudghata is a special process carried out in 
o~der to equal i ze the sthiti of vedan! ya-, nama- and gotra- karman with that 
of ayus-karman (Glasenapp S.102 = Eng.p.91). 
19 (804.13) selesi: for the sailesi-state, see Glasenapp S .103 - Eng.p.92 . 
*l 
*2 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
(761 .17) dinno anenovaoo : 
. . 
The literal translation must be 
'upayoga was given by him ', but the context demands 'given to 
him !. It may be that the text is corrupt; the phrase in any case 
involves a textual problem , since after the long vowel -e and 
- o , the initial a- of the following word is usually elided. 
(782 .12) ... dukkhaparaJl}parae ~ tannigghaya~asamatthan:z . . . . . It 
seems that an absolutive of a verb is missing before tannigghayana 0 
Perhaps we should read adding paqivvajiu~a here; cf. Z. 15 
apadivajjamanesu tam (scil . sahudhammam) . 
. . . . 
. 
*3 (795 .8) This line lacks one mora . We should read sadda-ppharisa- ·0 
for sadda- pharisa- 0 of the text . 
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